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FOREWORD

SOME
TIME AGO we wrote a little book called Antiques. It was about

Early American Furniture. It was not an important book in the sense

that it exhausted either the subject or the reader, but was written for

people who, like ourselves, have a natural and affectionate interest in the fur

niture of our forefathers, but who have no particular ambition to become

collectors of rare pieces or professionally expert on the subject.

We did feel, however, that a fujnda^ in

crease our enjoyment of it and that, perhaps, with some of the preliminary

roujjrE
work cleared away we might be stimulated to more intensive study.

We approach the study of decoration in this book in much the same spirit.

We have no desire to solve the complicated and elaborate problems that are

best left to the judgment and experience of the professional decorator. We wiljl

not concern ourselves too much with technical details in the way of arrange

ment, the effect of
light,

color values, and other professional worries, but will

try, instead, to get behind all that to the sources of decorative motifs and

symbols, find out when and why they appeared, what meaning they expressed,

and watch their gradual development into what is known as "Period styles."

It is not possible (with any comfort) to get these Period styles straightened

out without a picture of their historical background; therefore we will begin

our story with a brief general outline of decoration from that point of view.

After the various periods have emerged from the picture as separate units, we

will then step within each unit and select and describe a house and its furnish-

[ wi ]



FOREWORD

ings as an example of the expression of that particular time. In that way each

type of house as it comes along should stand out sharply defined as the in

evitable outgrowth of the historical background that produced it. When the

character of these various houses is clearly established we have a foundation

from which we can go forward with confidence in the selection of the details

for any one of them; with what we call their Interior Decoration.
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CHAPTER I: THE MEANING OF DECORATION

^ | "\HE FIRST THING we want to find out in this book is what we mean

I by "decorating." What is it all about, anyway? What are we up to in

-*- those periodic rushes we make upon our homes, armed with paintbrush

and upholstery hooks, in a perfect fever to get on with the job whatever it is

as rapidly as possible?

It would be easy to dismiss that ticklish question by saying that it means

the fascinating business of paint, materials, wall papers and furniture that we

call Interior Decoration. As a matter of fact, that is pretty much what it does

mean to most of us. We seldom think of the subject except in its relation to some

personal problem in the home, and when such a problem comes up we leap

at the details and struggle with them until the deed is done. Then we forget

about it until the chintz fades again.

That is not what we mean by decorating, however. It smacks too much of

the old-fashioned spring house-cleaning fever, when we used to drag out the car

pets and feather beds and hang them on the line in the sun while we lit into the

house until we got it in order again. Nowadays we go at it more daintily

by putting in new color and draperies. We are interested in new effects

and "smart"- ideas, and we do not want to make any mistakes about them.

Mistakes are costly and exasperating. We know that a terrible chintz or a

clumsy piece of furniture will mock us to the grave, and having, perhaps, sunk

both our money and our pride in some such experiment, we are a little shy

about trusting our own judgment.
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So we
go*, uncertain, coy and hard to please,

to someone who does know

what decoration means and place our problem in those cool, impersonal, pro

fessional hands, and it is solved for us. But we have not solved it. The result is

merely a background that is sympathetic to us but is the expression of the

character, knowledge and judgment of somebody else.

Perhaps this is as good a place as any to answer the question that comes

up so often as to the value of professional advice in home decoration. Of course,

it is invaluable. It is just as necessary to have expert advice in decorating as

it is in any other of the 'problems that come up in life. We cannot hope to be

our own lawyer or doctor or decorator when it comes to questions of major

importance, but we should be able to employ expert advice with discrimina

tion and to get along without it in the conduct of our daily affairs.

There is no reason why we should not be able to solve our average deco

rating problems, but it can only be done by having a clear vision of the sourcesD 1 '
v********^****^^^ ,. ** **,,,%**** mn**^,*M ., M <

zi^^^ic^^.t^rodiictd. the symbols, motifs, ajnd^forms^that^Jakejnjp-

gether, express a definite ideaTTEere is no wayj:ojirriy,e at this understanding

'except tliroupTnTstory, but once a house has become to our minds the visible

expression
of the times that produced it, it is not difficult to assemble the

furnishings of like character. We know then why we like the house and why we

want to live in it, and we are ready to makejjgg onts^mgathetic ,aj;jrjtuj^s

tojsxjDre^^
To come to this comfortable understanding we must first of all rearrange

the order of our thoughts. Details are the stuff that dreams are made of and

we shall have to come to them in time, but they are the last things to be con

sidered, not the first, for their selection is merely the final step in a previously

considered and clearly conceived plan. So, for the time being, we will put In

terior Decoration, in the popular sense, at the tail end of the procession where

it belongs. After all, it is or should be the servant of our ideas, not the

dictator of them.

To
get our thoughts in order so that they will march along smoothly from

point to point we will first ask ourselves two questions. These questions are sc
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simple and obvious that we are apt to assume that they have already been

answered and start off on the study of decoration without the foundation upon
which the whole subject rests. The first of these is:

WHY WE DECORATE

THE ANSWER TO THIS is the root of the whole business. If we can find out why
we struggle and care the way we do about our surroundings, decoration will

take on a vastly different and far more vital aspect. Apparently we keep up
this perpetual effort because we cannot help it. We are born that way. Funda^

mentally, it is the result of a universal impulse to express
the

things
of the spirit

in visible form, the divine urge (or its devilish perversion) that sets manSno!

apartIrom his fellow creatures on this earth and denies him their peaceful

existence.

They tell us, those others who are not so interested in decoration as we
* W< C'"*

1

are, that man's first use of fire marked the dawn bras soul, but after all, ani-
*^JL

mals are pretty clever, too, at contrivances to insure comfort. We think that

the man who daubed the story of the hunt on the walls of his cave took the first

step up the long hill. From that day on, as far back as history takes us, we

see mankind unceasingly concerned with this business of self-expression. It

takes other forms than decoration, to be sure, but none so old, so intimate and

so universal as these stone chippings, these traceries and designs that served

no practical purpose and can be explained only as an endeavor to release the

spirit into visible form.

As we look back we see that history is largely based on these mute records.

They are the distillation of the individual spirit
of the times, the color on the

page that sets eras apart and gives them a name. "The captains ind the kings

depart," but the backgrounds against
which they moved are with us yet, to

speak their names more loudly than their deeds.
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We believe, then, that decoration is the instinctive outpouring of the spirit.

We are all bound to do it, vulgar and graceful alike, and the form these visible

expressions take depends entirely on the quality of the spirit
behind it.

This impulse that drives us so
irresistibly

to the revelation ofour souls must

spring from man's conceit, from his desire to show the world and God that he

too is a creator. If this conceit is vulgar it results in vulgar display, and it is

appalling to think how unconsciously we walk into the trap and are
pitilessly

betrayed. Man may keep the secrets of his soul out of his countenance, but he

is bound to reveal them in his surroundings just as certainly as the sun rises.

But there is such a thing as divine conceit, and now and then some soul

among us, possessed by it, is so detached from self, so passionate and con

trolled, so fine in his perception of his purpose and so faithful in his execution

of it, that he almost, if not actually, imbues his work with divine quality. When
this happens we have what we call a

masterpiece.

There is something pathetic and vastly revealing, too, in the reaction of

the rest of us to such work. What frustration, pain and longing we confess in

our reverence for it! it beyond price, cling to it for inspiration (some
little thing, perhaps: a canvas with a few pennies' worth of paint on it,

a
piece of polished stone), for there it stands, sweet

thing, indisputable proof
of man's kinship to the Creator. We are reassured, whether we

acknowledge
it or not, of divine

heritage because this man, before he died and worms had
eaten him, had rid his soul of a

thing of beauty.
And there we have it! There is the answer. Beauty lures us to this unending

quest, spurning the ages with her
light feet, forever pursued, forever

escaping.

All^we
see in those scattered objects, broken

fragments, colors, shapes and

designs is man) unceasing effort to capture his ideal of beauty and fix it in

visible out of this, one truth looms
intolight: no matter in what age

or in what
f|fe

the effort takes place, it is
convincing only in so far as it is sin

cere, and
beJEtiful only in the degree in which the soul behind it is capable of

conceiving Beauty.
M

And tljit brings us up to the second question.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY BEAUTY?

THERE is, OF COURSE, no answer to this. If we could, on this page, put beauty

into words, that would be the end of this everlasting pursuit of it, and the whole

human race could lie down with a sigh and have some peace. We can try, of

course. A great many people (all of us, really) have tried to put beauty into

words, and one or two of the human race have come pretty close to it. Keats,

for instance, tells us that "Beauty is Truth and Truth Beauty," but we cannot

agree with him in thinking that that is all we need to know. It is, of course,

once we know it, as he did, but the path that leads to that knowledge is long

and full of
pitfalls.

Few travel it.

There is a lovely line in the Gita that in its subtle Oriental fashion sheds a

little light on Beauty from the point of view from which we are trying to see

it: "I am the Beauty that dwells within beautiful things." As we ponder over

this it seems to tell us that Beauty is not a certain tangible quality that can be

come at by following a set of rules. We may n^fclhe
rules in preparing the

medium for beauty, but beauty itself is a result, aflfcid of reward that creepsJ J J * i

into the work we are doing only when we are wholly absorbed in and faithful

to the purpose behind the work.

The first truth we came upon was that our efforts to express ourselves

are beautiful in only the degree in which we are capable of conceiving beauty.

Now the second truth appears to be that beauty in any degree can only be

arrived at by faithfulness to purpose. No amount of coaxing or flattery or at

tention to it for its own sake will ever result in more than a lifeless imitation

of it. That must be why we sometimes see beauty where we least expect it, in

simple unskilled work with no other thought behind it beyonAthe fulfillment

of a need. How modestly and with what charm beauty soml|mes
comes to

dwell in such humble things: the same elusive quality that ft most deter

mined efforts fail to capture and nail down. (Who was the man, poor soul, who

declared that he would have a beautiful house if it cost him a million?)

[71
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If we go back to Nature we plainly see, as in a primer, the reasonable

ness of beauty. There each tiny thing functions completely, not only as a unit,

but in its relation to all other units, and this sublime unity of purpose is the

conclusion we call beauty. At any rate, that is the example God set in his work

which we call Nature. Man cannot do better in his imitation of the Creator

than to struggle along the same road in his work, which we call Art.

[8]
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CHAPTER II: THE LONG VIEW

NOW
THAT WE HAVE inclined our thoughts to a somewhat wider

aspect of decoration and to what we are trying to achieve by it, it

will be helpful to sit back for a while and look at what other human

beings have accomplished out of the same impulse and to the same end.

There is something peaceful in a detached and leisurely study of decora

tion from the historical point of view, perhaps the only peaceful thing about

the subject, and we would like to linger here, letting our gaze wander over the

wide plain while we take notes of the fascinating things we see. But we have

our own problems to solve, so we cannot sit up here on the hilltop too long;

only long enough to make a few brief notes so that we will have them to refer

to when we get back to the house.

Away over there at the very edge of the horizon, almost lost to sight in a

golden haze of sun and sand, we see a faint outline of pyramids and temples

wrought with pictures in stone of chariots and horses and marching men in

stiff profile.
Piled in glittering heaps are ornaments delicately fashioned of

gold, jars of pottery, vessels of glass of opal hue, striped tissue cloth of gold

and turquoise, bands of fine embroidery; strange and splendid objects, the out

pourings from a tomb.



EGYPT 4000 B.C.

THERE is no more obvious example of the fact that

decoration is an importantif not the most important

source of historic information than the study of

Egypt. Until these intimate and revealing objects were

unearthed we knew no more of Egypt than we do of the Incas and if, in time,

we learn more of the Incas and of other still unsuspected races of men, it will

be only because further evidence of man's work is brought to
light. From this

source, and from no other, we will be able to reconstruct the story of their lives.

Egypt that was lost is found again, a
living page in history, largely through

the story told in decoration. ^^umJ^.M<W^,.^K^lG were cultured,

know their
religion,

form of government,

^^^ occupations, all because these

characteristics are revealed, in the work of their hands,

Hl^S,k,?l9l.^uch.in Egypt for us to
linger over in relation to our

Ldecoration - Their conventional motifs and symbols, the lotus* beetle 'ibis,"'(^wf^-rt/cni? f' "'! i-wrin iit"*V ;J, **"">*"" ,#!><!'" (/ <f f >
, ft, ,

i
,,

(
f

^^sp!1^^^ so on, reflect a
spiritual concern so remote from our own that

we can make kt little honest use of them.
Occasionally they come to life as

they did in the ornamentation that followed Napoleon's return from his Egyp
tian campaign when we barked our shins on sphinxes at every turn, or in the

recent hysterical flurry over the sacking of poor Tut-ankh-amen's tomb. But
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these things do not last with us because they have no roots in anything we feel.

i^SO!^^ see the beauty^^^^ sen^Tlkt
nervously, the depths of Oriental subtiKtybeta^It^^ us

emotions in Oriental symbols.
'""*"* ~""~-~"

'

as remote from us as the Egyptians, who,
astonishingly enough, did express in their time many of the ideals and ideas by
which we live today. In fact, they did it so well that we are still using their

symbols as a medium for our own
expression. We would like to improve on

them, but we can't-which is just too bad, considering all the progress we have
made since then.

U/J
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GREECE 500 B.C.

FAR OUT on, the
plain, not much this side of the pyra

mids (500 B.C. is a nominal date, for the history of

Greece keeps slipping back the more we learn of it),

we see the sun
flashing on white marble with a brilliance that lights up the

whole picture. That is Greece out there, the beginning and, perhaps, the end
of Western culture, for nothing that man has done since, in government or

HteratUr
^^ art) has ever quite touched aSain the high-water mark left upon

the
Acropolis.

IfEgypt was an example of the value ofdecorative symbols in reconstruct

ing historical facts, Greece is the supreme example of the value of such symbols
in

establishing the cultural quality of those facts. Greece attained the highest
degree of ethical culture that the world has yet seen, and the reason we are
certain of this is because we see it. No written record could tell us what our

eyes behold in her works. They reveal the ancient Greeks to us as a people
emotionally and

physically disciplined to the fulfillment of a
lofty intellectual

ideal, striving for centuries, almost as one man, toward the perfect visible ex
pression of that ideal. The pure, clean-cut

perception of the ideal was no more
remarkable than the

perfect execution of its symbols, and, of course, thai
resulted in beauty; in those

masterpieces we spoke about.

[12]
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(We hate to do it, right here in the middle of the Greek era, but this is such

a good opportunity to point out, once more, the fact that beauty is the result

of the union of purpose and execution, both perfectly
fulfilled. It isn't beauty

we must think about, but why and how we are doing our work.)

This concentration of generations of people on physical and intellectual

perfection
and the expression of it resulted in what we call the "classic era."

ijn the dictionary we find classic defined as "pure, refined, clean-cut; of, or

^relating to, the highest class or rank in literature or art.'- ThejGrgeks-sab-

fr lished this highest class or rank for all time, apparently, becaus^byjiie.ngsr^

jimgHdtyjLndgrac_pf their work thejjcamecloser
to atjtoimn^^an^sj^alj^

beauty in visible form than ever

Looked at only from die point
of view of decoration, the classic era left

^us a heritage that has never been surpassed.
For almost three thousand years,

ft now,
man has been going back to that fountainhead for inspiration. Every

Q
broken fragment that felt the touch of those hands is cherished for the treasure

/ it is, and to a
great extent we still judge a race or a man by his ability

to ap

preciate and apply the classic model.

The ancient Greek tradition will appear again and again in our study; we

will see it cropping up in houses, furniture and drapery; in the familiar acanthus

leaf, egg-and-dart, leaf-and-dart, key, scroll, fret and floral swag designs;
in

columns, porticos
and moldings;

in pottery shapes and ornaments. We will

i find these things adapted and transformed in endless variety as they go roller-

coasting down through the ages,
sometimes soaring,

sometimes debased, but

never quite losing
their original

character and grace.

It is important to recognize
these symbols,

for they are the basis of all

Western decorative expression,
and it is extremely interesting

to pick
out

some one motif, the scroll for instance, and follow its course to see how it lends

itself to change as mankind seizes upon it and works it into the expression
of

his time. No doubt if we look up we will see it in the room we are sitting in;

in the cornice, perhaps, or the architrave of the fireplace trim, or in the chasing

on our silver tea set.

I'll
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But in spite
of ail the effort poured out upon it century after century, the

ancient Greek tradition has never been improved upon, for it has never since

been called upon to express so lofty an ideal. To this day it stands apart, unique

and pure, the inspiration and the defeat of every successive endeavor.

Attic shape! Fair attitude! with brede

Of marble men and maidens overwrought)

Withforest branches and the trodden weed;

Thou, silentform! dost tease us out of thought

As doth eternity. Cold Pastoral!

When old age shall this generation waste>

Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe

Than oursy
afriend to man> to whom thou say'st,

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty" that is all

Ye know on earthy and all ye need to know.

(Right here, put down this book and read the "Ode on a Grecian Urn"

again!)

(Have you read it? And come back to this? We scarcely hoped you would,
for all our tale is in that rhymeJ



ROME 146 B.C.

FOR THE SAKE of continuity in our brief outline of

decoration (via Art) we date Rome with her con

quest of the Greeks in 146 B.C. We do this because

it is fascinating to see what Rome did to the Greek

tradition. Roman art came from Greece, for Rome in the pursuit of empire had

no time to bother with art: it was easier to conquer other people and take it

away from them (not an entirely unfamiliar idea!). So, while Greece was build

ing the Acropolis, Rome was building the Empire; both succeeded in their

ambition and both wearied of it. With satiety, Greece weakened. With em

pire, Rome felt the desire for luxury and pomp. She ruled the world, and it

was time to say so in triumphal arches, colosseums, palaces and public baths.

The impersonal perfection of the Greek athletic figure became the robust

Roman Emperor in a toga, laying down the law. The classic purity of the Greek

design was coarsened or replaced by symbols of war; by spearheads, shields,

laurel wreaths and battle axes, usually in bronze. Roman decoration perfectly

expressed a mighty people, cosmopolitan, conquest-loving, intelligent,
ambi

tious and worldly. But the world does not go back to Rome for spiritual

inspiration: it goes back to her for roads and viaducts and fortifications, for

symbols of pomp and power, and for law but not for food for the soul. It was

not there. Rome conquered everything but beauty.
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While we are in Rome we will just touch Byzantine Art, that curious

amalgamation of Rome, Asia, and the Christian religion,
that followed Con-

stantine's invasion of Byzantium in A.D. 328, to note, in passing, the
revealing

significance
in the Asiatic interweaving of Christian symbols in the Roman

scroll. It seems a pity to say so little about this curious phase in the progress of

decoration, but, after all, there is not much place in the average home for

Byzantine art motifs. There was, however, an Asiatic invasion into Europe

that did leave its mark on what we do.



THE MOORS IN SPAIN

7111492

THE PECULIAR FLAVOR that the Moors introduced

into Europe when they conquered Spain in 711 has

persisted so oddly and yet is so little recognized for

what it is that we must put it down with anX against

it so that we can refer to it readily when we see it again.

The Moors were Mohammedans^ and the Mohammedan religion
forbade

the use of animal
figures in design. These conscientious zealots were therefore -

under the handicap of expressing their souls in
purely eometr^

and what they did in the way of interwoven open lattice-workjles^^

mural decoration such as we see,Tor instance, in the familiar
^-^^WW-^W^,^*,*, ^^..^^^s^

, remains a marvel unsuj^^ The Moors have been

gone from Spamth^ years or more, and yet the odd, rather

acrid flavor of their work is still strong in the land that repulsed them. It per-

sists in the flat roofs andjpatios^^^
callwindows of \^aFwe call tieSpz^^ And strange thought we see it

in our own Californiz^ by the Spanish conquistadors in the early

sixteenth century, as fresh and deeply rooted on that coast as the more popu

larly familiar Colonial traditions are on the Atlantic.

But while this invasion was going on in Spain we must go back a few

hundred years to what was happening in the rest of Europe. Attila came down
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with his hordes from the north and sacked old Rome in A.D. 445. There fol

lowed a period of seven hundred years that we must cross to get to the next

picture.



THE GOTHIC ERA
11501500

Now WE TAKE a long step, in our observations, across

a dark, desperate, plague-infested spot in history

called the Dark Ages* It carries us from the ancient

to the middle age. Sand has been drifting these many
centuries over the forgotten tombs of Egypt, the white temples in Greece are

deserted and despoiled, and the mighty despoiler on the Seven Hills has, in

its turn, been despoiled. The classic era is over: a closed book, the pages of

which remained unread for many hundreds of years, and with many pages still

unturned/

In spite of their lovely achievements and mighty conquests there must

have been something wrong with the ancient civilizations, some fatal short

coming in the search for Truth, for Truth endures, and they did not. Old as

they were in culture and temporal power they were wiped out, smashed and

buried; and no similar civilization has since appeared on the earth. Only the

symbols of the search endure to tell the story of effort and frustration.

But during the centuries that intervened between the destruction of the

ancient civilization and the birth of the new, a hitherto undreamed of spiritual

force had been creeping into the despairing hearts of men. It was a new idea of

Truth, so simple that it could be understood, remembered and repeated by
the humblest of men. It was the answer to the search for those who had almost

ceased to hope, a single sentence in words of one syllable: "I am the Way,
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the Truth, and the Light,"- and they clung to it secretly, passionately, while

the cultured world around them slid to ruin.

Conflict churned the face ofEurope to a sea ofmud and blood, conquerors

marched and countermarched while death and pestilence licked their
heels,

but in the awful dark that had settled over the Western world we see the Light

flickering feebly here and there, never quite extinguished. We see the
burning

brand scattered by persecution, spreading, leaping higher, fed by the bodies of

martyrs, fanned by their cries, until, at the beginning of the twelfth century

after the birth of its Founder and seven hundred years after the Fall of Rome,
the Christian

religion burst into the flame that lit the world anew. History has

called this period the Gothic era. It is unquestionably the most vital, con

sequential and dramatic period in the history of the Western world, for it

dates the beginning of the civilization by which we still live.

A great deal had been going on, of course, during the seven hundred years

that led up to the Gothic outburst. Seven hundred years is a long time, and

the Gothic cathedrals did not spring up overnight without previous preparation
and experiment. This experimental period is called the "Romanesque," which

means that it was neither the old Roman nor the new Gothic, but a transition

period between the two. Except to the student of architecture, however, this

rather arbitrary period has not much to offer. We mention it here only because

some of us may want to know just where the Romanesque comes into the

picture.

We shall be forgiven (we hope) if we dismiss the Romanesque in this

high-handed fashion. We cannot be expected to be detailed in this brief survey
of the sources of decoration, and anyone who takes our little story in that

spirit is out of luck. But when it comes to the Gothic era we must pause.
There is too much here for our usual rapid glance.

Look out there, over yonder, on the fair fields of northern France and

England; at that cluster of cathedral
spires against the sky, those jeweled

wmdows
flashing with color, the lace-like

flurry of flying buttresses, the massive

porticos crowded with carved saints: that is the Gothic era.

[*>]
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It was a period furiously concerned with one idea and with the expression

of that idea, which was the Christian religion. Perhaps it will fix in our minds

what the Gothic era really means and the character of the designs derived from

it ifwe rehearse for a moment the astonishing results of this incredible religious

zeal.

It flared up in France when Notre Dame was begun in 1163, and in Eng

land with the rebuilding of old Canterbury in 1174, followed by the exhausting

list of cathedrals, abbeys, churches and monasteries we visit on our tours in

those countries. For the next three hundred years these astonishing edifices

of incomparable beauty, marvelous in magnitude and detail, were hurled up

to the sky, one after the other, by the amazing religious fury that poured it

self out, not only in toiling
with masses of stone with the primitive equipment

of those times, but in carvings of exquisite delicacy for altars, choir stalls,

niches, doors and windows; in stained glass and illuminated parchments; in

splendid tapestries and heavily embroidered vestments; in gold, silver and

brass altar vessels and fitments. All of the workmanship and design on these

things, from cathedral spire
to golden chalice, was bold, strong and as simply

direct as the
spirit

behind it. Everything that has come since, no matter how

engaging or lovely, seems weak in comparison with the titanic vigor of the

Gothic spirit,
the mighty and passionate energy that thrust those spires

to

the sky.

It is easy, therefore, to recognize the Gothic symbol if we think in terms

of the cathedral. We see the fecundity of the bursting spirit
in the rich and

flowing designs of ripe fruits, vines, and flowers, in the gargoyles and figures

of saints, in the circular trefoil or quatrefoil motifs that were at their loveliest

in the "rose" window; in the hundreds of ecclesiastical designs still in con

stant and familiar use. These motifs are unmistakable and unique, for they

perfectly express the naive
spirit

in which they were wrought. They are like

coming on a pocket of pure gold in the roundabout search for decorative in

spiration, a pocket into which we have been industriously digging ever since
3

bringing up those rough, strong, rich nuggets of perfect integrity.
There is

[21]
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nothing derivative about Gothic design; it is a source in itself, so perfect
in the

fulfillment of the purpose
behind it that it seems almost to spring

from Nature.

But the very ruggedness
and strength

of Gothic design,
with its concern

with nothing less than God, does make it a little difficult to crowd into a small

house. After all, cathedrals are not particularly cosy. Our churches, of course,

still find their best expression
in the old formula of pointed arch, flying buttress,

and stained-glass
windows. Many public buildings and an occasional house at

tempt the Gothic; and there are such rooms, with lofty vaulted ceilings, massive

carved mantel and huge wall spaces
where rare old tapestries

are hung, but

these are not apt to be among our worries. So, in spite
of its magnitude, or per

haps because of it, there is not much for us outside of architectural details

and designs for carvings
and fabrics in the Gothic era. It is too far back. Re

member, we are talking of the time of the Crusades; of knights in armor and

ladies in wimples; of Robin Hood and Chaucer. It was the Age of Innocence,

the youth-time
of the modern world with all the bounding vitality, blind in

tolerance and splendid beauty of youth. It bequeathed these qualities in work

manship and design to a world that has never since been quite so unself-

conscious. The Gothic era began in vigor, simplicity and faith; it ended, about

the time that Columbus discovered America, in bigotry and greed.

We leave it with reluctance, and yet with a thrill of anticipation too,

because the next picture brings us much closer home. After all, only some four

hundred-odd years have passed since the close of the Gothic era. Not many

generations
stand between us and the distant scene and, as we look back, we

see that the people then were very like ourselves. We actually recognize some

of them. Look, for instance, at our old friends, Henry VIII, Francis I, and

Charles V over there on the Field of the Cloth of Gold, trying to push each

other off a horse. We know perfectly well what those fellows are up to. There

has been a considerable shifting of scenes, to be sure, in the past four hundred

years, but no fundamental social or spiritual upheaval has come along to set

the stage for an entirely new drama. Not yet! So far we are still jousting;
still

achieving, still pursuing the ideals and ideas that came onto the stage when

[22}
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the Gothic flame was spent and men turned their thoughts from heaven to

earth. All we have to do now is to review the development of these ideas and

their successive expression to come right up to our own front door which is

sure to be some such door as these people came home to.

But there is a lot crowding into the foreground now, so much that we shall

have to begin a new chapter.





CHAPTER III: THE MIDDLE VIEW

IT

MAY SEEM that we are stretching the point when we say that we are

still living
in the era that came into existence in the year 1500. Tremendous

changes have taken place since that far-away time, changes that have

completely altered the physical conditions under which we live. Nevertheless,

if we could drop back four hundred years, as the Yankee did in King Arthur's

Court, we would find that the only readjustments we would have to make

would be physical ones. Spiritually
we would be quite at home. We would

hear these people speaking the same language we speak, the language of worldly

ambition for riches and power and luxury. The struggle started then has never

changed or ceased, and only yesterday cropped up again in the Great War.

We have had every other kind of change, but not the change of heart that

begins a new chapter in history.

So we are on familiar ground that will soon bring us home. The ancient

philosopher with his curly white beard is a tradition, and the youth that ex

hausted his soul in religious
torment is now a young man about town with his

eyes open for the main chance. This opening of the eyes to the pursuits and

pleasures of this world has been called in history the Renaissance, which means

rebirth, and it aptly describes the coming to life of a new set of ideas that had

their seed in the ancient culture. Like a plant that is apparently dead and

buried, the old concern with worldly life sprouted up once more, this time all

over the garden.



ITALIAN RENAISSANCE

14001600

IT is NATURAL that the reawakening should take

place first in Italy where the classic tradition had

never wholly died and where civilization was

much farther advanced than in the compara

tively barbarous North. For a hundred years or more, while the Gothic furore

was going on up there, these descendants of old Rome were busily engaged in

cultivating the ancient idea. They succeeded remarkably, almost transcending

the Greek tradition except in one vital respect: the Greeks were animated by

the worship of an ideal through Beauty; the Italians saw Beauty as belonging

to man for his personal gratification.
This humanist interpretation

of the old

tradition has been divided into three periods called Early, High, and Late

Renaissance, and we will sketch them briefly in that order.

The Early Italian RenaissanceVas well under way by 1400. The frescoes

of the great Giotto were still fresh; Dante and Petrarch were newly in their

graves; gentle Fra Angelico was painting his prayer-worn saints, and the

Delia Robbia family were turning out their exquisitely enameled clay bas-

reliefs. It was the period when Christian and pagan symbols were so charmingly

fused,, a time of restraint and strength in architectural and furniture forms.

It was more sincere than the sumptuous period that followed, and therefore

more truly appealing to the esthetic sense.

[26]
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But princes, churchmen, nobles and merchants were now beginning to

vie with each other in
collecting art objects (how modern that sounds), and

under the powerful stimulus of money and protection art in all its forms de

veloped with amazing rapidity.

The High Renaissance, the mighty period that has dominated architec

tural and decorative forms ever since, was in foil swing by 1500, and it is easy
to see the trend away from primitive estheticism to the power, grace and

beauty of the physical ideal in the work of Botticelli, Piero delk Francesca,
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Titian and the others of that familiar and

incomparable list of Renaissance painters and
sculptors. The work of these

men is the reflection of the standard set by the times. Nothing short of per
fection satisfied the critical, haughty, but wholly worldly spirit

of the patron

princes.

They built great palaces to live in, and these still exist to astonish us by
the magnificence and splendor of their

furnishings. Tapestries, brocades, vel

vets and satins of texture and color never since surpassed hung from the walls

and covered the massive, dignified and perfectly proportioned furniture.

Ornaments of ivory, alabaster, crystal, of gold and silver set with jewels, of

fragile Venetian glass graced the sumptuous interiors; and books, made by
the newfangled printing process, were highly prized and handsomely bound in

gilt-tooled leather.

It is impossible here to more than hint at the riches of the High Renais

sance, but it is
interesting to point out once again how the secrets of men's

hearts were revealed in their surroundings. We have here a cultured, haughty,
ruthless and powerful race at war among themselves for supremacy. They

expressed themselves in lofty ceilings,
in crimson damask hangings (behind

which an assassin could so conveniently hide), in deep, dark carvings, in

fastidious trifles and colossal monuments. Portable
paintings, too, became

popular at this time, to be sent as
gifts

or hung on the walls at home. The

designs on these things were the old classic motifs of garlands and urns and

floral forms, but refined to a more worldly sensuous grace, the lovely Italian
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designs we still see in fabrics, wrought iron, silver, gilt
and glass. This was

the first time that the old Greek tradition was translated to modern use. We
will see it many times again.

It was thesupreme age ofShow-off. From that day to this mankind has been

chiefly concerned with die same ambition, but he has never since been able to

equal the magnificence of the High Renaissance; not even old Louis le Grand,

as we shall shortly see. In fact, this period is still the high-water mark for

splurgeis. If you want to go really magnificent, go High Renaissance.

Of course, such a high-handed effort to keep up with the Joneses was

bound to peter out in overelaboration and overemphasis. It always does. It

did in the High Renaissance. The period began with strength and
simplicity,

crescendoed to incredible splendor, and by 1600 had sunk to mediocrity.
The Late Renaissance is that period of comparative mediocrity, marked

by the overelaboration we call Baroque. In considering Italian Renaissance

decoration it is well to clearly distinguish between the three distinct phases
of it Lack of such distinction may result in a sad misinterpretation of this

most thoroughly aristocratic of all examples of man's expression of his

mundane self.



FRENCH RENAISSANCE

1515-1643

IT is EXCEEDINGLY INTERESTING, especially
from the

point of view that decoration is the visible evidence of

the character of a people or a man, to note the various

ways in which the different races reacted to the new

idea of humanism. We have seen that in Italy the expression was haughty,

ambitious, magnificent and somewhat sinister. There was little gayety in it,

and certainly no humor. Now we come back to France, where the Gothic

flame had spent itself, to see what happened there.

The Renaissance in France really began when Francis I came to the throne

in 1515. Here was a young man predisposed by temperament, ability and op

portunity to bring about a tremendous change in the social life of his country

and he proceeded to do so. He was bored by the stern Gothic code. He wanted

to enjoy this life without bothering so much about the next, and in Italy he

saw the refinements and luxuries that his soul craved. So he went there and

brought them back.

But the Italian extravagances bloomed witn an entirely different flower

when transported to Gallic soil. There was too much Gothic there to be entirely

eliminated, for one thing, too much familiarity with cathedral stone that was

now put to use in building palaces
and chateaux. Versailles, Fontakebleau,

the Louvre and the lovely chateaux of the Loire Valley do not in the least look
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ifce Italian palaces, yet tliey were begun at tMs time and under the influence

of die Italian Renaissance* The sprit behind than was different, and if we find

mt what this spirit was, we will have the key to the entire French tradition

tad the various manifestations of it in decoration from the time of Francis

I to Napoleon*

Mot 60 make a mystery of It, it was Woman. Francis I was the first mon-

aixi to upset entirely the social and court code by openly encouraging the am

bitions of beautify and talented women by his companionship. Nothing of the

sort had ever t>een heard of before, but it was such a good idea that his succes

sors carried it on with increasing enthusiasm until it finally destroyed the mon-

Nevertheless, this indulgent spirit
toward the whims, desires and ex

travagances of lovely women did result in a succession of decorative periods in

France wholly unique in character. Nothing like them for extravagance and

grace lias been seen elsewhere, and to this day such decoration is called "typi

cally French/' We do not mean to imply that the ladies did all this themselves,

altbot^h some of them did exert a profoundly personal influence on decoration;

we mean that the French
spirit

at that time was preoccupied with gallantry,

ml this preoccupation was convincingly revealed in decoration.

Francis Fs new idea naturally stimulated the industrial arts into new

diannelsi. Furniture and decoration lost much of their Gothic austerity. Tables,

cabinets* chests and chairs multiplied in form, became lighter,
more graceful

md wmz eenifortable^ and were covered with tapestry weaving or fine textiles.

Tie earfy Renaissance in France did, however, retain a certain dignity and re

straint under tie austee touch of the Gothic and the haughty formality of

Ae Italian inspiration, kit this did not last
long. The French took up the new

social ofder very rapidly. By the end of the reign of Louis XIII (1643) all idea

of Renaissance, so far as the classic tradition was concerned, or the Italian

either, was fbfgptten in the brilliance of a purely nationalistic
spirit that was

idlected through the personality of successive monarchs in the decorations of

what we call the French Periods*



PERIOD OF LOUIS XIV

16431715

THE INDULGENCE AND GALLANTRY tOWard the

ladies that was started by Francis I had been

carried on .by his successors with picturesque results,

but it was left to Louis XIV to really make some

thing of the idea. (Please do not be shocked because

we lay so much stress on the fair ladies of France. We do it because dalliance

really is the outstanding characteristic behind French decoration, the quality

that makes it unique and so very lovely.)

The
spirit

of Louis XIV, which is the spirit of the furnishings of his time,

is perfectly expressed in his famous remark "L'etat, c'est moLr
'

"Le Roi du

SoleiF- looked upon himself as the representative of God on earth and acted

accordingly. For seventy-two years, the longest reign of any European mon

arch, this vain, pompous, inflated little man was the absolute monarch of

France, the crystallization in one person of the entire nation.

Naturally this influenced the national expression in decoration* It was a

brilliant too brilliant period, a
stage-setting, a ballroom scene devised to

show off the struttings of the peacock king in the famous Salle des Glaces at

Versailles. The spirit behind it was love of show, pride and vanity, but it was

not vulgar. It too sincerely believed in itself to be vulgar. It was further saved
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by the social etiquette of die times, by the wit and genius of such men of let

ters as ComeHIe, Moliere, La Fontaine, and by the charming influence of the

successive court favorites.

The designs in furniture and fabrics perfectly expressed this grandiose and

pompous spirit.
The favorite motifs were the Sun God (Louis himsel0> strutted

scrolls, the familiar rococo shell, birds, flowers and feathers, with an occasional

touch of lace and ribbon. The furniture was very grand and very gold, more

suitable for a blazing ballroom than for the fireside.

In fact, the furniture and designs of the period of Louis le Grand Mo-

narque, like those of the High Renaissance in Italy, are of little practical use

outside of a palace or an immense hotel. It is a pity to attempt these styles

in the average home. The pompous attitude ofmind that developed them would

be pretty much of a joke today; consequently their use is apt to be a joke, and

a vulgar one, as any decoration is that expresses
an affectation.

[32]



PERIOD OF LOUIS XV
17151774

Louis xrv DIED and went to his particular heaven

(all mirrors) in 1715, and the succession devolved

upon his little great-grandson, aged five. This

little chap reigned at first under the regency

of Philippe d'Orleans. There have been many

regencies in history, of course, and the use of the

word with regard to decoration has caused some confusion. The particular

regency of this man Philippe, a corrupt and profligate fellow, following as it

did the extravagances ofLouis XIV (that at any rate were clothed in dignity),

Brought about a change in social customs that is generally called "Regence"

or French Regency.

Manners lost what excuse they had and became openly prodigal, and oi

course decoration promptly followed their lead. Louis XIV had been more than

indulgent to the ladies but he was not entirely susceptible
to their ideas oi

decoration". Now, however, the feminine influence began to dominate. Furni

ture became less formal and heavy; the ladies liked curves, so the cabriole leg

on tables and chairs was introduced from Flanders, and the curved lines re

peated in ornament and paneling. Colors and textiles were lighter
and mon

dainty, and the most delightful whims and caprices began to appear in design,
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This was the beginning of the feminine influence that completely dominated

French decoration from that time until the Revolution.

While the excesses of the Regence were preparing
the scene for his future

reign, the young King Louis grew up, and by the time he came into full power

the change was well rooted, and he had neither the force of character nor the

desire to check the trend. The result was a period of extravagance and caprice

onequaled in the history ofmodern society. It was the climax in French decora

tive styles,
the complete expression

of the exquisite, fastidious, delicately sen

suous, always captivating
and usually refined feminine French soul.

The feminine influences in the now gay and pleasure-bent court waxed

and waned, each leaving some charming trace in the decorative motifs of the

time, but all of these are epitomized in the character ofMadame de Pompadour.

Tliat clever and beautiful woman must have known full well what was going on

and what the results would be, for it is she who made the cryptic remark,

"Afrts nous le deluger In the meantime the top was spinning, and La Belle

Pompadour (and her rivals) gained complete ascendency in the conduct of

court life. This spirit
of feminine rivalry, with the seduction of the king as the

motivating purpose behind it, resulted in constant elaboration and change.

The glittering public magnificence of the "Sun"- monarch's stage-setting was

softened to the intimacy of the boudoir. It was still magnificent, and it was still

a stage-setting, but Its symbols expressed the delights
of a king, a rare com-

Mnafkai of grace and dignity.

The lengths to which die ladies went to attract the royal attention are

oefiehtfiily apparent in the decorative devices of the time: in flower baskets
O J A *

and garlands* garden hats and dainty garden tools, in musical instruments and

shepherds* crooks, ribbons, cupids, quivers and darts. These seductive appeals

were carved, appliqued, cast in metal, woven, embroidered, painted, plastered

and printed on everything in sight.

The curved lines and cabriole legs that put in a rather hesitant appearance

during the, Regence became more and more pronounced, and the gracefully

carved furniture, covered in flowered and striped silks, velvet and delicate
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needlepoint (that often depicted the fables of La Fontaine), was exquisite- A
new cotton fabric called toile de Jouy, with enchanting pastoral designs taken

from cartoons by famous artists and printed in one color on a cream ground, was

also immensely popular at this time. This was the period of Louis XV at its

loveliest, the very essence of the French
spirit,

of its cultural discernment and

fastidious delight in the art of worldly living.

But, like everything else, it did not last. Toward the end of his reign-

he reigned for fifty-nine years the increasing effort to attract attention finally

ran through the more subtle mediums, and ornament was piled on ornament,

curve on curve, until the period deteriorated into an orgy of ostentation known

as'Rococo an expressive word for it. It is a shame that this should have hap

pened, but it did, and by the time this monarch died, in 1774, the fashionable

world was thoroughly sick of Rococo.

[SSl



PERIOD OF LOUIS XVI

1774-1793

ascent to

WHEN THE WORLD is weary of its follies in dec

oration as in everything else, it invariably: .turns

back to the cooling sanity of the classic era. It

did now. Nothing could have been more auspicious

for the good of die exhausted nation exhausted

in purse
as well as in decorative ideas than the

the throne of the grandson of Louis XV. He was a

young man of mild and kindly temper with no particular
notions of personal

grandeur, and he was greeted
with cries of enthusiasm that were not far from

being snarls of protest against
the depravity

of the preceding reign.

Louis XVFs well-meaning decency brought about a marked change in

decorative symbols. Curlicues and bandy legs
were wiped out of fashion; classic

simplicity
of straight lines for paneling

and furniture took their place,
and bead-

ings, reeding
and formal scrolls outlined the perfectly proportioned rectangular

forms. Designs for fabrics, especially
noticeable in toile de Jouy, returned to the

old motifs of goddesses, tripods,
urns and

pillars.

All this was as it should be. It perfectly expressed the obvious intention

of the young monarch to straighten things
out. But he had a young queen

beside Mm, a lovely, ambitious and extravagant creature named Marie An-
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toinette, to whom the charming foibles of the preceding reign were vastly more

entertaining than straightening out the affairs of state. Therefore she picked
out the best of these ideas and imbued them with her own

delightful and

pleasure-loving personality. Marie Antoinette was not compelled to please the

king by her efforts as were the lovely ladies ofLouis XFs day: she was married

to him. The consequence was that her bowknots were freer, her bouquets more

gay, her garlands and flower sprays daintier, and she had a great many more

hats, shepherds'- crooks, bird cages and garden tools in her
designs. There were

not, however, so many cupids and doves.

It is interesting to note the difference in the designs (so often confused)

in the periods of Louis XV and Louis XVI. Both are definitely feminine, but

in the first instance they expressed femininity, and in the second they expressed

Marie Antoinette.

The change in furniture form to classic outline combined with the spon

taneous gayety and daintiness of the queen's favorite symbols brought about

a decorative style that, while thoroughly French, is less dramatic and therefore

more easily adapted to average use than the earlier periods. One can attempt

the Marie Antoinette background because it endures simplification without

loss of character, but, like all French styles, it must be carefully done. These

styles express an artistry in living with which few of us are familiar, and we

are apt, therefore, to dismiss them or treat them as frivolous. Nothing could be

further from the truth.Jrench decoration is about as frivolous asjsaU&dandng.

Its airy grace is the resukofa^p^pjj^ amounts to cynicism.

fane Antoinette had little time in which to make the lasting impression

she did make upon the decorative styles of her country. Before ten years were

out, her gay ascendency was over. For eight years more she resisted public

hatred, until on August 10, 1792, she was imprisoned in the Temple. On Oc

tober 1 6 of the following year she was led to the guillotine
and beheaded. She

was thirty-eight years old.
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DIRECTOIRE

1794-1804

THE NEW GOVERNMENT, known as the Directory, that

was hustled into shape after the Revolution in France,

actually lasted but five years but for the sake of clarity

we include under its name the five following years when

France was under the dominion of an ambitious young

general, lately returned from a ticklish campaign in

Egypt, who managed to dramatize himself as the savior of the wobbly nation

and get himself elected First Consul. His name was Napoleon Bonaparte.
This period of ten years, which is known as "Directoire," has lately come

into great popularity. It expresses change and therefore is appealing to the

many of us who are looking for change. The people of France were through
forever (so they thought) with the stodgy old decorations that expressed noth

ing they now believed in. Everything was going to be different. It is not sur

prising, therefore, that Directoire tones in so well with "modern-' decoration.

In the study of this period we find two influences contending for
expression.

The first and earliest was the stern wiping out of all the extravagant and fas

tidious detail that recalled the aristocratic Marie Antoinette and her ilk. Noth

ing remained but the old classic influence which was now loudly called upon
once more to parade man's intention to reform. Furniture forms became simple
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and virtuous-looking, rigid
in the waist and modestly carved with modified

classic symbols, crossedan^ Draperies of plain

m^^^rur^^^^^color were severely simple and flung over poles.
A good

deal of satin was used, and the still popular toile de Jouy now depicted the

classic goddess in a liberty cap driving a chariot "^ la victoire" It was an in

teresting period, proclaiming as it did the new idea of Liberte, Egalit$y ft Fro-

ternite in the ancient Greek republican symbols.

But decoration did not long remain impersonal and ideal Undo: the Con

sulate a certain simplicity still persisted, but it is interesting to watch the ideas

and character of the First Consul gradually rising like a tide as ornamentation

became more elaborate, more Roman than Greek in
feeling. Although he had

not yet disclosed his ambition to recreate another empire which should rule the

world, Bonaparte was letting the idea creep in* It appeared in gentle reminders

of the Egyptian campaign in the form ^
laurd^jions' h^jij^^ But early Empire, as this expression is

called, was still attractive with a kind of downrightness of character that is

often most effective when properly used. The furniture was massive, four

square and solid, with marble tops and groups of uncarved pillars
at the

corners. Fabrics began to show^trip^^^i^JiaiSJ?! medallions (like war

medals), and colors were uncompromisingly strong* A little restraint appeared

here and there, but not much grace, and certainly no trace of femininity.

fwl



EMPIRE PERIOD

1804-1815

RESTRAINT DID NOT last long, however. By
1802 Bonaparte had become First Consul for

life. In 1804 he lifted the crown of France to

his head and declared that he was the Emperor

Napoleon for life.

Napoleon at that time was thirty-five years old, a clever, overbearing,

unscrupulous, compact and "neatly vulgar"- man which is the worst possible

vulgarity. He had no imagination, but he was an arch imitator, and the char

acter and achievements he set out to imitate were Caesar's.

Here, once more, we find decoration
reflecting the character of an in

dividual. Every one of the Emperor's traits, and they were not lovely or ad

mirable ones, blared forth in decoration with the shrillness of a military bugle.

Furniture became thoroughly bad-tempered, overbearing, gouged out with

carvings of lions' claws grasping the world globe, with acanthus leaves as strong

as cabbages, with bigger and better sphinxes. Bees, "Ns," crossed palms and

laurel wreaths appeared in fabric designs, and the overelaborate "swag"

draperies were burdened with bullion
fringe. All of Napoleon's character is in
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these ostentatious and vulgar things; no dignity, not even a real sense ofpomp;
only an overweening and somehow pitiful ambition to impress.

It lasted eleven short years. In 1815, so far as Napoleon was concerned,

or we are either, the Empire was over. For six years longer the creator of this

peculiarly characteristic period (its only redeeming quality) dragged out a

tragic
and forgotten existence. He died at St. Helena in 1821 at the age of fifty-

two. With him ended the last of the so-called French periods in decoration.





CHAPTER IV: ONLY YESTERDAY

NOW
WE MUST TURN our gaze back once more to where we left

Francis I prancing about on the Field of the Cloth of Gold. It is a

little difficult, just when we were beginning to see familiar landmarks,

to have to begin all over again, but we really must go back and find out what

happened to the Renaissance idea when it finally took root in old England.

After all, the reason why we are sitting up here on the
hill-top taking in this

wide view is because we want to see the decorative pattern clearly which we

would not do if we dismissed the Renaissance as a period that was expressed

by all races in much the same symbols; as the Gothic period was, for instance.

It is true that the Renaissance impulse was felt by all the Western nations

at about the same time but the most
significant thing about it is the manner in

which it took hold of the various people.
It was the dawn of a new day and all

the nations leapt out of bed to greet it but their ideas ofhow to spend that day

were totally different. The Italian princes began at once to plot for power and

riches, and to advertise the success of their schemes by subsidizing artists to

express their magnificence
for them in works of art. The rivalry to obtain the

patronage and protection
of the powerful princes stimulated the artists to a

frenzy of production that resulted in art objects never since approached for

splendor. The French reaction was totally different. Art for them was the me

dium for expressing
a far more subtle state of soul,one concerned primarilywith

the exquisite and fastidious pleasures
of life without regard for public opinion

or its consequences. It will be interesting to see how the English temperament

reacted to the worldly impulse.



ENGLISH RENAISSANCE

1520-1603

FRANCIS i HAD ASKED a friend to the Tourna

ment (1520), a young man of twenty-nine who had

been on the throne ofEngland since 1509. His name

was Henry VIII. This lusty fellow, hard-headed,

intelligent, fond of sports and politics, was ex

tremely interested in Francis's ideas of a new kind of social life. He liked the

luxuries that the more traveled Francis displayed for his delectation and de

cided to try them out for himself at home.

But he came of a different stock. England had a sound Roman tradition

of law and order behind her, superimposed upon by the domestic quality of the

Anglo-Saxon invasion and a thorough respect for the feudalistic caste system

brought over from Normandy by the Conqueror. In other words, she was a

mixed race in whose bloodstream ran a respect for law, for the home and for

social convention. It was not likely that
progressive ideas would take hold there

in quite the same fashion as they had abroad.

Henry VIII did introduce the new mode to England, but he did it by build

ing a tomb in Westminster for his father, not a chateau for his favorite. The
French idea of favoritism undoubtedly appealed to him, but it will be noticed

that he did his best to marry the ladies. He loved a good show of rich brocades
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and velvets, and he gave elaborate tournaments (in which he always partici

pated and always won) followed by hearty banquets in the Great Hall, but while

Henry had a good opinion
of himself, these shows were not staged on the

necks of the people.
In other words, the Renaissance in England was not a

court affair but a national awakening. The people participated hi the change,

and the women who influenced the new styles were the wives in the homes.

Henry VIII had no personal
foibles to impress upon the world by way of

decoration; he was much too busy with politics and his navy to do more than

give the new ideas a good start. It remained for his daughter, Elizabeth, who

came to the throne in 1558 and stayed there until 1603, to elaborate them into

a definite type of decoration called "Elizabethan."

English workmen have always loved oak which at that period was an

abundant and appropriate
medium of expression for this sturdy race. living

conditions vastly improved
under Elizabeth, and it was at this time that the

so-called "half-timber" house of oak beams and plaster was developed. The

rooms in such a house were paneled in oak, the ceiling vaulted, the great over

mantels, cornices and pilasters
a riot of vigorous carving in a curious melange

of Gothic and Italian designs. Up to this time there had not been much to

boast of in the way of furniture in England: rough cupboards, tables and

benches were about all in the average home, but now furniture forms multi

plied rapidly. They were massive, heavily carved and distinguished by huge

bulges on the supports. Cushions were about all in the way of upholstery, but

dark rich tapestries in heraldic or naive floral designs hung on the walls, and

small plant, flower and beast motifs, as well as light flowing all-over vine de

signs, were worked in crewel on unbleached linen for hangings.
It was a grand

period, and oddly enough, although it was so utterly English, the Elizabethan

era came closer in
spirit (not beauty) to the Italian Renaissance than did

French decoration which had felt the influence much more directly. There was

the same formality in the dark carving, hauteur in the rich velvets, and po

litical ambition in the stout legs.
The portrait

of Elizabeth's rigid figure
in its

sumptuous jeweled brocades might much more easily be mistaken for a
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De'Medici than could be that of any French queen. Probably the old Roma

came out in Elizabeth to that extent.



JACOBEAN PERIOD

16031689

DURING ELIZABETH'S long and powerful reign the

Tudor rose had been in the ascendancy, decoratively

and
politically,

but in the dour kingdom to the north

grew a thistle that was very hard to root out Eliza

beth did her best by cutting down its finest flower,

but in spite of her, a weak shoot remained to grow into a thorn in the side of

Englarid.

Elizabeth died, and James I, son of Mary Queen of Scots, came to the

throne of England in 1603 to establish the Stuart dynasty. He was a physical

weakling, due, possibly, to the terrors his mother went through over the murder

of Rizzio just before his birth* He may have been weak on that account but

one can hardly believe that it made him narrow-minded as well; yet he was.

All the boisterous carving and generous proportions that spoke so eloquently

of Merrie Old England during the Tudor reign were abhorrent to this man,

and decoration began at once to sober up. It was the beginning of the Jacobean

period that was soon to stiffen into Puritanism.

This period (which gets its name from Jacobus, the Latin for James) is

divided into two distinct parts: Early Jacobean, which includes the time from

James I to the end of the Commonwealth in 1660, and Late Jacobean, from

Charles II to the arrival of William and Mary in 1689. These divisions are
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again subdivided by the
political

and religious struggle that now threatened

to tear England apart so there is apt to be considerable confusion about Jaco

bean decoration because, of course, it reflected the various phases of the

straggle as they came along.

Early Jacobean furniture was made ofoak but it was no longer so massive.

Simplicitywas the keynote, and decoration took on the straight lines and simple

twisted or turned carvings that are characteristic ofthe period. Ceilings were flat

and beamed, the walls paneled, and hangings were plain wool or damask, or

linen decorated in crewel work in heavy, rambling designs ofstrong vines, leaves

and flowers, often in one color. This type of decoration marked the beginning of

the Puritan idea, and there is a certain quiet restraint about it that makes

it most acceptable today, especially for the library or the man's bedroom.

Things loosened up somewhat under Charles I who was a more elastic

character than his father. The Flemish scroll appeared in the pierced chair

backs and upholstery was in velvet and hand tapestry. But the Puritan idea

had taken hold of the public mind, and rather than risk any such funny business

as was going on across the Channel in the court of Louis XIV, Charles's head

was removed and the Commonwealth established (1649-1660) with the

aristocracy-hating arch-Puritan, Oliver Cromwell, at its head.

Cromwell immediately sacked all of Charles's fancy ideas, and furniture

went back to simple forms covered with leather and studded with iron nails.

Tfiere was much
clanking of armor, much

self-abnegation, while discomfort,

rigid economy and a scorn of
display became the outward sign of virtue within.

These were the ideas carried across the sea by the
"
Separationists

- to the New
England colonies where they flourished long after they were forgotten at home.

It was a little
early, however, /or any such unheard-of nonsense as a com

monwealth to succeed. The novel experiment lasted until Cromwell died; then

the Roundheads cooled 08 and Puritanism came to an end in England. Not
so in the colonies, however. The seekers after personal freedom continued to

flock to the new land until, a hundred years later, the seed sown in Cromwell's
time bore fruit in the War of Independence.
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But the Puritan experiment was most thoroughly at an end in England.

In 1660 Charles II, son of the "Martyr,"- was welcomed back from France

where he had been living on an allowance from Louis XIV and busily engaged

in imbibing ideas of personal grandeur. The new king promptly set up as good

an imitation of the court of the Sun God as he could, but it was a poor imita

tion. The sovereign dignity that made Louis XIV's show so convincing was lack

ing in Charles, who was idle, profligate and treacherous. Old Pepys writes of

him, "A lazy prince,
no Council, no money, no reputation at home or abroad.

It is strange how everybody do nowadays reflect on Oliver and commend him,

what brave things he did and made all the neighboring princes fear him; while

here is a prince
come in with all the love and prayers and good liking

of his

people,
hath lost all so soon."

Of course, the character of the new court was promptly made apparent

in the decoration that is called Late Jacobean and now we see why the period

must be considered in two parts.
Charles tried to outdo the French in lavish

draperies
of handsome damasks and velvets, in overornamentation, in lace

furbelows and feathers, and in overelaborate carved furniture. In fact, if we

are sometimes puzzled by the un-British look about some early English furni

ture, remember Charles's curls and put it down to him.

On the other hand, this was a time of great advancement. The break-up

in civil government had loosened up the elements that were shortly to be fused

into the nation we know today. Trade was flourishing, the arts were flourishing,

and architecture under the inspiration
of Inigo Jones and Sir Christopher Wren

had taken a great stride. Ceilings
were high and staircases were arrange*

around a central well with balustrades vigorously carved and pierced.

Walnut was now the fashionable wood, and chair backs and stretchers

were elaborately carved and pierced
with the Flemish scroll. The backs of these

handsome chairs were often filled in with the new caning or covered with velvet

or with needlepoint in tent stitch, an "up-and-down" stitch different from

either crewel work or cross stitch. Crewel was still popular, however, the de

signs inspired by the large patterns
on the printed

materials brought back
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from India the Tree of Life growing out of a patch of earth with
strong ram

bling leaves and branches. These (with the earlier ones) are the familiar Jaco

bean crewel-work designs so much reproduced in hand-blocked linens today.

Chests were lifted off the floor on turned legs and called "chests on frame'*;

and day beds with head rests carved to match the chairs were popular. Colors

were gay, and velvet or damask hangings were trimmed with heavy fringe

and tassels. It was a handsome period but not as convincing as other English

periods are because it was full of effort without objective. That approach to

decoration always seems to defeat itself.

However, in spite of his bad behavior, his mistresses and his
illegitimate

children, Charles II, by his charm of manner, managed to keep the crown on

his head when better men than he had lost it. On his death in 1685 James
II came to the throne, but this poor man was in such continual hot water during
the next four years that he left nothing for our consideration. Finally, in 1688

he fled to France, which put an end to the Stuart dynasty and to the Jacobean

period.

(So]



WILLIAM AND MARY
1689-1702

ENGLAND HAD HAD ENOUGH of the capricious Stuart

blood and decided to try another sort of
king.

It is

interesting to note, especially m its effect upon deco

ration, that the people were beginning to decide such

matters for themselves which was in marked contrast

to what was going on abroad. From this time on English decoration is definitely

the expression of the people and not of the court, which gives it an entirely

different flavor.

At any rate, England decided to try William of Orange, ruler of the demo

cratic Netherlands, who was married to Mary, daughter of the flown James II.

The choice was an excellent one. William had his faults what king hasn't?

but he was without personal ostentation and he sincerely devoted himself to his

job with a stubborn tenacity that further increased the ascendancy in trade

that England was steadily piling up. Old Louis le Grand was still parading

about at Versailles, and we remember the increasing splendor at the French

Court until its final swift collapse.
As we review the coming English periods

let us keep that other picture in mind and make a comparison at the end of

the next hundred years.
It will be interesting,

and decoration will mark the

difference in the attitude of mind of the two great nations every step of the

way.
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William came from a country not in the least concerned with court cere

monial but very deeply concerned with comfort and
felicity

in the home. He

brought with him not only these domestic ideas but his entire Dutch household

to carry them out. The result was a complete change in styles once more, this

time very appealing to the householder and rapidly taken up by him.

Several characteristics make this furniture easy to recognize. It was almost

always made of walnut, the
legs oddly turned in the inverted trumpet or ball

or cup design, with flat stretchers often curved to come together in the center

underneath the
piece. Chests of drawers, straight across the

top,
were raised

on six or
eight of these trumpet-turned legs that finished in ball or squashed

bun feet; little tables also with these trumpet legs and with drawers and

nicely scalloped aprons were called "lowboys.'' Slant-top desks had de

veloped and were well supplied with drawers; and chairs, at long last, were-

comfortable, raked back, some of the upholstered ones supplied with wing-

shaped extensions to protect the head from drafts. There was little carving,

but many pieces were decorated with marquetry (floral desighs carried out in

various woods and applied like veneer) ;
and lacquer, an idea imported from the

Orient, was beginning to be seen. All of this furniture was on the small side,

domestic in character and very attractive.

Velvet and damask without the heavy fringe were used for hangings, but

chintz and printed linen were much newer and more popular. "Calico,'-'- by
the way, was the name given to these materials by the Portuguese traders who

first brought them in, and "chintz"- is an Indian word which means variegated
or colored. And of course, there was always needlework, the Oriental rambling

patterns much lighter; and small scattered floral
designs were worked in crewel

on a linen background b naturalistic colors with an effect altogether charming.
This pleasant furniture with its complement of chintz and needlework is

delightful in the home. All English furniture Is that, especially from this time

forward, because no matter what stress the nation went through to take and

hold her supremacy, the
underlying British instinct was the creation and de

fense of the home, which no doubt had something to do with the final success.
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QUEEN ANNE
1702-1714

MARY DIED, followed shortly by William, and the do

mestic, unpretentious character of English furniture was

still further determined by the ascent of Good Queen
Anne to the throne. She was a woman of quiet disposition,

devoted to her husband, deeply religious; but she took no

interest in the arts, and her court was moral to the point

of boredom. Most of us will understand why she was in

cessantly occupied with needlework when we know that she miscarried ten

times, lost two children in infancy, and that her only surviving child, a son,

died at the age of eleven.

Moreover, her personal and political life had been perpetually harassed

by her family which was always in a mess. We remember that Mary was a

daughter of James IL So was Anne, a younger daughter, and at one time be

fore William was decided upon there had been some thought of
settling the

crown upon her when, at the critical moment, her father turned up with an

infant son, which upset everything. Poor Anne wrote to Mary, "I shall never

now be satisfied whether the child be true or false. It may be it is our brother,
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but only God knows." This child grew up to be the "Old Pretender," about

whom there has been so much controversy and romance.

While the two sisters may have been
political rivals, they were much alike

in domestic disposition, so there was no marked change in decorative styles

with Anne's ascension. Furniture somewhat larger and more graceful in form

was still made of walnut, but the outstanding change that makes it easy to

distinguish was the introduction of the cabriole leg that took the place of the-

trumpet-turning ones. This distinctive feature, and the soft flowing shoulders

on chair backs, the broken arch pediment, and the increasing use of colored

lacquer, are the chief characteristics of Queen Anne furniture. There was not

much carving (the scalloped shell mostly), but what there was was often touched

up with gold, very lovely. A chest of drawers had
finally been set on top of the

"lowboy," making a high, handsome piece of furniture called the "tallboy"'
which stood on four slender cabriole

legs, the top finished with a broken arch

and ornamented with torch turnings. Secretaries and desks were in great de

mand and were often finished in lacquer black, Chinese red, green, or yellow

beautifully decorated in Chinese designs in
gold. Wonderful wall papers,

porcelains and silks were coming in through trade with the Orient; and cabinets

and hanging shelves were made to hold Oriental objects of art. Small tables

increased in number and design, one of the new ones having a
tiptop supported

on a
single pedestal with three short curved feet. In fact, by the end of Queen

Anne's reign practically every piece of furniture with which we are now familiar

had put in an appearance in some form.

This was the great period for
needlepoint. Englishwomen always had

been (and probably always will be) addicted to this graceful pastime, but now
the Queen's devotion to it

inspired a
perfect passion for fine

stitching, which
resulted in gorgeous coverings for furniture, especially for stools and the roomy,
luxurious wing chair. There was no end to the variety of patterns, many of
them adaptations of the bold, flowing designs on the newly imported "chinoi-
serie" wall papers that made such a

lovely background for the graceful furni

ture.

[5*1
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All this advance in definition, character and variety in furniture and

accessories did not, of course, leap into existence in the twelve short years of

Anne's reign.
What did happen, however, was that the good Dutch element

introduced by William and Mary was thoroughly absorbed into a style peculiar

to England, and all that came afterward in the splendid development of what

we call "eighteenth-century English furniture'-' had its roots here.

English decoration, therefore, falls into two distinct divisions that are not

difficult to recognize: the early oak, tapestry, and crewel-work period from

Henry VIII down through the Stuarts; and the homogeneous period in walnut,

mahogany, lacquer, needlepoint and chintz that started with William and Mary

and continued throughout the eighteenth century. These styles taken in their

course are the visible history of England.

ISSl



GEORGIAN PERIOD

1714-1806

WE SHALL NOT ATTEMPT here to unravel

the political
twist that, on the death of

Queen Anne in 1714, placed George I of

the House of Hanover, a German who

could speak no English and never wanted to, on the throne of England,

thus beginning the so-called Georgian period. There were four successive

Georges, the third of whom is familiar to us through our Revolutionary his

tory, but fortunately none of them had any marked personal effect on the na

tional trend in decoration so we no longer have to drag our subject through the

political
muddle.

Up to now we have had to do so because decoration was always affected

by the temper of the times or the personality of the ruling sovereign. Now,

however, individualism was in complete ascendancy in England and fashions

were no longer dictated by politics
or the royal will. This release of the dormant

creative impulse resulted in the astonishing and rapid artistic development

that has been called the
Golden^Age

injEn^knjLIt was the age of portraits, of

abomiiding iiterary ac^vTtyJof gracious manners and elaborate dress. But what

interests us most about it is the fact that now, for the first time, we find furni

ture and decoration identified by the names of the men who designed and
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executed it. Four of these humble names have lived to shed more luster on the

Georgian period than the four Georges did themselves.

We all know Chippendale, Adam, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton. Each of

these names stands for a definite type of eighteenth-century English furniture

and around each of these types certain decorative styles have been built up.

But these styles,
as we know and make use of them today, do not actually

reproduce eighteenth-century rooms. It would be a pity if they did. After all,

social conditions have changed and the wig-stand, lambrequin and gouty

stool would not be convincing today.

What these standard styles do mean today is that the rooms in which they

are used are still dominated by the character of the furniture, which has not

changed, and that to be successful in such decorations we must respect and

express
that character, not necessarily by sticking to outmoded details or by

following a set of arbitrary rules, but by appreciating
what domestic ideas the

furniture was created to express and then carefully assembling a background

in sympathy with that expression.
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THOMAS CHIPPENDALE
f1779

WE DO NOT KNOW the date of his birth, but

Thomas Chippendale
was probably

a lad of about

seven when Queen Anne died in 1714. His father

was a country cabinetmaker and wood carver, so

the career of this boy who grew up and followed

his father's trade is a natural link between the Queen Anne period and.his own

style that, by 1750, had completely captured
the public fancy.

It is perfectly
obvious why it did so. Thomas Chippendale

was appar

ently born to give expression
to the inarticulate soul of the country gentleman

of his time. In that day of
portraits,

there was no more perfect portrait
of the

English squire than one of Chippendale's
chairs: handsome, upstanding,

stout

in the legs,
broad in the seat, straight

in the back and square in the shoulders.

In all the designs
he made for chairs, Chippendale never once departed

from

that formula. Sound underpinning
was the basis of his work as it was of the

nation he worked for.

Wl^le he never sacrificed the fundamental honesty of his work for any

body's whim, Chippendale's furniture does reveal him as a variable and ex-
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ceedingly interesting character. One images him bluff, energetic, hearty in

manner, but with a weather eye always cocked for business. He had a large

workshop in London, and he musthave been a clever showman for it is known

that his shop was a popular rendezvous for his wealthy and distinguished

clients who gathered there for tea and gossip. Seated in his comfortable chairs

these wigged and satin-waistcoated gentlemen were easily aroused to the

pleasant rivalry that resulted in good fat orders, and it is for some of these

that he may have executed those regrettably overelaborate pieces.

This showmanship was a bit on the shrewd side. On the other hand, Chip

pendale was the first to preach individuality in decoration, and he was not

afraid to practise what he preached. It is true that he borrowed ideas from

everywhere from the Gothic, the Orient, the Dutch, and the French but

every idea he used was so imbued with his own individuality that the source

was lost in the sea of his imagination.

The outstanding characteristic of Chippendale's furniture, aside from

its sound structure and generous proportions, was his use of mahogany. When

Chippendale came to London with his father in 1727 this beautiful wood had

just come into fashion. The color, grain, and above all the texture of the new

wood must have delighted the soul of the young master carver for he never

used any other medium and never decorated it except with his marvelous carv

ing,
so much so that "Chippendale" and "mahogany" have become almost

synonymous.

Chippendale was the master maker of chairs. The early ones were pretty

much on the Queen Anne idea, except that the solid vase-shaped splat was

pierced and carved, the rounded shoulders squared off into the typical "cupid's

bow"- top rail, and the Dutch bun foot carved into a ball and claw. Later on

the splat was more vigorously carved with elaborately intertwined scrolls and

ribbons, or the master played around with the Gothic idea and the tracery of

a cathedral window or a pointed arch took the place of scrolls and twists.

Another type, called the "ladder back," was set up on four square, straight

legs, the back a series of curved and pierced slats, the seat comfortably saddle-
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shaped. To meet the demand for things in the "Chinese taste," Chippendale

designed a
light and lovely chair with the square back filled in with geometrical

fretwork which was repeated in the carving on the square, straight legs. His

chairs and other furniture of this type are known as "Chinese Chippendale."

Generally speaking, Chippendale chairs fall into one or another of these
groups,

but the
astonishing variety of design in each group is amazing, the source of

endless inspiration to other cabinetmakers from that day to this. None of these

chairs was
upholstered in the back but the

slip seats were covered in damaskj
velvet or fine leather; sometimes these materials were drawn down over the

seat rails and tacked with brass nails.

Writers whose space and
descriptive powers are limited usually begin

on Chippendale as we did by saying that he was a great chair maker. That
lets them out of the almost impossible task of

reciting the rest of the things he
did. Tables, cabinets, desb, beds, chests of drawers:

everything from gorgeous

three-part bookcases to little hanging shelves finished with the most exquisite

tiny pagoda carvings; everything from the simplest tiptop pie-crust tables to

the most
(regrettably) overelaborate

gilt Rococo mirrors, poured out of the

workshop of that
extraordinary man until England was saturated with Chip

pendale.

The
upholstery and drapery materials used with this furniture were lighterb character than they had been, no heavy tapestry and velvet with

fringe, more
<Iamasks and brocades in

finestrong colors, especially red, and of course needle

point. Delightful chintzes in naturalistic
flowing floral

designs usually on a
white ground, "sprigged" muslin, and

"sprigged"- cotton
prints were popular.

Extra covers were made of these to
protect the delicate damasks in summer.

A great deal of wall paper was used, not only the handsome Oriental importsmd
copies of them, but

charming chintz-like ones. Beds were not as heavy as

*by 1*1 been, the carved posts lighter, the cornice
usually a simple architec-^ molding with the

"ceiling" filled in with
plain material All four posts

teg, usually in damask or chintz, but this was done to drape the bed
r than to enclose it as earlier

draperies did.

[6ol
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By the time old Chippendale died in 1779, living conditions in the English

Georgian home had reached a pinnacle in comfort, dignity and elegance that

has never been surpassed there or anywhere else. The great chests-on-chest,

with the sliding shelf to assist the maid in arranging their contents, were filled

with lavender-scented linen, serving tables were loaded with gorgeous silver

and Irish glass, crystal chandeliers sparkled in the candlelight, and cupboards

were filled not only with the early imported Oriental porcelains,
but with the

beautiful products of the home factories at Chelsea, Derby and Staffordshire.

Last, but not least, the portraits
of the owners of all this (and their lovely

wives) painted by Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney, and the others of that

extraordinary eighteenth-century school, hung on the panelled
walls and gazed

with smug satisfaction on what an Englishman can accomplish for himself

when he sets out to do it.

We do not mean that Chippendale alone was responsible
for all this, but

we do mean that his long life spanned the period of rapid development, and

that he unquestionably had more to do with settling
the character of decoration

at that time than any other individual or influence.
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ROBERT ADAM
1728-1792

As WE WRITE the titles for these sketches we cannot

help noticing that all these men were born and died!

In our mind's eye a little arch seems to span the two

dates, over which each traveled to his zenith and then

went down; tiny figures ofmen and women in the odd

costumes of
long ago, following one another up and over the little arches.

We cannot see Robert Adam very clearly and we would not see him at all

except for his work, for little is known of him beyond the fact that he was one
of four brothers born in Scotland, and that sometime around 1750 he spent
three years in

Italy studying the remains of Roman architecture. Just when he
came back and just how he got his start we do not know, but he forged rapidly
ahead and by 1762 had been appointed sole architect to the King.

4fej^this,work^eaks for him and if it speaks the truth, and we think

character wasftKIS
cold,,tp the .point of chastity. Adarn was an

wa&^o concerned with taing proper furniture to^race_his
Jnte,rior,s, that lie designed a lot of it, some of which was executed Tn Chippen
dale's big workshop, It is known that the two men worked together at Hare-
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wood House which was built between 1765 and 1771, and it is amusing to

imagine
what they thought of each other. Not much, probably.

The old man

could not have had much use for Adam's oyjjgilings,
his^chaste white mantels

aKdhis pale paint, while Chippendale's sturdy mahogany and romping curves

iSSThave given
Adam the jitters. They both, however, must have respected

each other's perfect
sense of proportion.

Up to the time of Adam's influence English
houses had developed along

traditional lines, the Tudor or Jacobean types of stone or beamed plaster with

mullioned casement windows, or the red-brick house with sash windows and a

handsome broken or hooded arch doorway in the manner of the revered Wren.

But lately
these prosperous

merchants had taken to touring,
and some of them

came back with notions about Italian villas that resulted, just previous
to

Adam's appearance,
in tremendous great

houses inspired by Palladio's work in

Italy.
These unnatural extravagances

soon grew tiresome, however,
and^the

public spirit
was all ready for a change that would combine the old traditions

with the fashionable Italian or "classic" feeling.

The Adam brothers (it isn't fair to leave out James who worked with

Robert) helped to bring about this great change. Theatgior
of a house de-

that bound the whole together,
and the concentration of classic orn

^^^^^gsgaftlgJIjjJjatoftSjPjP^
Mf W(fct ,^^ iVifcftj^lW+fclm^V*** * "' ***' "* * *-f *" i

'*'
' **' |T a<> " * ***" * '

m ,

aliaMJsi^^
' "

Eamtinss^jt^
^j^^s^^d^ , ,

There was great variety of wall treatment but none of it resembled the

old familiar oak or pine paneling.
That was over. As Robert Adam himself

said in his preface to his Works in Architecture, thejLSSLJaaHJSSffl

plodfid,jj^^
""""" "
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at
^w^bjJdmMaxm^^the gs&&Ksti^lfa> at t

goddesses and urns for jbstah Wedgwpod':

s pottery,

akin. Floors were covered carets es

d*hjten^^
All this was change enough. But the really

UP to now>
the natural oak or

neutral painted pine paneling,
decoration had depended on textiles for color,

Now woodwork and walls were tinted in newjtpj^^f^ra^soj^gggiajdjo^

and WedgwooiJiBe^soj^^ -S?

color or a contrasjtjngone, such as coral or mauve; and artists were employed

to"pa1nt the
panels'

with classic subjects.

Naturally, no such furniture as old Chippendale had been turning out for

the past twenty years could go into a background like this. Neither could the

old Tudor or Jacobean stuff, or that crude crewel work, or even chintzes unless

they were very discreetly designed. The keynote of Adam's whole idea
w^sjis-

<^Joas&S^^
salons across the Channel; but colder, much colder.

TherejwasjheJ&ostiness

"oFc^^
The only way around this lack of proper furnishings was for the brothers

to design everything themselves which they did; and of course their furniture,

fabric and accessory designs showed the same lightness and grace as the in

teriors for which they were
made.JThe^delicate furniture was often painted or

ti&*te&*ia^
with ^^^^^^^^L^L^^^^ dpor pariefo in cjjjinets ; |>ajn|e4 .with

t, remarkable Woman, Angelica Kauffmann, pro-

aucedsome of her dainty nymphs and cupids for this work. Probably the pop-
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ular artist was rather condescending in her attitude toward this odd job, but

curiously enough the faint spark that still lingers in her name is there because

of the panels she did for Adam.

Chairs were exceedingly dainty, the round or oval backs repeating the
'" "*** " *P*****IH* n MI t ^mfms&m*^ '*^w^^*<*^

draped urns, lyres, festoons, honeysuckle or fan motifs on wall and ceiling.^ j i. ,JiaiUMJ*tfM<i*^ **fW>-* * * * *<"*
4* *****#-** ^PWMJMtfMMMMiwiMMufeft**

1jJHJ^^
also showed these same designs, and of course hardware mounts and sconces,
2i<^ ^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^sM^:^''^^^^^^

^#*^*^^viri#4if*rf*m&

and all burst forth with urns and fluted columns.
, AiWH^^a*wWW**^^i^^mmimM^^^^i^ ^laTOWMW*** **s^* % -* M*,*,^M^ J(^^^j^^^^^^
Adam furniture, however, lovely as it was, somehow failed in its ultimate

appeal.
Like many persons of esthetic disposition, Adam overlooked the fact

that to make a success of his plan he would have to go on and make over human

beings. His pedantic insistence on absolute unity of effect resulted in a kind of

frigid monotony because those clumsy, comfort-loving bipeds, as a lot, just

would not fit into the delicate scheme.

Adam's lasting
fame rests on his genius as an architect but his insistence

that accessories should be in harmony with their background taught the world

a much-needed lesson.
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HEPPLEWHITE
?1786

WE KNOW EVEN LESS about the next man in this

illustrious group than we do of either Chippendale or

the Adam brothers, but what little we do know is

most tempting to the imagination. We may be guilty

of a little romancing so far as Hepplewhite is con

cerned but it will do no one any harm, and for all we know, or anyone else,

it may not be far from the truth.

The Hepplewhite cabinetmaking business was carried on at Cripplegate,

and we hear of it first when administration of the estate was granted to Alice,

widow of George Hepplewhite, in 1786. From that time on, the business was

conducted under the name of A. Hepplewhite & Co., and two years later a

book of designs called The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's Guide, purporting
to be the work of George, was published by the firm. The romance is in guess

ing who was Hepplewhite. Was it George or Alice? George gets all the credit,

no doubt justly, but it is interesting to wonder whether Alice, perforce hiding
her

light beneath the bushel of her husband's name, may not have been the

originator of those charming designs. If she was not, George must have been

an exceedingly sensitive man for those bluff days, for the lightness, grace and

fragility of the designs are entirely feminine.

'[66]-
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Rather than get ourselves into hot water over Alice, perhaps it would be

better to treat Hepplewhite as a "style," because, so far as we know, no single

piece
of furniture has ever actually been earmarked as having been executed

by him (or her). It was a
style, then, exceedingly delicate, not unlike Adam's

designs in that respect,
but

differing in detail, especially in chair backs which

were shield- or heart-shaped and held up clear of the seat on short uprights

like pictures
on an easel. And pictures they were, in an endless variety of de

signs of festoons of wheat ears, bell flowers, pointed ferns, or the three feathers

of the Prince of Wales, gracefully exhibited within the frame. These chairs

were made of mahogany or satinwood, sometimes painted with charming

wreaths, flowers or musical instruments, and "japanned" to protect them

(not lacqueredj^pajminj^j^
The legs

were slim and straight, sometimes reeded, and tapering to a small

"spade"- foot. Small ,oval or console tables and cabinets, urn-shaped knife

boxes, tea caddies, shield-shaped fire screens and similar pieces were often

exquisitely inlaid with exotic woods, but the large pieces, like sideboards, with

serpentine fronts and rounded concave ends, were sparingly decorated. Bed

posts were slender, lightly
carved with the wheat ears, pointed ferns or other

favorite designs, the cornice reduced to a
light molding on which the valance

and hangings were tacked. White dimity or flowered chintz was recommended

for these draperies.

Hepplewhite's style is often confused with that of his contemporary,

Sheraton, whose acquaintance we will make in a moment. The character of

their work was much the same and both impinged somewhat on Adam's idea,

so it is not always easy to distinguish between the work of Hepplewhite and

Sheraton. Certain characteristics, however, do appear more consistently in one

than in the other, andjjhoseofjfci^^
ports, a strugtjjrjJJr
J^^^ittir '^fmAW>Kv' K̂^" :'^^mi

lrorft]ie~use of serpentine
curves and concave panels; the half rounds for

console tables and cabinets; the gracefully sprouting
wheat ears and the Prince

of Wales feathers in design,
and the square leg tapering to a spade foot. Even
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these differences occasionally overlap, of course, but they will serve
generally

as a pretty good guide. The fashionable materials used by both Hepplewhite

and Sheraton to cover their furniture were moire, dainty striped or flowered

damask in light colors, small-patterned chintz or printed cotton, very fine

needlepoint often worked on satin for delicate effect, and, for more durable use,

colored horsehair woven in stripes or squares.



THOMAS SHERATON
1751-1806

AT THE TIME Chippendale published his Gentleman

and Cabinet Maker's Director> in 1754, there was

growing up somewhere in England a moody little

boy named Thomas Sheraton who was one day to

challenge the old man for the title of "greatest

designer in the history of English furniture," and almost to succeed in getting

it. Those two great names, Chippendale and Sheraton, mark the beginning and

the end of that extraordinary blossoming in English decoration. We do not

think that Sheraton was greater than Chippendale or that such comparison

is necessary, but we do think that Sheraton is the most appealing character

in the story of decoration.

Oddly enough, his character is not reflected in his work. One would

think, to look at those exquisite satinwood pieces,
that the designer

of them

was a man of cultured background and fastidious taste. They are "gentlemen's

furniture" if there ever was such a thing, yet the man who produced those de

signs was born in poverty and lived in poverty until the day he died, and "left

his family, it is feared, in distressed circumstances." Sheraton called himself a

"mechanic, one who never had the advantage of a collegiate education,'' and

he once wrote, "I can assure the reader, although I am thus employed in rack-
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ing my invention to design fine and pleasing cabinet-work, I can be well content

to sit upon a wooden-bottom chair, provided I can have common food and

raiment wherewith to pass through life in peace."

Perhaps the best picture of him, as well as the most reliable one, is found

in the Memoirs ofAdam Black. "Sheraton,
1

*- he says, "lived in a poor street in

London, his house half-shop, half-dwelling, and himself looked like a worn-

out Methodist minister in threadbare black coat. . . . My host seemed a good

man with some talent. He had been a cabinet maker, and was now author,

publisher, and teacher of drawing, and, I believe, occasional preacher. This

many sided worn-out encyclopaedist and preacher is an interesting character . . .

I believe his abilities and resources are his ruin in this respect by attempting

to do everything he does nothing."

This was Sheraton, this angular, obscure half mystic, half mechanic who

dragged his family from one poor street to another, whose shop at best was

small, who possessed but two china cups when he asked Mr. Black to tea; this

was the man who produced volume after volume of the most beautiful and at

times the most erratic designs for furniture upon which the monumental style

known as "Sheraton" is based. He was a character worthy of the pen of

Dickens.

Sheraton's designs at their best are perfect in grace and delicacy and are

characterized by a soundness of construction that was often lacking in the work

of Hepplewhite. For example, a chair back should support the body; therefore

Sheraton designed backs that were rectangular and firmly braced by a cross

rail just above the seat. Within that rectangular frame he let his fancy loose in

arrangements of spindles and openwork designs fully as delicate as Hepple-
white's but the backs were sound. He is supposed to have originated the

sideboard by combining the serving table with the buffets that stood at either

end; at any rate the piece, as we know it, appeared at that time, and its prac
tical bulk combined with

lightness and grace is characteristic of him. In fact,

a large part of the furniture in common use today is based on his designs; every
chair with that rectangular back, the top rail straight or

slightly raised, slim

(70}
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straight legs usually round and reeded, is Sheraton in
inspiration. So is the ex

tension table set on a pedestal base; so are the so-called "Pembroke" and sofa

tables, slim sofas, standing box mirrors and lovely hanging ones, knife boxes

with slant tops; all furniture that is rectangular in form, delicate in construc

tion, uncarved, highly finished, and with the outline indicated by a narrow

inlay of satinwood is almost certain to be "Sheraton." We,owe

it seems, to that threadbare, poverty-stricken jack-of-all-trades.

At the time he made them, Sheraton's designs were often executed in

satinwood inlaid or enriched with painting very much as Adam's and Hepple-

white's were. It is not known that Sheraton himself ever made a piece of furni

ture, ever had a wealthy client, ever did anything more than preach, teach, and

peddle his books of designs in an endless struggle with poverty. It is known,

however, that at the age of
fifty-five he had worked himself to death. As one

authority puts it: "... with the disappearance of Sheraton the brief but splen

did summer of English furniture ended in gloom."

Thus we come to the last of the great master builders of the Golden Age

in England. But before we leave them, let us remember that these styles as

we know them today are the weeding out of the best from all of them. In the

great volume of their work each man made mistakes or indulged in fashions

that passed with the times, which accounts for those confusing examples we

occasionally come across that are not in the least in the tradition as we know it.

It is neither fair to criticize these masters for such incongruities
nor correct to

declare that they could not have made them. We should be thankful for the

residue of pure genius that remains with us from each of them for our delight

and inspiration.

\7l]





CHAPTER V: IN OUR TIME

f I ^HE LONG VIEW is almost over. We are getting near home now and

I must soon fold up our notes and go back to the house. But before we
-*-

do, we will look for a moment at our own decorative history in the light

of the background we have just seen.

This is the point we have been leading up to from the beginning. After all,

none of this history would be of any particular interest or help to us unless it

had some direct bearing upon our own problems. It has, of course. All of these

yarns that we have been spinning come together now and are twisted into the

curious haphazard pattern we look upon as our national tradition. As a matter

of fact, we have very little in the way of purely national symbols, designs and

furniture forms that we can call our own. Most of them are derivative. They

come out of the background we have been looking at, the old scarred back

ground steeped in time and experience that means age and tradition. We need

not envy the older nations their crop of symbols. Ours will come, chiseled out

with the same blows.

In the meantime we are too young for them. After all, it is only a little

over one hundred years ago that we began this national experiment. Naturally

we are still using the ideas we took with us when we left home and it will be

interesting to see what use we have made of them.
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THE PILGRIM PERIOD

1620-1720

THE HISTORY of the Colonial adventure popularly

begins with the storm-tossed little Mayflower com

ing to rest on the Massachusetts coast in December,

1620. It is a dramatic and appealing picture, but it

has been enlarged so much that many of us have

come to believe that all early American decoration must come out of it. It is

true that the furnishings of that period and locality are symbolic of certain

sturdy traits that we like to feel are typical of our national character, but they

are far from being our only source of native decoration. However, we will begin

with that thread in the national fabric and reel it back to the place it started

from.

On that December day James I was on the throne of England and the

Jacobean period
was beginning to crystallize

into Puritanism. Perhaps there

never would have been a commonwealth in England if Oliver Cromwell had

sailed for the Colonies as he intended to do, and it is interesting to imagine

what would have happened here (and there) if he had. He was the perfect

Puritan Father. However, there were many like him who did come, imbued

with the same hatred of the aristocracy and its ways.
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Jacobean furniture, therefore, was the first to come to this country and

to be reproduced over here as rapidly as primitive conditions would permit.

These reproductions were crude and ingenious, but they are not unique for

that reason: crude furniture has always been made all over the world; they are

unique because they reflect a much stronger determination, courage and scorn

of self-indulgence than do similar pieces of the same type and period in England.

They are the handwork of extraordinary individuals. It is perfectly apparent

from them that no half-hearted Puritan ever crossed the terrible sea for the

sake of an untried ideal. That is the unique quality that radiates from those

work-worn old pieces and commands our respect. Nothing more. Superficially,

they are crude copies of better things in England. Actually, they have a char

acter infinitely more arresting even to the casual observer, if he can sense at all

the spirit that fashioned them.

[751



THE NEW ENGLAND PERIOD

1720-1776

AFTER THE COLONIES began to prosper,
tne

fine, pure, ducking-stool, witch-burning
Puritan

spirit was gradually
diluted by the arrival of

people looking for a chance to prosper;
colonial

governors,
officials and merchants who wanted

to ape the styles
at home as closely as conditions in a new country would per

mit. They built substantial Georgian houses of brick or wood, put in fine door

ways, paneled
the rooms, and imported the newest furniture. Naturally, with

a market like that, craftsmen flocked here with the latest designs
under their

arms, especially those of a man named Chippendale who was just then making

a sensation in London/Later on the newer fashions of Adam, Hepplewhite,

and Sheraton came over, and some remarkably fine work in those designs was

turned out in mahogany and native woods. Of course, the facilities and wealth

to actually reproduce conditions at home were lacking, but the spirit
to try

was there.

But underneath this proper colonial spirit
that mulish Puritanism per

sisted. Things would not quite settle down as they had in England. The dis

senter stock that for a hundred years or more had struggled bitterly for their

toe-hold in the wilderness were in no frame of mind to encourage the kind ol
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political
and social life they had left England to avoid. They kept insisting

on their "rights" and dumping tea into the harbor when they didn't get

them. This cold, antagonistic stream chilled and simplified the English expres

sion and lent an austere touch to Colonial decoration that rendered it distinctly

un-British. The chaste, clean, stiff-necked look of the New England interior is

not entirely the result of limited facilities. It is English Georgian tempered

by a frown.



THE SOUTHERN COLONIAL PERIOD

16071776

SEVERAL HUNDRED MILES to the south on the

verdant coast was another English settlement

that was pretty well under way when the May
flower arrived. It had been started in 1607 by a

party of gentlemen adventurers who had come

to the new continent looking for gold. They were

doomed to disappointment, as many another

similarly minded adventurer has been, and be

fore the year was out were reduced to "ten only able men all utterly destitute

7
of houses, not one as yet built so that they lodged in cabins and holes within

the ground.-' But they stuck it out as English gentlemen are inclined to do,

thereby establishing that spot on the new coast as the proper place for gallant
adventure. Thereafter people of that class and

spirit continued to arrive there,

armed with grants from the King to large tracts of land where, in time, they
raised tobacco and prospered greatly.

These people had no antagonism toward a government that graciously
handed out such opportunities. On the contrary, they scattered through the

fair
valleys, built manor houses as nearly like those in England as they could,

and proceeded to live and behave as their parent gentry did at home. It was
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comparatively simple to send their ships loaded with good tobacco to England

and there reload them with items "in the newest fashion" for use on the planta

tion. There was no necessity for making crude furniture except for the servants'

quarters;
no reason for dragging native-made pieces over bad roads from the

far-away Northern cities. It was much easier merely to hand one's captain a

list. George Washington was one of these gentlemen planters who imported

everything from hangings and furniture to shoe buckles and toys.

These fashionably dressed, fox-hunting, hospitable, and gallant people

were therefore quite different in spirit
from the tight-lipped colonists in the

frostbitten North, and this difference is perfectly apparent in the untroubled

graciousness
of the Southern Colonial house with its

pillared portico and Eng

lish furnishings.
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THE DUTCH COLONIAL PERIOD

1623-1664

BETWEEN THESE TWO English colonies to the

North and South was another colony that,

while officially
of short duration, left a lasting

imprint upon our national decoration. The Dutch colony in New Amsterdam

and up the Hudson River Valley was the outgrowth of the trading post that

had been established on Manhattan Island in 1615 by the Dutch West India

Company. This group of powerful aristocratic merchants cleverly contrived to

exploit their holdings in New Netherland by what they called the "patroon

system," a scheme that offered a tract of land sixteen miles long on one bank

of the river or eight miles long on both banks and extending indefinitely into the

interior to any member of the Company who would send over fifty people to

colonize it. A man embracing this opportunity was given the title of patroon

and the people under him were bound to his service for ten years.

Of course, this was transplanting the old feudal system to the new soil,

and it worked like a charm. Ships were immediately fitted out, and the patroons

or their sons or agents sailed at once to pounce on the rich lands up and down

the Hudson River Valley. There they built astonishing stone mansions in the

wilderness, imported massive carved or painted furniture, much pewter and

[So]
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silver, and the printed stuffs, damasks and embroideries that the great Dutch

trading fleet picked up in all the ports of the world. The Dutch patroons lived

on their immense principalities like the feudal lords they were, even unto the

third and fourth generation, unmindful of the changes that wiped New Nether-

land off the map.

Here is quite a different picture that explains the intrusion in the midst of

our English heritage of a strong Dutch tang in architecture and decoration.

One instance of the persistence of this quaint influence is the high-stooped

house that to this day is typical of New York City. It is merely the survival

of those early Dutch houses that were raised on stoops (Dutch stoep)
so that

the best rooms were well above any possibility of inundation. There were no

floods in New Amsterdam, of course, but there were in Holland, and the cau

tious Hollander was taking no chances.

The English and Dutch colonies left the largest patches in the patchwork

pattern
of our national fabric because they were more settled, encouraged more

craftsmen, and left behind more objects (as well as descendants), but there

were other patches here and there that greatly influenced the character of the

design.



THE QUAKER INFLUENCE

ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING of these influences was

the quiet experiment carried on by the Quaker-artisto-

crat, William Penn, in his Pennsylvania province that

he had obtained from the Crown in payment of a claim

for 16,000 loaned by his family to Charles II. Penn's

pacific experiment on the Delaware attracted Quakers
in

large numbers from England, Holland and Germany, and within two years
of its

founding, in 1682, the town of
Philadelphia had grown to nearly three

thousand souls. The experiment did not last
long, however. In 1712 Penn,

being in
failing health that shortly developed into

insanity, surrendered his

province to Queen Anne and it became part of the British colonies.

But the Quaker spirit persisted, tying together the odd mixture of races

and resulting in the
singularly interesting melange of decorative motifs charac

teristic of that
locality: in the German enameled glass of old "Baron"

Stiegel
and the South Jersey factories, in the fine needlework for which Pennsylvania
is famous, and, above all, in the

extraordinary work of the master cabinet

maker, William Savery, and his followers.
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Very little is known about Savery and that little has only recently come to

light.
He was born in 1722 and died in 1787. He must have been a curious old

Quaker for his cheap printed label "William Savery, at the sign of the Chair,

near the market on Second Street" has been found on the simplest, most

Quaker-like of rush-seated chairs as well as on those astonishingly ornate and

elaborately carved pieces that kept turning up in Philadelphia and that, until

identified with Savery and his school, were supposed to be of English make,

possibly Chippendale's own. Certainly the work followed Chippendale's designs

minutely and the carving was fairly comparable with the master's best. We

speak of Savery in particular because of the light he sheds on the Quaker town

and because he made the most beautiful of our native furniture.



THE SPANISH AND FRENCH INFLUENCE

IN THE MEANTIME the Spanish and French had not

been idle. Our country then, as now, bared her full

bosom to the greedy attacks of men, and they went

at it, tooth and nail, especially the Spanish fortune hunters whose expeditions
to the New World during the sixteenth century read like a fantastic fairy tale.

We can hint at the story by saying that by the time the Mayflower nosed in to

the New England coast the Spaniards were in Mexico in large numbers and
had been for a hundred years. We read, for instance, that Coronado came up
from Mexico to what is now Santa Fe in 1540 at the head of 1 100 men; that in

1598 Onate did the same
thing, bringing with him "83 ox-wagons, 7000 cattle

and 400 colonists." St. Augustine on the Florida coast was founded by the

Spanish in 1565, and what is generally conceded to be the oldest house in this

country still stands there, built in 1571.

So we cannot very well ignore the Spanish conquistador or priest in our

outline of America's decorative tradition.

The French were not far behind the Spanish in their voyages of discovery;
in fact, they more than once caught up and had it out with them, especially
in the Mississippi Valley where Louisiana (named for Louis XIV) was tossed

about between the two powers up to the very time of the Louisiana Purchase
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by the young United States in 1803. The vortex of this cross-current was New

Orleans, founded by the French in 1718, taken over by the Spanish, returned

to the French, back and forth more times than we can go into here, but pro

ducing in the exchange the most delightful mixture of Spanish and French

expressions
in architecture and decoration, wholly unlike those of either mother

country and peculiar to our own. Much of this early charm still lingers in the

old Creole city, especially in the French Quarter, with its Spanish inner courts

and fountains and balconies, as it lies dreaming of its picturesque and unique

past in a tangle of old gardens beneath the Southern sun.

These little sketches of the wisps that blew across the wild sea to drop

together on the shore of the new continent, to catch and cling and finally weave

into a new fabric, are not intended as a history of the fabric, but rather to point

out that the threads that made it up had been spinning for many centuries and

in many lands. Each of these threads was imbued with the character of the time

and place where it was spun, and that character was woven into the pattern,

resulting in a kind of hit-and-miss design, poor in spots, good in others, but on

the whole of considerable character. It was a simple fabric in the beginning,

with these naive and varied motifs scattered upon it, but as time went on and

the open spaces filled up, the new material suffered its first attack from that

old enemy of decoration, overelaboration.



THE VICTORIAN PERIOD

1837-1901

WE HAVE GIVEN SCANT ATTENTION SO FAR tO

tion in the Colonial period because we expect to re

hearse that when we come to furnishing the house. It

was, after all, a period of adaptation of familiar forms

to conditions in a new country. After the Revolution

the new United States continued to use the English

designs of Sheraton and Hepplewhite, who were in fashion just then, at the

same time making sure that there should be no mistake about the work being
"made in the U.S.A." by labeling everything with a

spread-eagle clutching
thunderbolts and haloed in stars. These modest birds were inlaid on cherry.or

mahogany slant-top desks, carved on mirrors, painted on porcelain and sten

cilled on chairs, but they were more scared than aggressive at first, sometimes

scarcely emerging from the design.

For a time just after the War of Independence there was a considerable

French
feeling in American decoration. Mt. Vernon, for example, received such

a thorough overhauling in that
respect due, no doubt, to Washington's deep

affection for Lafayette, that it presents quite a Louis XVI aspect in spots.
Dress as well as decoration was much affected by the visits of Lafayette and
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by the exciting fact that Marie Antoinette was preparing a refuge for herself

in this country.

But this excitement soon blew over. The adolescent nation was growing

by leaps
and bounds. Evidently the old Puritan idea was succeeding at last,

and men were created free and equal after all. By the time Queen Victoria came

to the throne, in 1838, America was about ready to "tell the world."

Perhaps, if Napoleon had not so recently blasted all beauty out of decora

tion; perhaps,
if Victoria had encouraged a continuance of the eighteenth-

century decorative impulse rather than what she did encourage, young Amer

ica might not have plunged into the black (walnut) pit. Certainly post-

Revolutionary decoration shows the beginning of a national
'expression

of

considerable^ignity and originality.
But the bad example abroad, sudden

unwieldy wealth at home, and, above all, the impulse of the boy who ran away

with the circus to show off were too much. America went into it with the rest

of the world, up to the neck.

It is not necessary to enlarge upon the course (or curse) of decoration dur

ing the next
fifty years. Some of us remember only too well the stifling odor of

false propriety
that hung like a

pall
over those jig-saw bracketed interiors

crammed with dreadful black-walnut furniture topped with cheap marble or

covered with horsehair. We remember Grandmother's what-not stuck with

shells and loaded with albums, souvenirs, wax flowers, and the writhing con

volution at the top protected by a
glass

dome that we knew (awfully!)
was

made of dead Aunt Lucy's hair. We remember all this and shudder at the social

confusion, inhibitions and virtuous vulgarity that the incoherent mass reveals.

We wonder how we, the Freudian and enlightened,
were ever produced by it.

(For we were, you know!)

There has been some inclination lately for the sake of novelty (and profit)

to revive Victorian decoration. Occasionally these interiors are not without a

certain sentimental charm, but such selective reproductions
must not be

taken seriously as representing
the Victorian period. They do not. The Vic

torian period was sheer esthetic murder in the first degree and no amount
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of clever manipulation of the damning evidence will ever make anything

else of it

There is no excuse for the Victorian debacle but there is an explanation

for it. Psychologically it is, curiously enough,one of the most interesting periods

in the history of decoration, for it marked the end of the intellectual ideal that

began to decline from the moment it slipped downhill from the Acropolis and

went to Rome. It took hundreds of years and a great deal of abuse to finally

finish it. The deluge, as Madame de Pompadour shrewdly observed, had been

preparing for a long time; the Victorian period was merely the final plunge.

It had to come. The Greeks fashioned the Venus de Milo. It was inevitable,

once the ideal faltered, that sooner or later someone would put a clock in her

middle. The Victorians did it.

Looking back for the last time over histor/s wide plain we clearly see the

roller-coaster course of the Greek tradition down through the ages. Here and

there, in the Gothic period and the High Renaissance, it took an upward swoop

almost topping its first eminence, but as it became more and more the medium

for personal vanity and worldly display Beauty slipped away so quietly that

it was gone before we were aware. We cannot say, for instance, that decoration

in France from the time of Francis I to Louis XVI was beautiful in the noble

or spiritual
sense of the word. It was lovely because it was the expression of a

fastidious and cultured people, but it was without spiritual foundation and it

cracked at the first blow from Napoleon's fist.

That blow opened the floodgates for the deluge. Up to that time, although

decoration had become merely the expression of vanity, it had had the saving

grace of aristocratic dictation. But with the advent of Napoleon cultural dis

crimination was swept away on the tide of vulgar exuberance.

Perhaps this would have been a passing phase for good has an odd way
of surviving If other social conditions had not widened the gap in the dyke
still further. Shortly after Napoleon's dramatic rise to the top, the whole hith

erto submerged mass of humankind came shooting to the surface on the in

dustrial wave that, beginning about 1845, st^ carries us merrily on. The Vic-
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torian period was the first wild surging of the crowd that for a long time had

been threatening to break through and overrun things and that at last had

found its way. The freedom of every man to pursue his own what-not was un

doubtedly a good thing for humanity, but it was bad for decoration.

After the black-walnut deluge had spent itself there was nothing to do but

climb out on the rocks. Rich America began to go back to the old European

traditions, and thus we advanced in style into the "Period"- Room Period:

Marie Antoinette's bedroom or Napoleon's it didn't much matter so long

as it was an exact reproduction. We wanted no nonsense about it, either. What

was good enough for Napoleon I was none too good for the Napoleon of finance,

and to make perfectly sure that he was getting it, he bought the damn bed.

As a matter of fact we are getting very near home now. The first door we

see is almost certain to open into some such room; probably Georgian, paneled

in pine ripped from some old house in England and adorned with the portrait

of a disagreeable old gentleman in a pink hunting coat who gazes down at us

with loathing.

But we do not mind. Our conscience is clear. We know the room is "right"

because the interior decorator who did it for us said so. We are away beyond

Grandfather's dreadful Victorian period, and we smile with kindly tolerance

at father's Period Room with the old bed in it that he actually thinks was

Napoleon's. Twenty-five years is apparently time enough for a great deal of

progress
in interior decorating.
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THE MODERN PERIOD

THAT is WHERE we are now, and it is true that we

are much more awake to the sources and
signifi

cance of decoration than we were a few short

years ago. We are no longer slavishly copying; we are adapting the good things

of the past to present living conditions and, as a rule, making an
exceedingly

attractive job of it The sense of beauty that was stunned a hundred years ago is

reawakening. No doubt about it. There is more good sense, sound appreciation

of traditional values and cultured discrimination in the average American home

today than there has ever been anywhere in the average home. We may not

have reached the exceptional heights but at least it is fashionable once more

to affect good taste. The clumsy furniture, ugly wall papers and nondescript

fabrics of only a few years ago have given way to really charming designs in the

best tradition in even the cheapest materials because the public wants them.

This is a real renaissance, and with it has come, as it always does in an

awakening, not only the desire to build up again on the old classic foundations,

but the urge to stretch out and express ourselves and our times in our pwn

way. We remember that every renaissance began in the same way, with a

quickened interest in the old cultural tradition worked out to express a new set

of idealswhich resulted in the end in a new type of decoration. It looks very
much as if the same yeast is working again.
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Many of us older conservatives have not much sympathy with what is

called modern decoration. We feel that it has no roots, that it is transient, rest

less and artificial. It may be all
right in the theater or restaurant but its

mechanical
efficiency

in the home fills us with a curious sense of frustration.

It speaks a language we do not understand and we feel "out of it.'-- There

seems to be none of the comfortable linking together of the past and the pres

ent that we are accustomed to in decoration. We cannot, to save us, imagine

our children's children
cherishing Grandfather's old chromium tubing chair.

We are wrong, of course, we old brakes on the wheel. The world has

changed too rapidly for us within the last few decades and we are still aston

ished by the wonders we have seen. But our children are not astonished. The

only world they know is one of radio and
flying speed, and they are cleverly,

even brilliantly, expressing that world by adjusting themselves to the condi

tions under which they live.

The experiment is still groping, uncertain, and inclined to youthful indis

cretion, but what modern decoration has or has not yet done in its brief exist

ence is of comparatively small importance. The great fact is that the new gen

eration is alive and kicking. For the first time in many generations we see a

spirit
bold enough to

express itself freely and without hypocrisy. We should be

proud of it. We are.

Moreover, there is no use arguing about it. Modern decoration will stand

or fall on the age-old acid test. Just so far as it fulfills its purpose it will take

root and live because it must, and the artificialities will wither and slough off,

as they always have. Then the good will remain to take its place beside the

other "modern movements'-' that have stood the test of time and become what

we call a tradition.

The sun is
setting,

and our eyes are getting
a little dim. We have been a

long time on our hilltop,
and as we get up to go back to the house we glance

once more at the far-off horizon. Is that Egypt we see over there, those pyra

mids rising
to the sky in flat mathematical planes,

that crash of violent color,

those machine-cut geometrical designs?
Who is that young girl

with square-cut
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hair, in a straight,
slim tunic with gold ornaments and with open sandals on

her feet, who is calling
to us not to be so silly

about our old houses but to come

home? Is that Egypt or is it today? Are we at the beginning ,6r at the end?

We will be blessed if we know, and somehow it does not seem to matter much.

As we fold up our notes and begin to pick our way through the tangles to

the house, the only thing that really matters is that we get back home.

(9*]
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CHAPTER VI: HOMEWARD BOUND

rWAS

INTERESTING to let Sweet Fancy loose on the history of decora-

:ion5 but the reason we did it was not so much to enjoy a pleasing tale

as to lay a foundation for the main object of our work, which is the decora

tion of the present-day house from the viewpoint of tradition.

We would not get much lasting satisfaction out of our house without some

knowledge of the times and influences that shaped it. We might achieve a novel

or pleasing effect (and we might not), but a home, like a friendship, is not

based on temporary amusement but upon a desire for congenial and continued

association, and that can only be arrived at through a knowledge of character.

Having made their acquaintance historically, so that we have some idea

of their general disposition,
there are several points to be considered before we

make up our minds which one of these characters we want to tie up to for keeps.

The first of these is what we want the house to mean to us when we get through

with it.

House planning is usually approached from one of two points of view. In

the first, the perfection
of the house itself is the major consideration and only

occasional concessions are made (where we are sure they won't show) to per

sonal ideas and needs. Our satisfaction in a house of that kind is in the knowl

edge that it is "right." We may not be entirely comfortable in it but its supe

riority dominates us and everybody else, and that is all we ask of it. A great

many houses, especially
in America, are planned this way.

From the other point of view, our own needs are the first, consideration

and the house is worked out to fulfill them. Whether or not the house likes it is
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of secondary importance, although we naturally pick out a type that has
long

since solved most of the problems we put up to it and is likely to be good-

natured about being pushed out in the rear and pulled about a bit. But if there

are any concessions to be made the house makes them and, oddly enough, if

it is a good house and we do not actually insult its dignity, it is apt to take on

its new duties with surprising grace. Good houses, like well-bred people, delight

in
individuality even if it means breaking a few rules to achieve it.

Any house can be approached from either of these angles. Success in the

first instance is comparatively easy because period-type houses with their

proper furnishings
have been standardized nowadays down to the last detail,

and we cannot go wrong even if we want to. Everyone, from the architect to

the
salesgirl,

will immediately correct us if we say Queen Mary when we mean

Queen Anne, and we will find we are being gracefully eased into the perfect

house along the perfect routine route. All we have to do is choose the type of

house most congenial to us and stay with it until our money gives out.

The other course is not easy but it is the one that produced the houses we

copy. We admire the rambling ell, the steps up and down, the odd cupboards
and such contrivances that give character to a house, but somehow we

forget

the old character who sat up nights contriving them. We copy his practical or

picturesque results readily enough but it seldom occurs to us to copy his

method and produce a little
individuality of our own; not for the sake of being

"different," but because it is the only possible way to make any house fit in

dividual needs.

When we have decided from which of these points of view we will approach
our plans, the next consideration is what type of house will look best in the spot
where it must stand. Some localities simply insist on certain types and will

spew up anything else, so before we give our heart to any particular house it

is wise to let the land have something to say in the decision. A little imagination
in

pulling the plans and the ground together is often the essence of individual

ity, especially if it results in the solution of some actual need.

All houses should be able to look the weather in the face; in fact, the char-
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acter of some types is almost wholly dependent on certain climatic conditions

and is quite destroyed apart from them. Such houses may not actually be any

cooler or warmer than others would be, but they look it, which subconsciously

increases our satisfaction in them. Therefore, our plans may be considerably

influenced if we stop to think that the harmonious appearance of a house to

the regional weather conditions may possibly be its greatest source of
original

ity-

So far as money goes (and it never goes far enough) it is wise to choose a

house so well within our means that it will be perfect from top to toe when we

get through. That is probably the most trite and useless piece of advice ever

given,
because no house was ever started yet without a grand parade of that

idea and not one in five hundred comes through with it. Nevertheless, too

much ambition in planning is the reason why many houses are well built but

badly furnished. Ifwe must watch our step at all, it is a good thing to remember

that economy in the final stretch, when it comes to furniture and fabrics, may

completely ruin one type of house but actually be the source of character in

the next.

These points seem obvious enough, but it is surprising
how often we are

carried away by a preconceived or appealing idea and some one of them is

overlooked. But we will pretend that we have been lucky enough to choose a

house that fulfills our physical needs, fits the landscape, suits the climate, and

is within our means. There is one final test to put to it, and that is the
spiritual

satisfaction of the people beneath its roof. A house that repels
the members of

the family, no matter how perfect in character or efficient in function, is not

worth a tinker's damn. Unfortunately, there are many such so-called perfect

houses masquerading as homes today. We have reached such a pitch of insist

ence on perfection of detail, we are so keenly concerned in outsmarting some

body else that we have almost forgotten the fundamental purpose of a house.

On the other hand, if we do have the courage to break every rule in the

book, if necessary, in order to create the comforting spiritual
and physical

whole that we call home, we may be surprised (and certainly everyone else will
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be) to find that we have achieved an underlying, subtle quality in the house that

defeats mere show as effectively as the sun defeats artificial light.
It is

strange

that we should fail to see that it was fidelity
to that single purpose, over and

above every other consideration, that created the old-fashioned homes whose

enduring essence we try so hard to capture by copying them for our own.
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THE JACOBEAN HOUSE

Now THAT WE HAVE come to making the acquaintance of houses as individuals

it is natural that we should turn first to the one that was the foundation of our

own tradition: the Jacobean house that was built in England during the seven

teenth century at the time when our Puritan forefathers were setting
sail for

the Colonial adventure. Those good people were not as keen as we are about

sticking to tradition; they were taking considerable risk to get away from it;

but in spite of themselves they brought the Jacobean background with them

and it flavored the whole of our early history. It will be interesting,
later on,

to see the effect of this influence upon our own tradition, but just now we are

looking at the Jacobean house as a type in itself, one that is peculiarly sym

pathetic to us and the inspiration
for many of our present-day homes.

For convenience, we will lump all of these houses under the title of "Jaco

bean," although we are including the century from Elizabeth, through die

Stuarts, to Queen Anne. That is a long stretch during which there were many

changes and much growth,
but these dwellings are so early that we must look
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upon them more as sources of effect rather than as homes to be described and

lived in as they actually stood. Therefore, unless we are going in for museum-

like accuracy (which would not be practical anyway), it is quite permissible

to place our house about the middle of the seventeenth century and then pick

what we like from both ends. As long as we do not get out of the period but

stick to oak, tapestry, crewel work, printed
India cottons (or their hand-

blocked linen offspring), leather, velvet and Venetian brocade, we can go ahead

with the house and call it Jacobean.

These stone or brick gabled houses, or the plaster-and-timber ones, with

their slab-stone or tiled roofs, mullioned casement windows, and arched stone

doorways sometimes rich with Gothic carving,
are often delightfully repro

duced. No matter how big they may beand they do ramble about with broken

roof lines at various levels they are never formal or aloof in character but

have, instead, a certain hearty dependable look that is very masculine and

comforting. They like the stables and kennels close at hand, clipped yew and

big oaks around them, and fields that mean good cover and hard riding.

The rooms in early Tudor times were few but immense, with huge stone

fireplaces in them, great beams springing
out from the wall to support the

vaulted ceiling, large tapestries
on the wall, and massive, heavily carved furni

ture. By the time our house came along, however, the rooms were more numer

ous, smaller, rather low, and cut into by the gables on the second story. Ceilings

were flat, often repeating the panel design in plaster molding, and turning had

taken the place of carving on the furniture. Many of the earlier carved pieces

still remained, however, for those bulbous Elizabethan legs
did not disappear

into thin air.

This is generally called the "Oak Period." Everything was oak: the floors,

the walls, the hewn beams, the furniture, and the very people themselves.

THE HALL, entered through a thick oak door studded with nail heads and

hung on huge strap hinges, is finished in rough cream plaster with the structural

beams showing; and it has*a waxed, uncarpeted oak floor. (We may as well say

now, to avoid repetition of the vexing little word, that every bit of wood in
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the house is oak, waxed and polished to a rich dark luster.) The staircase at

the far end, with massive newel posts and a pierced balustrade in bold flowing

design, mounts by wide steps and easy landings to the upper floor. A spindle

cupboard, big chests and wainscot chairs repeat the rich carving on the stairs;

there are no hangings at the diamond-paned windows with their stained-glass

heraldic insets; only a few dark rugs, some of them fur, are scattered on the

floor, and the prints on the wall are hunting or racing ones. The hall is rather

bare but inviting and comfortable, especially if we can get a
fireplace

into it

around which we sit on benches and spindle chairs (or brown leather ones if

we must be comfortable) for a first hot toddy after the hunt before bothering

to get our boots off. It is more of a room, really, in which one enters immediately

into the hospitality of the house.

THE GREAT HALL, which takes the place of the drawing room in later

houses, is off to the left through a wide arch and down two steps.
It is a large

room but not too lofty, with a flat plaster and beamed ceiling and walls paneled

in small molding squares. The fireplace, with its heavy wrought-iron fire dogs

and tools, may have an elaborately carved architectural or a hooded over

mantel above a pointed-arch stone facing. A big fur rug would look well on the

hearth with sofas covered with crewel work in bold design on either side. The

floor may be covered with one or more large rugs but a good deal of wood sur

face must be seen; and the lighting should come from wrought-iron chandeliers

and tall iron standards.

The Jacobean ideal of bliss, which was a thin pad of damask, velvet or

"Turkey work" on a hard-bottomed chair, is not ours, so we do not hesitate

to use numbers of present-day upholstered pieces
in crewel, tapestry, velours

or damask, but the rest of the furniture is oak: gate-leg tables, or long ones with

extension ends and bulbous carved legs, benches, chests, quantities of those

useful stout little stools, and a superb court cupboard with cut-back corners in

which (no doubt!) the radio is concealed. We can span the whole period if we

like, from Elizabethan tapestry to pierced Flemish-scroll Charles II needlepoint

chairs, because the Jacobean house will embrace anything in the Oak Period.
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It does, however, resent having to absorb objects from periods
in advance of it

quite naturally but with the variety of furniture, textiles and
designs

within the long period to choose from, broken up by the necessary use of

present-day upholstered pieces,
we should be able to avoid a too pronounced

Period Room look.

In fact, within its natural limitations, the Jacobean is the most flexible of

rooms. We need not fear, because it is early and lacking the physical comforts

of later periods,
that it must necessarily be bare and austere. It may be any

thing from a jolly taproom to a palatial apartment splendid with Venetian

mirrors, embroidered velvets and brocades, Spanish leather, and Rembrandt

paintings.
Trade was flourishing

and England was gathering
in the beautiful

objects and textiles that the Renaissance had produced in other countries.

There will be no such glories
in our house, of course, but at least we know

where we stand in relation to them, so that we do not hesitate to use what bits

of brocade or tapestry
we can get hold of for cushions and the like. If the win

dows are not too recessed we can hang up dark crimson damask, which is al

ways lovely with oak, or simplify the room by using crewel. The chair pads add

notes of rich color, but on the whole the room is on the dark side, not somber

but quiet and rather shut in. One does not get much impression of the out-of-

doors through casement windows that are probably darkened by ivy, but one

feels cosy and secure in a Jacobean room with the great logs roaring in the fire

place,
and a decanter of port with a bowl of walnuts on the table.

These are the rooms that men like and almost invariably choose for their

clubs, offices and libraries, which shows an excellent judgment for which they

do not always get credit. There is no more practical or beautiful library in the

world than one of these oak-paneled rooms with books to the ceiling,
hand

some carved doorways and fireplace with, perhaps, a trophy head in the panel

above the mantel, or one of Holbein's rough old gentlemen in a raff. The fur

nishings are so similar to those we have described leather or tapestry chairs,

oak pieces and a thick, rather bold-colored Oriental rug on the floor that it

is not necessary to make a separate heading for the library.
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THE DINING ROOM may be varied somewhat by having linen-fold paneling

a little more than halfway up the walls, with
plain plaster above and a beamed

ceiling.
We may have a

flagstone floor here if we like, and a
fireplace

without

mantel, but the fixtures are still wrought iron and the furniture still oak. But

jolly
kind of oak this time: an amusing Welsh dresser, for instance, with rows

of pewter
on the open scalloped shelves, a long "refectory" table with turned

legs
and stretchers, spindle square-backed chairs with leather or rush seats,

and a hanging spindle cupboard in one corner. This would be a simple dining

room with India print at the windows and flowers in pewter bowls. It would

not be difficult (except in
price) to formalize it, however, by coming forward in

the period
and using a William and Mary table, and chairs with crested tops

and zigzag needlework seats. A long table with tied-in stretchers and "tear

drop" drawer pulls would take care of the silver, and old brocade or coarse em

broidered linen runners can be kept in a marquetry chest-on-stand. The floor,

of course, would be oak covered with Oriental carpet, the straight hangings

velours or damask, and the screen at the service door rich embossed Spanish

leather. Then we could hang up our Rembrandts and Holbeins and sit down to

a little lunch of cold pheasant on a silver plate.

In any case, no matter how we do the room, the choice of china is difficult.

Oriental porcelain,
that later on was copied and called Lowestoft, was coming

in by that time, but there were still no native potteries and the usual service

was silver for the rich, pewter for the well-to-do, and wooden trenchers for the

poor. Of course we use modern china, and we do not care for two-tine [bone-

handle forks, but, while we do not want to be too period-bound, the nai've,

frank character of these rooms which is their charm can easily
be destroyed by

suddenly introducing a too sophisticated note, like flowered china or that highly

colored modern Italian ware. Chinese-type designs
or blue Delft would be cor

rect, supplemented by silver or pewter.
No doubt William and Mary brought a

shipload of Delft with them when they came to England,
for that early pottery

was already flourishing in Holland.

THE BEDROOM goes back to the simple square paneling
with the squares
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repeated in the plaster ceiling.
This time we will have a group of three casement

windows in one wall, so that we can really show off our beautiful crewel-work

hangings with a wide border design stretched across the top. The same stuff is

used on an easy chair or two. (We wonder if we have said, somewhere, that

crewel work was done in the "long and short" stitch with soft colored wools on

a natural cotton or homespun ground. The old "Tree ofLife" design taken from

the painted India cottons furnished numerous patterns for this work. They
are perfectly reproduced by hand today or printed on linen.)

If we use simple single beds made up of old linen-fold paneling, counter

panes of the same material, but with an open scattered design of small flowers,

would look well, but if we have one of those imposing beds with massive

square footposts and carved headboards, a damask would be richer. In that

case the day bed, with its turned headpiece and stretchers, and the spindle

chairs, would have tufted damask cushions tied on the cane seats. Small gate

leg or turned tables for pewter boxes, bowls, and lamps, perhaps a "monk's

seat" table with a top that
tips up, a chest-on-stand, and a good-sized

stretcher table with a pewter inkstand and a candle box for stationery, make

up the furniture in this room. There should be no pictures on the rich oak

paneling, but a simple two-part, scroll-top mirror may hang above the chest.

A
plain

oak-brown carpet, leaving a wide margin, covers the floor.

The room sounds simple and (fortunately) it is, but the bold flowing colors

and design of the crewel work (that was made in the first place for the very

purpose of
relieving

oak walls), the rich carving on the beds and chest, and the

mellow patina of the paneling all combine to bring about the feeling of comfort

and stability,
of rather stolid well-being not bothered too much by imagination,

that is the satisfying character of the Jacobean house.

COTTAGE TYPES. Small editions of these stone houses with their irregular

roof lines, odd dormers, and quaint courtyards are often lumped together under

the title of "Cotswold." Of course, every county in England had farmhouses

of this description, all of them showing regional characteristics in the way of

slab or tiled roofs, combinations of stone and scalloped tiles, fancy brickwork,
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cluster chimneys, door and window treatment. "Cotswold," while perhaps the

most picturesque
of these ancient

cottages, was only one of these types, so if

we want an English farmhouse it would be a good idea to look at all of them to

find out which is best adapted to our own particular needs.

The adaptation should be carefully made. It is a mistake to be quaint

merely for the sake of quaintness. A thatched roof, for instance, is anything but

convincing these days, and an imitation one is an
atrocity. But whenwe find

certain novel notions that actually do the work we ask of them it is delightful

to make use of them.

The interior of such a cottage was a
simplification of the larger house: oak

floors and paneling, plaster and beams, stout oak furniture, and home-made

crewel work or homespun. The big kitchen with its stone floor, huge fireplace

filled with hanging cranes and spits
for cooking, with gleaming copper pots

ranged around it, open cupboards filled with pewter, and cotton-print curtains

at the deeply recessed casement windows, was the principal room in the house.

It does not take much modification to turn such a room into a
living

room

today, but again we must be watchful not to let quaintness get the better ofus.

One nice thing about such a cottage is that we may use our earliest Amer

ican antiques in it. After all, most of our ancestors who sailed on the Mayflower

(and apparently all of them did) came out of just such farmhouses, bringing

with them the carved chest, turned chairs, stretcher tables and corner cup

boards that they were accustomed to at home or if they did not bring them

they copied them in native woods as soon as they could. They were too busy

jerking stumps out of the ground to actually copy the houses, but in the long

winter evenings they did ponder over those sausage turnings and inverted

trumpets, while the women bent their heads to hide their tears as they stitched

the flowers of a well remembered garden into the homespun linen on their laps.

But we would rather see the English cottage done in English oak and keep

our own old pine and maple pieces for the Puritan cottage, where they properly

belong.



'THE GEORGIAN HOUSE

THE JACOBEAN HOUSE brought us up comfortably to the eighteenth century

(by stretching it a little), where we find Queen Anne on the throne
stitching

away at her needlework to cover her walnut chairs. For walnut, introduced a

few years earlier in the reign of Charles II, is the fashionable wood now. The

solid oak period is over in more ways than one, and England is on the brink oi

the brilliant
political, social, and artistic development that lasted for the next

one hundred years and is known as the Georgian Period.

From the point of view of decoration this is the most important period in

the history of England. It was a peculiar flare-up without the gradual prepara
tion that ordinarily indicates an approaching artistic climax. The preceding

century was oak, symbolically and literally; solid, ponderous, and hard to turn.

With the reign of Queen Anne England blossomed forth with an easy grace
hitherto wholly unsuspected in her.

Probably economic ascendancy had a good deal to do with it. Most of us
become

surprisingly easy and graceful once we have managed to pull the chest-
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nuts out of the fire, and England had done just that. The predominant mer

chant group had profited enormously by the expansion in trade and was pre

pared financially and
spiritually to give expression to the steady trend toward

individualism that had been going on since the time of the Stuarts. Men no

longer tolerated interference with their personal affairs, and the demand was for

homes where the individual could bring up his family, indulge his tastes and

hobbies, and retire to the peace and seclusion he loved. There was no such

trend in other countries, and no other country produced houses remotely re

sembling the English ideal of "home."

The Georgian house was the perfection of that ideal. There were many

phases
of it, of course, and the decoration of it ran the entire gamut from Queen

Anne to Victoria, but in all of these houses, from the immense mansion set in a

lordly park to the simple manor, the fundamental character remained the same:

it was a home, inviolate and individual.

The house we describe will be a large and formal one and we will put the

handsomest furnishings into it; first, because this is our one opportunity to

use these lovely things, and second, because we will find the same house much

modified when we come to its Colonial cousin. It will not be a truly old-

fashioned Georgian house, either, because no one, not even in tradition-ridden

England, is enthusiastic nowadays over the "hand-washstand" and so much

olive-green paint. The modern tendency is to take the best from the old house

and adapt it to fresh color schemes and arrangements, which is a good thing

if not carried to the point where innate character is sacrificed to the mere ap

pearance of character. Slick outward imitation in the way of too perfect decora

tion does not mean that we have captured the
spirit

of the Georgian (or any

other) house; no more so than a tailor's dummy can be mistaken for a living

man.

The outstanding trait of the Georgian house is a kind of gracious dignity,

very marked in the nobler examples of it and discernible in the simplest of

them. Such a house is never cute or quaint, nor is it particularly inviting
to

casual acquaintance. It is not happy perched on rocks or bothered by a noisy
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brook or set about too closely by trees. It likes ample room in which to spread

its balanced scale and spaciousness, and a pastoral view ofmeadows and wooded

hills with, perhaps, a quiet river in the distance. Then it will settle down, sur

rounded by its clipped lawns, its noble trees and brick-walled gardens, the

picture of tranquil self-confidence.

A typical facade is broad fronted and rectangular, built of brick with a

flat roof or a sloping one of tiles pricked through by dormers, and two courses

of evenly spaced, generously proportioned windows beneath. Ornamentation

centers in the doorway which is flanked by classic pillars topped by a more or

less elaborately carved entablature either straight, pointed, hooded, or with

the broken arch. Above the door is a graceful fanlight. The house may be red

brick, or painted white in the front with red brick left at the back, which is at

tractive, or it may all be painted white.

The house is apt to ramble off at the sides and back in a most delightfully

informal fashion. This amiable willingness to spread out like an old nurse very

much concerned with the comfort of the family but at the same time
insisting

on good behavior in the face of company is most appealing both from the senti

mental and the practical point of view.

The formal but satisfying feeling
of unity and balance on the exterior is

carried forward inside by the proportions of the walls and the spacing of the

windows and doors in relation to them. In fact, the well planned Georgian
room is so perfectly equalized architecturally that it is in repose and restful

before a stick of furniture goes into it, and it is the easiest of rooms to arrange
because the furniture proper to it was designed with these proportions in mind.

On the other hand, because the fundamental balance is so sound, it is pos
sible to take considerable liberty (within reasonable limits) with the Georgian
room because it is accustomed to

absorbing old family furniture and outlandish

objects brought home from the ends of the earth. The lack of the traditional

accumulation of the average English family is one reason why we are inclined

to be too stylized in our own arrangements. The true Georgian house is not so

awfully perfect. There is apt to be a good bit of washed-out chintz around be-
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cause somebody likes it, and nobody minds a sag in the sofa if it is more com

fortable that way. But the fine mahogany is cared for as we seldom think of

caring for it, because it is loved and remembered of old.

The furniture ranges from Queen Anne walnut to late Sheraton with

Chippendale mahogany predominating. All of these pieces speak the same lan

guage and are correct
together. The proper materials are damask, velvet, needle

point,
chintz (glazed or unglazed), colored leather, mohair and muslins; very

little satin or taffeta except in the stylized room of the Adam type, and no heavy

fringes
or trimmings. Wall papers were popular in the Georgian period; small

scattered floral ones (like the Queen Anne needlepoint designs) or large ram

bling chintz-like patterns for bedrooms, while the more formal rooms were

graced by the exquisite Chinese papers imported from the Orient. Later on these

exotic papers were much copied, and the idea developed into "scenic" papers

that were, and still are, exceedingly popular. There was not much hand-painted

decoration on walls except where Adam was influenced by delicate French no

tions in his painted panels. The predominant wall treatment, however, was pine

paneling in broad surfaces spaced to receive portraits,
enriched by elaborate

carving on cornice doorheads and mantel, and invariably painted. Nowadays

we often scrape the paint from these old panelings to get down to the beautiful

time-softened wood, but to eyes weary of small panels and the dark texture of

oak it must have been a relief to paint these plain deal surfaces in some
light

color. Mustard was smart with the Georgians, and so were putty-gray, pale

olive, and green-blue.
If we want to paint our paneling,

these colors still make

an excellent and conventional background for the portraits,
Oriental porcelains,

and needlework that are the keynote of the Georgian room.

THE HALL in our house is generous in proportion, with a broad, gracefully

sweeping staircase at the far right
with a door beneath it leading to the terrace

and gardens at the back. The hand rail and stair treads are mahogany, but the

turned banisters, carved stringpiece, as well as the cornice and casements, are

painted the same color as the plaster
walls. If the room is dark, cream-white

gloss is always safe, but we will use a clean apple green,
which can be depended
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upon in almost any light, and carry it up to and through- the upper landing.

The
ceiling

is eggshell and the floor black-and-white marble squares with an

Oriental rag of subdued design laid down. Draperies are avoided, the windows

simply hung in rather heavy eggshell silk, weighted, and with a narrow
fringe

the same color.

A Chippendale table with square, straight legs carved in Chinese fretwork

stands in the longest wall space.
A proportionately large lemon-gilt mirror with

a scroll pediment and expanded corners hangs above it, and Chinese jars with

covered tops are on either side. Somewhere along the opposite wall is a

pierced-back double chair with the seat covered in grape-color damask; or a

smaller table and two Chippendale side chairs with needlepoint seats. The

needlepoint need not be too fine or old; it is pleasant to make it one's self.

This conventional bisymmetrical arrangement is obviously suggested for

balance, but that word "balance" is a dangerous one, and we had better stop

for a moment to consider it. Balance or the "equalization of attractions" is

necessary or there will be no repose in a room, but, instead, an uncomfortable

feeling
that it is on the move, going somewhere but not arriving. There are

rules and ways for
arriving at balance drawing a line in the center of a wall

space, finding the exact center in each half space and again subdividing, then

placing objects in
pairs

or of equal value on or near the wall, and so on but

these rules, unless
skillfully interpreted, are more likely to result in a dead

stagnation than in repose.

Perhaps the simplest way for the amateur room arranger to arrive at a

sense of balance is to stand in the center of the room and pretend it is the deck

of a
ship. If, after the furniture is in

place, the deck pitches anywhere, some

thing must be done about it. But not too obviously. A little thing will often

suffice; the replacing of a picture or lamp, or
bringing in a bit of accent by way

of color in a cushion or ornament. It is not necessary that objects should be

grouped alike or be of the same shape or weight to bring about equilibrium; it

is rather that the esthetic values must be acutely sensed. This
feeling

of esthetic

judgment, like a color sense, is difficult to explain but, fortunately, most of us

[no]
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possess
it to some extent and once felt it can be cultivated. Some people,

the

Japanese in particular, have deliberately cultivated the sense of occult percep

tion to so sensitive a degree that perfect balance is exquisitely present at every

point
in their work. In other words, bisymmetry is a good (and easy) foundation

to work on, but it should be supplemented by that finer perception that we call

occult. We mustfeel balance rather than see it in a room.

These remarks may not be out of place here for they apply to the arrange

ment of all rooms, but they have taken us a long way from the hall. However,

there is not much more to be done here. An entrance hall should never be

crowded. Several chairs with various nice Chippendale or Queen Anne backs

and rich red brocade seats should be placed about, one of them an armchair

for people who like to snatch up their mail the moment the butler leaves it on

the hall table. A few good landscape prints in dull lemon-gilt frames go on the

wall, and etchings up the stairway so that they may be enjoyed in the
light

from the window on the landing. A long (and reliable) barometer should be

on the wall somewhere. A touch of primrose yellow, perhaps in the Oriental

jars, or the flowers themselves in a Lowestoft bowl, will pick up the
gilt

frames

and do a lot for the hall.

The carpet up the stairs is deep grape purple, and we will look until we find

an old and simple wrought-gilt lantern for the stair well. Graciousness and re

pose in the formal entrance; no grandfather's clocks, no personal pictures,
no

prams or tennis racquets to give any hint of the personal habits or affairs of

the house.

THE DRAWI.NG ROOM may be entirely painted in any of the conventional

Georgian colors or in off-white; it may be papered entirely
or with one or more

walls paneled; or it may be entirely paneled in
pine.

In any case, the mantel

will be a handsome one of marble or wood with a paneled overmantel that re

peats the more or less elaborate carving of the pointed^or
broken arch or straight

pediment above the doors. Egg-and-dart, dentil, acanthus, and other familiar

classic motifs appear in the wood trim and cornice, and ifthis decoration is really

elaborate there should be stucco relief ornamentation on the off-white
ceiling.
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Our room is rectangular, large
but not too lofty,

with a richly carved man-

tel faced with dark green marble, a fine dado and wood trim, all of old honey-

colored pine
that we will paint although we scarcely have the heart to do so.

A chinoiserie or scenic paper would be lovely above the dado, but good old

ones are difficult to find. Some reproductions
are excellent when toned down

with glaze, but we would prefer one fine old panel at the end of the room, a

perspective landscape with plenty of clear blue sky and dark green foliage in

the foreground. Then we paint
woodwork and plaster

walls to match the clear

blue, a difficult color to suggest because it must be carefully chosen (as all colors

should be) with regard to the light;
not too chalky gray,

not too vivid, not so

dark that it is black at night. With this horizon-blue background to work on,

the tied-back draperies with stretched shaped valance should pick up some

dominant note in the scenic design. This may be plum, which is lovely with

blue, or crimson, lacquer red, yellow, or cinnamon, but we like a dark
foliage

green damask because it does not tie down the other colors in the room too

definitely. A "verdure" needlepoint
on the sofa repeats the dark green and

gives plenty of hints for color in the scattered floral design so that a yellow or

crimson damask can be used for pillows and on a near-by easy chair. In a far

corner a smaller sofa in green damask would play up to a Queen Anne arm

chair in pale yellow or nut-brown needlework. Slip seats on the walnut or

mahogany side chairs accent the yellow or crimson note, either one harmonious,

if discreetly used, with blue walls. s

The principal piece of furniture may be one of Chippendale's superb three-

part bookcases, or a Queen Anne walnut secretary with a graceful broken-arch

top, the carving picked out with
gilt,

or a dark green or red lacquer one. Some

lacquer should be used in the room; perhaps a chest-on-stand over near the

green damask sofa. Numerous small tables and delicate fretwork hanging

shelves take eare of the Oriental porcelains and carvings, china bowls and fig

ures, bits ofold silver, tortoise-shell tea caddies, enamel boxes and other small ob

jects that so delighted the souls of the seafaring Georgians, while candle stands

for ivy, needlepoint fire screens and stools, a pair of Chippendale gilt
mirrors
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and similar occasional pieces, lend further grace and interest to the room.

It seems a pity not to hang up portraits,
for this was the age of English

portraits,
but with a landscape panel dominating the decoration we shall have

to content ourselves with good colored prints, stump-work pictures,
or Chinese

paintings
on glass that, with the mirrors, take care of the plain

wall spaces.

The effect should be soft blue dominated by and in contrast to the rich

green
of the scenic design. This wall should be seen without too much obstruc

tion from any angle.
A narrow red lacquer table no higher than the dado may

stand before the 'panel,
with a pair of Oriental jars for lamps and a few not

too colorful objects on it, but nothing tall or bright should seriously interfere

with a generous view of it. There are no fixtures on this wall, of course, but

handsomely carved gilt
wood sconces or

gilt
metal and crystal

ones light the

room with the help of other lamps with porcelain
or marble bases. A walnut

brown carpet may cover the floor to the corners, although the old Georgians

would certainly have laid down a dark Oriental rug picked up somewhere

in the Far East.

Care should be taken not to overcrowd this room (or any other) with ob

jects that do not actually function, which brings us to another fundamental

principle
in decoration called "Unity."

Unity is the sister of Balance, and to the casual observer they look alike,

but as a matter of fact, while they must and do work together,
their duties are

entirely different. Balance takes care of the value relations of objects and colors

in a room, equalizing them so that they come to rest. Unity (of effect), on the

other hand, is the tying up or interweaving of the units to the original concep

tion of the room as a whole. These units the draperies, furniture, ornaments,

and so on are chosen not only to perform
their own tasks, but also with a

keen regard for their character in relation to all other units. But, like Balance,

Unity should not be superficially interpreted
to mean the assembling of objects

of the exact same period.
That would result in one of those tiresome stylized

rooms that we are trying so hard to avoid. Perhaps if we think of the furnishings

of a room as people gathered together
in it we may clear up the idea of Unity.
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Too many close relations are apt to be as dull as too many entire strangers.

There should be some relationship, or at least acquaintance, between them,

some difference of opinion to liven things up, but no downright swearing at

each other and look out for the little brat of an ash tray that may upset the

whole assembly.

Getting the furnishings of each room comfortably seated (Balance) and

speaking pleasantly
of mutual interests (Unity) is not all of the problem, how

ever. Balance and Unity, those slippery sisters, must be put to work, not only

on every object in every room, but on every room as a unit in its relation to

all other rooms. This means clinging to them tenaciously, patiently and with

unerring judgment for weeks and months through masses of exasperating or

beguiling details until the fundamental conception of the character of the house

as a whole has been finally
worked out. Dante's progress through Purgatory

was a holiday by comparison, but it can be done and sometimes is.

THE LIBRARY is always a simple room to settle because the pine paneling,

with its beautiful carving, recessed arched bookshelves and noble mantel, is

the making of it. This is where we put the apoplectic old gentleman in the

"pink" hunting coat 'into the panel over the mantel, because we want to re

peat the rich color in the straight
wool damask hangings. The same clear red

may be used for the leather covering of two or more easy chairs and for the seat

of the roundabout at the desk, or brown leather or pigskin may take its place-

it does not really matter but, in any case, the flat top of the big Chippen-

'dale desk should be of the same leather. If red is used, the Oriental carpet

should be in tones of brown with some red showing, and the large sofa covered

in some one of the many suitable rep-like
or mohair fabrics in brown. The mas

sive English brass andirons and fender are polished and bright;
fixtures and

standing lamps are bronze with shades of tan parchment or stretched skins;

books, of course, fill all four walls, and there is a folding step-chair to reach

them. A good-sized "drum'- table, a "Canterbury"- for magazines, an old

globe in the window recess, a rack for
prints,

and a few good bronze figures

are all we dare suggest for this man's room, but we do hope his hobby is racing
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prints
and not stuffed birds. (If he must have a radio, in pity's name, conceal

it behind the paneling.)

This conventional library depends on the character of the paneling for its

looks. With the soft pine background it is a simple enough matter to change

the color scheme to Chinese blue and coral with brown leather, or to deep

cream, brown, and henna with pigskin, or to anything else the man
prefers,

but fundamentally there is nothing much that we (or he) can do either to

defeat or enhance the beauty of the paneling and the books.

THE DINING ROOM, like all Georgian rooms, may be paneled entirely or

.in part,
but the wood trim is apt to be simpler than in the drawing room. Since

we used natural pine in the library and scenic paper in the drawing room, sup

pose
we go back to the Georgian idea and paint it here. With this start we are

tempted to do a thoroughly old-fashioned room by painting the whole thing

pale
mustard or sage green, and then hang up crimson damask curtains from

beneath those carved and gilded cornice boards. That means portraits
at last,

an especially
fine one in the beautiful carved overmantel above the fireplace;

Chippendale furniture, Royal Worcester service with a lot of rich red in it in

the two arched and shell-carved open cupboards, massive Georgian silver and

a crystal chandelier.

There were no sideboards in Chippendale's time, so we use instead one of

his superb long serving tables with a rope edge and cabriole legs,
a square

buffet at either end, and a big squat wine cooler beneath it. This is the kind of

table upon which the typical English breakfast is kept hot in a series of covered

silver dishes, with toast in a rack, jam and marmalade in china pots, and coffee

bubbling in a big silver urn the most delightful
and casual breakfast in the

world and so significant
of the

spirit
of the Georgian house, where everything

is subordinate to the desires and comfort of the individual.

The dining table shines like a deep dark pool in the center of the room.

It, too, has the rope edge and cabriole legs,
and it is immense, but nothing can

be done about it because it was made before the day of adjustable boards.

It does not matter, really, because breakfast is so casual and lunch is usually
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served on the terrace or in the morning room. The chairs are Chippendale's

loveliest ribbon backs with red leather seats; there is a Chinese red lacquer

and gold screen or a Spanish embossed gold leather one before the service door.

On another smaller serving table stand a pair of Waterford compotes with bis

cuits in them, decanters for port and sherry and glasses
on a silver tray. The

massive branched silver candlesticks or crystal ones with drops are kept on

the buffets at the end of the big serving table where, after breakfast is over, the

handsomest covered dish is kept with, perhaps,
a pair of silver game birds

but not the tea service as we are accustomed to see it set out on a tray. It

should be kept in the butler's pantry.

The graceful pierced
fender and massive andirons at the fireplace are

bright polished brass which picks up the
gilt

of the portrait frames and the

touch of it that may be in the paneling.
A pair of rare Chinese porcelain figures

or covered jars stand on the mantelshelf. The floor is covered with dark red

carpet
or a rich but subdued Oriental rug.

Such a dining room will have great dignity and equal hospitality, and it

will achieve originality by going back to what the early Georgian dining room

originally was.

THE MASTER'S BEDROOM is a large, rather lofty room overlooking the

garden, and it can be done in a hundred ways: with flowered paper and plain

chintz, or with flowered chintz and plain paper in all sorts of contrasting color

combinations; but these pleasing but rather too modern effects are so familiar

that we will again go back to the Georgian time and do an old-fashioned bed

room, one that is half morning room, where letters are written and interviews

with the cook take place.

The chances are that in an English house three walls of such a room would

be papered in white striped paper with a border of rambling red roses around

the cornice and perhaps around the window and door frames, and the woodwork

would be painted white. The small fireplace in the paneled wall would have a

hob grate in it, with a trivet, brass tongs and coal scuttle beside it. A long gilt

mirror resting on the mantelshelf reflects a pair of red glass vases and a collec-
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tion of little Chelsea
figures, or small silver and tortoise-shell ornaments and

boxes. On either side of the
fireplace stand small mahogany bookshelves with

more china figures on the top shelf. Two easy chairs with a work table or tiptop

beside each are slip-covered (and not too
perfectly, either, and with none of

this fancy piping or binding that won't wash) in white glazed chintz with the

rambling roses on it; the same chintz is hung full enough at the windows to

draw at night and with a
straight pleated or gathered valance; it also covers

the chaise-longue at the foot of the bed, and makes the tester and valance on

the big mahogany four-poster. The bedspread is crisp white muslin with a deep
ruffle. Under curtains were not used because they shut out the view, but

we can have white raffled muslin ones if we like, looped back beneath the

drapery. The dressing table may be muslin, too, but we much prefer a nice low

boy with a scroll mirror hung above it. Over near the window where the light

is good stands a generous mahogany slant-top desk with plenty of pigeonholes

and "secret" will drawers that everyone knows where to find; it is open, with

a Dresden china inkwell on it.

In one wall space is a big mahogany chest-on-chest or a highboy to take

the place of the huge dress cupboard that should be in such a room but that

we will not put in, and in another a chest of drawers with fretwork carving on

the stiles like that on the square bedposts. We love the cherry-red carpet on

the floor, but heaven only knows what pictures will go up on the wall;

probably Cousin Julia's water colors of the rectory garden.

It would be no use having a really old Georgian bedroom without including

the ubiquitous man's, or the man's ubiquitous (as you will), dressing room that

opens from it; a smallish room with a mantelless fireplace across one corner, a

tall mahogany chest of drawers, a shaving stand and boot-jack, and a square-

backed easy chair with a pipe stand beside it. The bed might be one of those

curious small ones with low turned posts, the head panel upholstered and

hung on a brass rod. This room would surely have a flowered paper very like

the chintz in the bedroom, and plain red chintz at the windows hung straight

on a pole with wooden rings. The paper would cover the concealed doors to
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the wardrobe in the wall and a rep kind of stuff, the color of the cherry carpet,

would go on the chair and bed.

Perhaps no one will like this room (except those who have known and

loved one like it), because it seems heavy for these sophisticated days, and it

certainly is not smart or dainty or in the least new. It is just an old-fashioned,

cheerful, practical Georgian bedroom in which one can write one's letters in

peace and at the same time keep an eye on the gardener. Possibly if we had the

courage to do such a room with sympathy and understanding we would find

it
astonishingly new in that it had character and intimacy instead of the charm

ing nonentity we are so accustomed to.

THE GUEST ROOM, however, should be as charmingly impersonal as it is

possible to make it, and for this purpose, especially if it is a feminine room, there

is nothing so lovely as Adam's ideas. Here, for once, we get away from
paneling

and elaborate.casements and have plaster walls with coolly classic wood trim

and delicate floral-festoon stucco ornamentation, or a
plaster frieze of draped

urns in low relief just beneath the cornice. There is an excellent paper border,

too, of white urns and drapery on a Wedgwood blue ground, that looks lovely
on a very faintly tinted coral-pink wall. Taffeta draperies of a deeper tone

trimmed with a hard-ball off-white silk
fringe may be pleated into the arched

window and looped up very high with cord and tassel, to hang in soft folds that

lie on the polished floor. There are two semi-glazed chintzes that come to mind,

however, that would be still lovelier: one an
exceedingly pale shell pink with

large Wedgwood blue plaques and pastel floral swags on it, and the other a blue

ground with
large white urns and drapery. Either of these chintzes drapes well

and could also be used on the
chaise-longue with its taffeta

pillows and coral

velvet, hand-quilted coverlet.

The rather small mantelpiece is
daintily carved statuary marble with one

ofAdam's graceful gilt mantel mirrors above, or a Hepplewhite one with wheat
ears

sprouting from a gilded urn. A
pair of terra cotta or bisque figurines, coral

carvings, or Wedgwood vases may stand on the mantel, but no colored Stafford-

shire or Oriental
porcelains. Since this is a modern

interpretation of Adam (he
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would turn over in his grave at those pink walls), we may as well have a dressing

table in two tones of pink taffeta, but a satinwood sofa table with a Hepple-

white shield-shaped box mirror on it and all the pink Battersea enamel we can

find would be really lovely. Then, of course, a tiny Sheraton tambour desk

decorated with painted flower garlands or inlaid with satinwood; and delicate

chairs painted, or of satinwood, with cane seats covered with tufted pads of

the blue-and-cream-striped moire or satin brocade that we use on the beds.

The beds are difficult. The correct one would be a slender Sheraton four-

poster,
but for peace, if not for comfort, we shall have to put in two

single beds,

and the only solution for that is to get them in modern "Sheraton style"-
with

as little wood showing as possible, and cover them with the striped material. A
Sheraton swell-front chest of drawers inlaid with satinwood would help them

a lot, and so would the little bedside tables with alabaster lamps and white

stretched shades. The carpet should be the most delicate of Aubussons, but a

pink-gray one would do if we could get a scrap of Aubusson to put down some

where. Mezzotints of sprightly nymphs and posing goddesses or naturalists'

plates of flower studies may go on the walls but alluring as they are no

French prints.

We must leave the Georgian house now with regret. There are so many

rooms still to do and so many ways to do them. Looking back over those we

have done, it is obvious that they were chosen for variety of type rather than

for that perfect balance and unity we were talking about. They should be seen

as keynotes around which a whole house may be cued the handsome, the

chaste, the old-fashioned, and so on each in its way modern in adaptation

but English Georgian at heart. The furniture and fabrics suggested, while not

palatial, are on the extravagant side, but all of these costly things may be re

placed by simpler ones: the paneled walls with paint, the needlepoint with

chintz, the rare furniture with modified pieces,
and yet the same color effect

and arrangement may be retained. But, more important still, we may keep

ifwe will the spirit
of dignity, retirement and repose that is the true foundation

of the Georgian house.





PART THREE:
In Our &ton Tradition





CHAPTER VII: THE COLONIAL ADVENTURE

ALAST we are at home. We have been a long time about it, what with

Egypt, Greece, and all the rest of it, but with the hit-and-miss con

glomeration of types that make up the millions of our American homes

it was necessary to range around considerably to 4>ring them all into focus.

It isn't as if we had a national type of domestic architecture and decoration to

talk about, as other countries have. We have not. We are a mixed race and this

is a free country, and there is no way in which we take more delight in showing

our freedom than by building any house we feel like building. We want the

house "right" and are willing to go to considerable effort and expense to have

it so, but we have not yet reached the point where national "unity of effect"

has much meaning to us. Some day it will have. In the meantime any house,

built anywhere at any time, may be the soul's desire of some eager American

home builder, and for that reason we have had to look far and wide for helpful

information.

There is one type of house, however, that does come close to being nation

ally symbolic. That is the Colonial Georgian house that came out of the English

background we have just been talking about. It is not the earliest house built

by our forefathers but it is the most important from the point of view of the

present-day home. Nine out of ten of our historic mansions were built on that

foundation, so we will look first at these houses in contrast to the English ones

to see where the likenesses and differences came in.

Fundamentally, the Georgian houses built in the Colonies were definitely

related to the parent house in England and to each other. They had the rec-
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tangular family fac.ade, regularly spaced windows, and ornamental
doorway,

but, like the people who built them, they were forced to adjust themselves to

unfamiliar economic and climatic conditions which greatly affected their char

acter. They were alike and yet not alike; not more so than the toughened

self-reliant colonist was like his brother who had remained at home. The rela

tionship was there, but the individuals were almost strangers to each other.



THE SOUTHERN COLONIAL MANSION

THE SOUTHERN COLONIAL MANSION kept more closely in touch with the English

relative than did the one in the North. It was not so large as the English house,

although some of our pre-Revolutionary mansions, especially in the James

River Valley and around Charleston, were remarkably impressive; and it was

more apt to be built of wood, painted white, than of brick which was hard to

import. But the stately fagade appeared even more gracious in those far-away

valleys, and the house rambled off at the sides and back in the same informal

fashion. Sometimes these ramblings were detached buildings connected to the

"big house" by open arcades; Mount Vernon, for instance, was built that way

to keep the colored staff, the cooking and other plantation activities out of the

house.

Aside from an appealing simplicity of effect, however, there was not much

difference between these and the smaller Georgian houses in England except

in one characteristic respect:
a wide porch, with its roof above the second-

story windows supported by a row of classic columns, took the place of the
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English unsheltered grass
or brick terrace. This practical adjustment of the

house to climatic conditions resulted in its most charming and familiar fea

ture and is a perfect example of the adaptability
of a good house to the re

quirements asked of it.

Inside, the likeness to England was as close as these loyal and homesick

people could contrive. The paneling
and woodwork were there, the portraits,

silver, and armorial china. Fashions were eagerly watched and promptly re

flected, and as Adam's influence was in the ascendancy when most of these

houses were built, they show this classic restraint in the delicate carved man

tels, doorheads and cornices, and in the stucco ornamentation on the
ceilings.

The woodwork was usually painted white, sometimes pale blue or green, and

occasionally the walls were hung with damask, with "flock" paper printed in

imitation of damask, or with scenic paper. As a rule, however, the Southern

planter preferred paneled
and painted walls, perhaps because they looked cooler.

One of these lofty rooms, paneled in cream-white touched up with
gilt,

hung perhaps in sapphire-blue damask, and filled with beautiful Chippendale,

Sheraton, and Hepplewhite mahogany, is the most serene and lovely interior

imaginable. Portraits and mirrors grace the panel spaces, and a soft light spar

kles from a crystal chandelier. There were many such rooms in the Colonial

South, for the little sailing ships with their loads of tobacco for the English

market were constantly returning with their exciting cargoes of household

goods, pretty materials for dresses, and "a genteel suit of cloaths made of super

fine broadcloth, handsomely chosen"- such as Washington ordered.

Long and minutely detailed shopping lists still remain to give us a clear

picture of the standard of
living

on these estates and of the keenness with which

the English styles were followed. This one from Washington's hand is a typical

example. The word "fashionable" is repeated three times, to say nothing of

"handsome" and "genteel," yet Washington was a conservative character,

and Mount Vernon a modest estate. It includes:

i Tester Bedstead 7! feet pitch with fashionable bleu or blue and white curtains

to suit a Room laid w yl Ireld paper;
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Window curtains of the same for two windows; with either Papier Mache Cor

nish to them, or Cornish covered with the Cloth.

i fine Bed Coverlet to match the Curtains. 4 Chair Bottoms of the same; that

is, as much covering suited to the above furniture as will go over the seats of 4 Chairs

(which I have by me) in order to make the whole furniture of this Room uniformly
handsome and genteel.

1 Fashionable sett of Desert Glasses and Stands for Sweet meats Jellys &o
together with Wash Glasses and a proper Stand for these also.

2 Setts of Chamber or Bed Carpets-Wilton.

4 Fashionable China Branches & Stands for Candles.

2 Neat fire Screens.

50 Ibs Sprima Citi Candles.

6 Carving Knives and Forks-handles of Stained Ivory and bound with Silver,

i Large neat and Easy Couch for a Passage.

50 yds best Floor Matting.

Order from the best House in Madeira a Pipe of the best Old Wine, and let it

be secured from Pilferers.

These imported furnishings were helped out, of course, by large quantities

of home-made products from the carpenter shop and spinning house, but such

things were kept more or less in the background; at any rate, they did not

actually alter the character of the house as native-made furniture and materials

did in the North. The Southern interior was definitely English Georgian but

with an intangible vital difference. Two drawing rooms may look alike, but if

in one of them the occupants are likely to leap from the tea table and scuttle

into a secret passage behind a hidden panel (little high heels tapping, silk
petti

coats rustling in the dark) at the sound of the dreaded war whoop, there is

bound to be a difference in the rooms. It is not a difference, however, that is

arrived at by describing the furniture.

That would not give us a picture of a Southern house. The background

is there: the wide hall through the center, opening onto the porch; the generous

staircase and lofty rooms with furnishings much the same as those we used

in the Georgian house; not so much walnut and needlepoint, perhaps, but
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mahogany in the period of the delicate woodwork, with the damask, chintz,

colored leather and printed toiles so popular at that time. It would be easy to

describe these things, and, superficially,
it would be correct to use them, but

merely to fill a Southern house with Georgian furnishings would not necessa-

frily
mean that it had been restored to its former character. On the

contrary, it

might very well mean that a gentle ghost had been laid forever beneath a too

obvious veneer.

If we are lucky enough to have the restoration of one of these old houses

in our care, it is of great importance to sense the subtle distinction between

the Georgian house that remained complacently at home and the one that

came to this country on a gallant adventure. This difference is not so much a

question of furnishings 'as the manner in which they are used. There should be

a certain sparseness about the Southern interior, and the elegance of the im-'

portant rooms should taper off rather sharply to cool mattings and muslin in

the bedrooms. Soft old damask, chintzes, and other materials should be used if

possible,
or new ones not too brashly new, and there should be just a trace of

homelike contrivance underlying the elegance; muslin glass curtains with

ruffles beneath the damask draperies, for instance, instead of the conventional

silk ones. In other words, the house should look as if it were still waiting for

the little ship to come in with another cargo of fine goods.

Oddly enough, the imported English Georgian house can stand the present-

day appearance of a full market and a full purse without loss of character. Such

opulence seems to kill the spirit of the Southern house, the glamorous adventur

ous
spirit

that still clings around it like a romantic halo. Rather than subject

the old house to too much well-meaning but thoughtless restoration it would be

far better to leave it to its dreams beneath the ancient trees whose quiet shadows

fall like a kindly veil across its ravaged and lovely face. Then, at any rate, it

would still be Southern Colonial, not just another example of Georgian interior

decoration.



THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIAL MANSION

THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIAL MANSION presents no such subtle (and senti

mental) problem. Its character sticks out as plain as the nose on a New England

face and that is very plain. The rugged, self-reliant sons of dissenters who built

these houses were turning no longing eyes on "home."- They were in the new

country because they wanted to be there, and they were determined that no

climatic, economic, or other handicap should halt them in making the most of

a hard-won opportunity. They were not thinking yet (as least not out loud) of

"a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all

men are created equal,-' but the resistant independent spirit
that

finally put

over the idea was already there like a block of granite in the midst of the ebb

and flow of the other Colonial adventures.

The New England houses, large and small, reflected that
spirit, especially

the early, more primitive ones, where there was little in the way of grace or

comfort to soften the stark austerity of the temperamental and climatic rigors

that fashioned them. Poor little houses! There was gallantry enough and to
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spare in them, but it was an unself-conscious gallantry, scornful of
indulgence,

and inured to bitter hardship.

But we are interested first in comparing the Northern with the Southern

mansions to see how climatic and temperamental differences affect houses of

the same type, so we will leave the early cottages for the moment and come for

ward to about the middle of the eighteenth century, when local industries were

flourishing and the Colonies had reached the peak of their
pre-Revolutionary

development.

By that time there were many handsome houses in the New England
coast towns. They were Georgian, built of brick or of wood painted white, with

their full share of the family dignity in the typical facade, but they did little,

if any, rambling, and there was no
sign of easy yielding in the immaculate and

beautiful door.

Some of the interiors were extremely impressive. They must have been to

arouse John Adams to the pitch of enthusiasm we find in this note written by
him in 1766:

Lined at Mr. Nick Boylston's with the two Mr. Boylstons, Mr. Wm. Smith, Mr.
Hallowett and their ladies an elegant dinner indeed! Went over the house to view the

furniture which alone cost a thousand pounds sterling. A seat it is for a nobleman, a

prince. The Turkey carpets, the painted hangings, the marble tables, the rich beds with
their crimson damask curtains and counterpanes, the beautiful chimney clock, the spacious
garden, were the most magnificent I have ever seen.

(One cannot help wondering what John had to say to Abigail about all

this opulence when he got home to his own
simple cottage where, not long after

this dinner
party, his son, John Quincy, was born. That has nothing to do with

our
story, of course, except to show that such elegance was there, and that it

impressed not one but two future Presidents of the future United States.)
A

description of such a house would be very like that of the one in the

South, which in its turn was like the
English one. We find the familiar paneling,

reeded Ionic
pilasters, gouging and pearl, egg-and-dart, dentil, and other classic
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trim in doorheads, cornice, and mantel, the dado with Chinese or scenic paper

above it, or plaster walls painted to match the woodwork, and the fashionable

Georgian furniture of Chippendale, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton.

There was, however, a very pronounced difference in the rooms that dra

matically expresses the effect of temperament and climate on decoration. In

the South these furnishings were used with an open "make the most of it"

look, with just a trace of self-conscious gallantry in the
fling

of the draperies

and the spread in ornamentation. In the North there was an air of stiff-necked

resistance, a paring down of ornamental detail to a chaste simplicity as purely

classic as Spartan philosophy and as lovely as an unsullied field of snow. That

cold, clean look pervaded every aspect of the New England house down to the

last jar of pickles on the pantry self, and this is the innate characteristic we

must look for and reckon with in decorating such a house.

Another characteristic of the Northern house, large or small, was the

extensive use of native-made furniture. A great many fashionable things were

imported, of course, but they were copied the moment they came in by native

craftsmen. Some of these men developed remarkable ability and turned out

copies in mahogany or native woods comparable with the best work in Eng

land; Goddard's handsome block-front furniture, for instance, Savery's

remarkable carving, and later on Phyfe's individualistic adaptations of

Adam and Sheraton designs.
Such pieces, however, were never numerous and

were found then, as now, only in important houses. The great majority of the

pieces that are now called early American antiques were made in native woods

by men of less ability,
but all of them from the finest to the most simple were

touched with a peculiar ingenuity that sets them sharply apart from the

English models. The simpler ones can still be found, although they are getting

scarce and bring stiff prices,
but a Savery highboy would cost many times "a

thousand pounds sterling" today if it could be bought at all.



THE NEW ENGLAND MANOR

THE HANDSOME HOUSES and furnishings which we have just considered were

part of the New England Colonial life, and we looked at them to bring out the

comparison between the English, Southern Colonial, and New England Colonial

houses of the more important type. But these were not the average homes

in that day any more than they are now. The house that we would choose as the

model for our own is much
simpler, more like one we know on Long Island, an

old so-called manor house that has been empty now for many years. It stands

in a grove of ancient live oaks, its dim old dormers looking wistfully across the

salt marsh to the sea. Not far away is the grave of the young officer who rode

post-haste from it to the Battle of Long Island.

It is neither a mansion nor a
cottage, but what we would call a typical

Colonial house, the kind that a farmer "signer" may have lived in'; long, clean

cut, with
regularly spaced windows and a beautiful pillared doorway with a

remarkably delicate
fanlight above. The

hand-split shingles are painted Colo

nial cream, .and the solid shutters have faded to a soft gray-green.
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THE HALL is rather narrow, with a
flight

of stairs that turn on a landing

at the back. There is an immediate sense of repose upon entering the hall be

cause of the beautiful restraint in the molded paneling of the dado, doors, and

cupboards beneath the stairs. The woodwork is painted clear cream, and so

are the strap hinges, big iron box lock on the front door, and the "H" hinges

on the cupboards; in Colonial days the hardware was always painted with the

walls. Cream plaster makes a good background for the colored prints that

always hung in such a hall; landscapes, old maps, pictures of city streets, or

of Washington on his horse and off it. Or we could use a scenic paper; they

were very popular in Colonial days, and surprisingly elaborate Italian or Indian

scenes were imported, so we need not feel that we must use old John Peel going

over fences up the stairs.

The furniture for this house should be early American antiques, not

rare ones, but as fine as we can find and afford. They may be made, of course,

entirely of maple or other native woods, but the furniture we describe here

will be the American version of the English designs in mahogany. These pieces

usually show considerable maple inlay, which the English pieces
never do.

The table in the hall, for instance, would be a Sheraton-type .flap-top
with

nicely reeded legs and a wide band of maple on the apron or inlaid on the top.

A
gilt

mirror with a painted panel hangs above it, and a pair of Sheraton,

Phyfe or "Hitchcock" chairs (with a bit of
gilt

in the stenciling)
are on either

side. Perhaps a grandfather's
clock stands on the stair landing, ticking solemnly,

"It is later than you think!"

Very often leather fire buckets hung from the ceiling
of such a hall. They

are picturesque but apt to look more theatrical than convincing these days.

All such homely contrivances, spinning wheels, foot and bed warmers, candle

molds and shoemakers' benches should be avoided if they have ceased to func

tion, for they are not decorative, and that is not the way to give "atmosphere"'

to a house whose very essence was efficiency.
It is easy to sense the incongruity

ofsuch
"
effects" by imagining how the Colonial housewife would feel if she came

back to the room. We would like to welcome the good old ghost and delight her

('33}
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with oar pretty new color schemes and modern gadgets;
she would understand

those readily enough, but her common sense would be outraged by an idle

spinning wheel, empty fire buckets, and a cradle filled with wood. What kind

of a generation
would she think we are?

THE DRAWING ROOM is fairly large,
with a fine dentil cornice and a little

classic ornamentation on the low ceiEng. The fireplace
wall is paneled,

and the

charming mantel, faced with black marble, is no doubt some local carpenter's

interpretation
of Adam's reeded pilasters

and swag trim.

Rather than detract from the simple grace of the paneled
wall that is

the chief charm of the room we will not use wall paper but will paint the whole

thing a soft blue-green
and lay a plum-color carpet to the corners. Then we

will hang a lovely plum and green striped damask flung over a pole at the win

dows, a drapery treatment much used in the early days of the Republic in

what is called the Directoire or Phyfe period.
That gives

us a chance to do the

room in a somewhat later period
than the house itself: with Phyfe's lyre-

backed chairs, pedestal tables, and delicately carved Sheraton-type sofas. We

will not find Phyfe pieces
in the "original,"

but we can find Phyfe-type ones,

for his designs were widely copied for many years.

Most ofour money (or what is left of it) will go into a mahogany and maple

secretary desk with maple drawers behind the sliding tambour, and a maple

medallion at the top between the urn-shaped finials. If we are very lucky we

may find one with a spread-eagle
inlaid in the medallion. Perhaps another

eagle will turn up on the apron of a flap-top table, but it Is not likely.
In fact,

sptead-eagies
should be looked at with a wary eye for fakes. However, we may

fed one on a
gilt girandole

or screeching from the top of a mahogany scroll

sarror. If not, we will do very nicely with one of Hepplewhite's lovely mirrors.

The green and plum striped damask would go on the Sheraton sofa and

chairs, but we would pick out one of the old chintz designs on a plum ground,

the "broken pillar"
or "Prince ofWales feathers," to slip-cover

the big chairs

and sofa. There will be red flowers in the chintz, that deep red with a purple

cast in it that is lovely for cushions and perhaps for 'a lamp shade. Strong-
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colored shades are awfully tricky, however, and should be reserved for that

last "chic note" they talk about. Possibly eggshell or beige would be better;

certainly not green or plum.

But we are safe on ornaments if we use purple glass, pink or copper luster,

china or silver-luster bowls for flowers, silhouettes and miniatures in black

frames, a fine hooked rug in plum, red, and green floral design to lie before the

serpentine steel (not brass) fender, and a dark portrait in a dull
gilt

frame of

our (or somebody's) great-grandmother in a little lace cap, her busy hands

folded for once in her lap, in the place of honor above the mantel.

We like this green-and-plum room a lot, although we are not arbitrary

about it. In describing it or any other room our idea is not so much to suggest

a scheme of decoration as to make clear the fundamental character of the room.

There are dozens of ways in which this one could be done: it might have scenic

paper and plain glazed-chintz hangings, or cream walls and flowered-chintz,

or even damask hangings, but if we use taffeta in it we ought to be shot.

THE DINING ROOM will have a scenic paper or, better still, d hand-painted

landscape in sepia on a cream ground.

This is not as modern as it sounds, for Colonial walls were frequently dec

orated with stencil borders, painted landscapes, or floral designs done by mem

bers of the family or by itinerant artists who went about on horseback doing

the work for their "keep." Not many of these old "painted chambers" remain,

but those that do are among the most naive and delightful of our Colonial

decorations. It is not as easy as all that to engage an artist for such work nowa

days, although exquisite exotic or novel murals are being done and gaining

rapidly in popularity. Simple effects that are convincing are less frequently

seen, for essential simplicity seems to be as rare in artists as it is in the rest of

humanity. Do let us try to avoid the village street scene, however, or the little

girl
in pantalettes rolling

a hoop, or the family engaged in sports.

Ours will be a sketchy landscape drawing in burnt sienna on a cream

ground arranged to accommodate the furniture that stands against it which

is one of the advantages of freehand decoration. Architectural defects, too, can
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be disguised
or turned to advantage by this type of wall treatment; ceilings

lowered, proportions improved, alcoves or odd jogs
made effective by skillful

design and contrasting color. The interior of the open cupboards in this wall,

for instance, may be painted in sienna to match the design,
but the mantel and

other woodwork will be cream.

The carpet on the waxed yellow pine floor is russet brown, a deeper tone

than the wall decoration, but the draperies
of sateen, which drapes so well, or

of plain glazed chintz, are the fine orange-chestnut
color of the design. They

are lined with delft blue and brown striped chintz and flung twice over a
pole,

the swags caught up by thick brown cords and tassels that hang against the

curtain three quarters of the way to the floor. Plain cream voile makes the glass

curtains if we must have them. "Flowing blue" chinaware, brown and copper

luster pitchers, and old amber glass
fill the cupboards.

Against this quiet background bur early furniture stands out in all its mod

est
simplicity;

the Sheraton-type sideboard and pedestal table of
light mahog

any are the same soft color as the wall decoration, and there are yellow or brown

painted "fancy" chairs with rash seats and a touch of
gilt

in the stenciling,
an

upright dull-gilt
mirror with a painted glass panel in yellow, black, and

gilt,

and over by the window a small wing chair slip-covered
in the brown-and-blue

striped
chintz with a "dish-top"- table beside it for the last leisurely cup of

coffee while the paper is being read.

Fancy lace or linen runners should not be used in such a simple room, but

it would be nice to dip the damask tablecloths cream color and use brass or

amber glass candlesticks for cream or brown dipped candles; but so small a

mistake as blue candles or modern twisted or square ones would completely

destroy the unaffected character of the room.

THE MASTER'S BEDROOM is large and low with simple matched paneling

on the fireplace
wall. Small cupboards with not too carefully cut doors on "H"

hinges are open at either end of the mantel to show the cubbyholes filled with

books. A mahogany scroll-top clock stands on the mantelshelf between Sunder-

knd pink bowls for flowers. The woodwork and
ceiling

are painted the faintest
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strawberry pink, and the walls covered with paper in the old all-over "straw

berry" design of fruit and leaves on a pale pink ground. A mulberry carpet

covers the floor and hooked rugs in floral designs are laid upon it. Short draper

ies of plain mulberry glazed chintz with pinked ruffles of mulberry and the soft

blue-green
of the leaves in the wall paper are hung with French pleats

and

held in place by pressed brass tie-backs.

For the sake of variety we will use modified Empire furniture: a handsome

big chest of drawers with lion's paw feet and columns richly carved in the acan

thus design, an oblong gilt
mirror above it, and a desk with plain veneered

columns and a drop-down front. Two single beds made up from one old one

with short pineapple carved posts are covered with cream knit or crocheted

spreads.
A little night table with twisted "rope" legs stands between them,

and there are several typical Phyfe-type chairs with carved medallion slats,

the seats of one or two covered in black horsehair. A small, low, tight-waisted

little easy chair beside the fireplace
is upholstered with a ruffle in blue-green

cotton moire, the large chair and sofa slip-covered
in blue-green chintz with

soft mauve, deep pink, and deeper green in the design. The lamps are "late

Sandwich" with marble bases.

This is the foundation for the room, but its real character depends on the

ornaments and accessories. The bedroom is the most intimate room in the

house for there is where we gather together our personal belongings that are

out of place in any other room because they have no meaning for anyone but

ourselves: the daguerreotypes
in oval black or

gilt frames, our grandmother's

sampler made when she was "aged six" and the silk piecework quilt' she made

when she was sixty, our first piece of needlework (very badly done) on a little

footstool, and the china dog we love for no discoverable reason. Such things

have no style or value but they bring a depth of meaning into the room that

no bought objects can ever approach.
On the other hand, if these objects

actually defeat the room they must be tearfully but firmly put out of sight.

Sentimentality is never an excuse for a lapse in good taste.

THE GUEST ROOM is jolly
because the ceiling slopes

almost to the floor
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on one wall with deeply recessed dormers cut into it. That gives us an interest

ing paint job. If we were very young we would probably paint the ceiling one

color and the woodwork and dormer recesses another (pink and mauve, per

haps), find a wall paper in some modernistic interpretation
of an old-fashioned

design daisies as big as doughnuts and then make the curtains, dressing

table, and bedspreads in organdy in the two colors. That would be dainty and

refreshing to counteract the heaviness in the sloping ceiling but, old conserva

tive that we are, we would rather see the ceiling
and woodwork in pure white,

put up a white paper with some open design like large snow crystals in deep

blue in it, paint the floor deep blue, put down lots of gay hooked rugs, and

have crisp
white organdy curtains looped back at the windows.

It would be practical
here to use that turned-spindle furniture called

"spool," because it is open and looks light,
and because it is late enough and

unpopular enough still to be found at small expense. It could be painted white

(or blue) and the beds covered with old blue-and-white woven spreads that

also are not too difficult to find. A small spool table with a tiny tight-waisted

chair before it makes the writing table, and the bureau is late enough to have

a swinging mirror. There would be a small rocker (always in the way) and an

easy chair slip-covered in deep blue-and-white striped chintz trimmed with

white ball
fringe.

A little pedestal table stands beside it for the opaque white

glass lamp, and hanging shelves hold books or other white glass ornaments.

No
gplt

and no contrasting colors in this clear blue-and-white room except in

the hooked rags but we would put the gayest flowers we could find in the pair

of Sandwich cornucopias on the mantel. Now, if the guests feel hot or shut-in

under this sloping roof it will be just too bad.

We would like to stay on in this old house with its atmosphere of cleanli

ness, simplicity, and peace. It is the typical American home, a natural un

strained adaptation of the traditional background to modern living. Thousands

of families of good stock, comfortable means, and a wholesome respect for the

principles upon which their forefathers founded this country live in such old

houses or copies of them; not particularly fashionable folk, but people who,
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like their New England ancestors, are not half so much interested in being

fashionable as they are in keeping things going.

We have looked at the impressive brick mansion with the handsome

furnishings seldom seen outside of museums today; at the less impressive but

substantial and comfortable manor house that is the possible model in architec

ture and furnishings for the average present-day home; but we have still to

see the most significant and deeply appealing of our New England Colonial

homes.



THE NEW ENGLAND COTTAGE

So FAR IN OUR STORY we have made little use of the pine, maple, cherry and

other simple pieces that most of us
affectionately think of as antiques. We

put the handsome mahogany imports and the copies of them into the mansion;
the less rare but still important mahogany and native wood pieces into the

manor house where they belong. But we have not said a word about those

crude and simple pieces that were not derived from any "educated schools of

taste" but were born on our own soil out of ingenuity and necessity. The reason

we withheld these pieces (with a truly magnificent self-control) was because

we wanted to keep the best for the last and to present this furniture in a group

by itself.

That starts us off with the earliest oak and pine, those humble work-worn

pieces of no fixed "style," but that were contrived with the purpose of
fulfilling

an urgent need under unfamiliar conditions. Finished materials, tools and de

signs were
lacking; only the necessity was there to be met as best could be.

Long ago something was said about the fulfillment of purpose being^the
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source of true beauty. Here is an example of it. These humble necessary things,

chests, tables, cupboards, cradles there were so many cradles possess a

curious convincing grace more truly vital than the most accomplished de

signs.

But there, there! We always go too far when we talk about this furniture,

so before we get it strewn all over the beach we had better hustle and put up a

house for it.

Those "wigwams, huts and hovels" that were hurried together on the wild

shore in the first desperate effort for protection against the winter, Indians, and

savage beasts were soon replaced by "orderly, fair and well built houses, well

furnished many of them." A goodly number of these stout old buildings still

remain in New England, the earliest dating from about 1640, many of them

carefully preserved by descendants of the original builders. The astonishing

thing about these houses is not their simplicity but their comparative luxury.

They were small, to be sure, but often of two stories with an attic, the roof

steep pitched to shed the snow and sometimes descending to within a few feet

of the ground to cover a lean-to extension at the back. The frames were solid

black oak, and the tree trunk that formed the corner posts was sometimes in

verted, the thick end put to the top in order to give more space for the timbers

resting on it early evidence of Yankee ingenuity. Bricks for the chimney

were often imported and sometimes so were small diamond-paned windows,

Glass was scarce, however, so windows were small, not always the same size,

and were put where they would do the most good.

Inside, the earliest, simplest
of these houses had one big room built around

a huge open fireplace with the baking oven in the wall beside it. In many of

these houses, as well as in the later ones, there was a secret passage behind

the chimney that led to the attic or to an underground tunnel, an almost

matter-of-course arrangement of escape from Indians and one that must have

come in handy, too, in later times of rebellion and secret meetings.

This room was sheathed in wide pine boards put on vertically or horizon

tally or both, the ceiling beamed with hewn logs.
It may be surprising

to hear
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that these beams were sometimes painted
in crude designs

in red, black, and

white and that chests were often so painted.
The pine boarding, however,

was not. The settlers had not much time or inclination for overmuch decora-

tion, but, on the other hand, they came out of the Renaissance background

with its rich designs and strong brilliant color, and it is natural that some of the

less puritanical
of them should indulge their fancy for color in paint and needle

workwhich they did.

The simple furniture was home-made, and the necessity to save space led

to many ingenious contrivances; the "table bord," a single
wide pine board laid

on trestles that could be picked up and put aside when not in use; the gate-leg

table that folded almost flat against the wall and that finally evolved into the

"butterfly," the most delightful
of our purely native pieces;

the corner "cup

bord" and "turn-up"- beds, the "chists" that were used to sit on and sleep

on and play checkers on, and the particularly interesting
"hutch"' table with

a rectangular or round top that tipped up to reveal a good-sized
box between

the trestles in which the most precious small things
were kept and upon which

a person might sit.

Most of these pieces, especially
the smaller ones that could be whittled

out by hand, show naive traces of Gothic or Renaissance design. The joint

stools and benches, stretcher tables and chests were very like their contempo

raries in England in their ball, rope, and twist turnings and incised carvings and

yet were singularly
unlike in their peculiar vital individuality. The big Puritan

turned armchair with rush seat and spindle back, for instance, is unlike any

chair on earth. The mushroom turnings that finish the arms are squashed flat

as if from the weight of the heavy fists that lay upon them.

Such an interior may sound meager, but it was not necessarily cheerless.

With big far rugs on the floor, the fire roaring in the chimney, the spinning

wheel whirring, and the venison stew bubbling in the iron pot it was snug

enough when all went well. But what of the sudden startled silence, ears

strained to catch a quavering echo on the cold still air? "Tis naught but the

wolves, John?" "Aye, 'tis more than wolves this night! Nay, nay, ye're not to
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stay by, Priscilla. Get ye below with the children and see that ye drop the tim

ber well in its place." Clumsy old furniture sitting rigid and tight lipped
in

museums today knew moments like this and has not forgotten them.

It was not long before these single rooms were divided into two and the

best things moved into the second room, out of harm's way. From there on it

is an easy step to the typical New England cottage.
There was no set pattern

for the arrangement of these cottages,
nor were they marked by regional

char

acteristics like the contemporary Jacobean farmhouses in England. There were

the "salt boxes" and "Cape Codders" and those curious ones with the over

hang to the second story ornamented with drop turnings;
those on the coast

were apt to be plastered
with pounded oyster shell, while those in the interior

were sheathed in pine,
but fundamentally each one was built to accommodate

the family living
in it and was added to by lean-tos and ells when extra rooms

were necessary. That look of growth from within is what makes these houses

so individual and so vital. Many somewhat larger,
later ones but of the same

home brew are still standing, and the rehabilitation of one of them is the most

satisfying experience
the home maker can have that is, for the thrifty soul

with a good bit of New England ingenuity still lingering
in him.

THE ENTRY, just big enough for the visitor to shake the snow off his shoul

ders, has a narrow, steep,
boxed-in stairway clinging

like a vine around the

broad shoulders of the great chimney. Staircase, chimney back, and the narrow

doors of vertical boards with hand-wrought "H" hinges and thumb latches

are painted cream-white, and what little wall space is left is covered with a

demure chintz-pattern paper.
There is a braided mat on the pine floor, a tiny

candle stand in the corner (one of those so-called weavers' stands with a "T"

base, if we are lucky enough to find one), with a time-stained map above it;

and, if there is room for it, one of those double-slat-back seats that were put

into the wagon when the family went to "meeting."

(Before we go any further with this house we may as well say now that we

shall never find all the furniture suggested
for it, for these early pieces

are get

ting extremely rare; there is probably no such thing as an "original butterfly"
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table outside a museum or private
collection today. On the other hand, some

people do find the most extraordinary number ofgood if not too rare
pieces;

so, if we keep a weather eye open, we may pick up some of those we want and

pretty good substitutes for the rest.)

THE LIVING ROOM. It would be practical
to turn the big kitchen into the

living
room (as we did in the Jacobean farmhouse across the ocean), for after

all, that is what the room really
was. We do not want to overmodernize it, but,

on the other hand, too much emphasis in the way of hanging cranes and iron

pots,
rush lights, pewter mugs, and festoons of drying corn is neither

practical

nor accurate. No old kitchen could possibly
have contained the

extraordinary

clutter we seem to feel must be crammed into such an interior. "He had four

teen children by his first wife and three by his second."- The thing to do is to

let seventeen children loose in such a room and keep what is left after five min

utes. After all, one pewter salver filled with apples or a wooden trencher with

nuts is as good as rows of them and much more apt to be' all the goodwife

had.

The fireplace
wall is sheathed in vertical pine boards to the

ceiling. These

boards were not painted originally
but have been many times since, so we may

do as we like about having paint or natural wood. The huge fireplace may have

a long mantelshelf but is more likely to be finished with a heavy beam flush

with the wall. There are space-saving small cupboards at either end, and the

big bake oven makes a convenient place for wood. The ceiling
is beamed, and

the remaining walls are plaster
that has been tinted or papered many times by

successive generations.
Sometimes as many as thirty layers of old paper have

been removed from walls like this, so the chances are thirty to one we will pick

the right
one. There is an awful tendency occasionally to use miniature hunting

scenes or something jolly in the way of "Pickwick"- for such walls; coaching

scenes are not so bad, landscape repeats are better, and there are numbers of

small Colonial designs that are better still; one soft blue paper, for instance,

about the color and "feel"- of faded calcimine, with a brown foliage medallion

and
"
Queen Anne" specks on the background is quite lovely with natural

pine.
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But we would rather dump a lot of white into the old-fashioned Colonial yellow

we use on the floor a real pumpkin yellow and paint the walls with that,

especially
as the heavy oak door with long strap hinges and wooden latch gives

plenty
of interest to the plain surface. Braided rugs, printed India cotton, or

mellow chintz will help for color, and we need not hesitate to put a bit of old

brocade or damask on top of the chest-on-stand, or use it for pads on the best

rush-bottomed chairs with "Spanish" feet. Many such precious scraps were

tucked into the first "chists" that came over here and were used that way or

for patterns for crewel work or tufting.

We will keep the furniture as early and as consistent as we can, but since

this is not a museum but a house to be lived in, we need not be tied down too

hard to the joint stools, settles, and early splat-backs
or slat-backs of the

period,
for they were most uncomfortable. There was no relaxing

of physical

or moral fiber in Puritan days, but there is now, so we do not hesitate to put

in some low chintz-covered easy chairs along with one or two of the big broad-

seated banister-backs that were reserved for Father and that somehow do not

seem to have been quite so uncomfortable. The graceful Windsors that came

in about 1760, the fan back, loop back, extension comb backs in either side

chairs or armchairs, are still readily found and are usually very comfortable.

These typical Colonial chairs with slender spindles,
turned raked legs

driven

into the saddle-shaped solid pine seat were almost invariably painted in the

old days, so we may add color to the room by having them green,
red or black:

one case where it isn't a "shame" to paint an old piece.

The chest, of course, was the most important piece of furniture in the

primitive Colonial house and it was very like those in Jacobean England, carved

and decorated with
split turnings, except that it was simpler here, the top made

of pine, or the whole thing of pine
on an oak frame. The most typical

of our

native chests were those with the Connecticut sunflower carved in the center

panel (instead of the Tudor rose) and the so-called "Hadley" chest with a

flowing design of vines and flowers incised on the front and sides and painted

in red and black. We are not apt to find a chest as good as either of these, but
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interesting ones can be found: they were so stout and so many of them were

made.

Whittling away at small boxes in the long winter evenings before the fire

must have been a favorite pastime, because so many of them were made-

Bible boxes on which much carving was lavished, some of them with a slant

lid for writing, the forerunner of the larger box put up on legs that
finally be

came the slant-top desk; spice boxes, candle boxes, pipe boxes, and the like,

any of which can still do good work in our room. We would like a chest-on-

stand, too, but a "blanket" chest that looks like a chest of drawers except

that the two upper drawers are really a chest with the lid lifting at the top

would not be so hard to find we know where there is a grand one in an old

barn today and it would look splendid against the cream wall with a brown

glaze pot on top,
full of zinnias.

The long stretcher table with turned maple legs and a wide overhung pine

top may not be easy, so if we see one we had better snap it up and give it a

place of honor on the biggest hooked rug; otherwise we shall have to make out

with smaller tavern type tables that came in when people had more room for

individual
pieces.

Of course, while we are looking for the stretcher, we keep an

eye peeled for a gate-leg or
tip-top "hutch.'

1
' We may find one. They do exist,

and you never can tell.

The room would not be complete without a corner cupboard, either with

open scalloped shelves or solid doors. That is the place for the small pick-ups

like "Betty lamps," pewter mugs and plates, early glass or pottery, things that

we make no pretense of using but that are
interesting as a collection if we

like collections. We do not. We do not know why, but somehow it goes against

the grain to see honest old things whose only beauty was in service put up on a

shelf or hung by the neck to be stared at.

THE STUDY is the small room across the entry that was once the parlor.

It is a low room, scarcely more than six feet high, but there is a charming little

mantel there with a nice bit of
paneling around it, so we scrape off dozens of

layers of paint to find out what the original color was, and it turns out to be,

[146]
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of all delightful things, robin's-egg blue! That need not have
surprised us,

however. Early Colonial walls were tinted more often than not; white did not

become really popular until after the classic revival in England. Nothing could

be a lovelier background for the severely beautiful maple secretary with solid

doors and a "bonnet" top that almost touches the cream
ceiling,

or for the

rows of books on open shelves. Fortunately there is room for a small maple

day bed, and for that we find an old piece of cream and maroon toile de Jouy,

cover one easy chair with it, and another with dark red leather. With a maple
table and a dark red glass lamp beside the easy chair, a copper kettle on the

hearth that actually does hook onto the crane to steam up for a hot toddy, and

a stout little "cricket"- to put the feet up on when drinking it, the tiny room,

smelling of books and tobacco, is snug enough, especially when the wind rattles

the frozen branches of the lilac trees and the snow whirls by like a thing pos

sessed. How curiously undisturbed the old house seems then! It settles down to

its job of projection like an old hen sheltering her chicks . . . and now is the

moment to put down this book and read "Snowbound" again.

THE DINING ROOM is the other little room back of the study that was once

the parlor bedroom. It still may be used that way, for a bedroom opening on

the garden is a pleasant thing, and it is strange how seldom we have them these

days. But we must have a place to put the long "X" trestle table, and the

pine dresser with open shelves and cupboards below with tiny butterfly hinges.

Now we go on a hunt for all the "Rockingham" pottery we can find (yellow

splashed with brown glaze), for "hound" pitchers, "slip-ware/' small crocks

for flowers, pewter plates, brass candlesticks and copper bowls, all ofVhich

are put to good use. The water bench between the windows, for instance, is

used for just that for the amber glass
hobnail water pitcher and

glasses,
or

the cider jug. We will have some fun with this room by painting the floor

lacquer red and putting up a paper called
<(

Sand," a beautiful primrose yellow

with a fine pen stripe
of orange in it, so indefinite that it cannot be seen without

peering but which gives
a lovely texture to the wall, quite unlike plain color.

It is a modern paper,
but the old pine will like it; it is so used to yellow. Then
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we will paint the rush-seated small slat-backs lacquer red, too, or perhaps find

some of those later wooden-seated spindle-back
chairs already painted red with

a little yellow trim on the top rail, which shows that our red-and-yellow idea

is not so modern as it sounds. The reason why we use yellow is because the room

is North and needs sun, so we will hang up only that coarse cotton homespun-

looking stuff called "theatrical gauze" in copper color at the small windows.

THE MASTER'S BEDROOM. Up the steep little stairs with its narrow
rag-

carpet runner we climb to the big bedroom over the living room. The
ceiling

is low, but there is surprisingly delicate paneling around the mantel, although

the structural beams show in the corners and under the ceiling like a cornice.

The view out over the ancient apple orchard makes it impossible to use any

thing but a certain old Georgian paper, crisp green with small green apples and

leaves spaced upon it, adorable little apples with faintly pink cheeks. The wood

work is painted the clear fresh green of the background of the paper, and the

floor the deeper green of the leaves with "hit-and-miss" rag rugs laid on it.

The bed is curly maple a beauty with slender reeded and carved footposts of

Sheraton design. We may throw one of those fringed fish nets over the "sprung"
or "tent top" or trim it in white muslin with tied fringe and put a deep valance

of muslin around the bottom of the bed; but the making of the room will be

the spread. There are wonderful white knitted ones, or the stuffed ones with

marvelous quilted designs, or the more usual candlewick tufted ones, but we

would like a patchwork quilt that has been washed many times until the green
of the baskets and the pink of the flowers are faded and soft.

The difference between "patchwork" and "piecework"' quilts is just what

their names imply: the "patch'' is a
design cut out and appliqu6d, and the

"piece" is small squares or diamonds sewed together in geometrical patterns.
The amount of patience, pride, and artistic imagination poured out upon this

work is nothing short of amazing, and yet it was taken so much as a matter of

course that, as time went on and manufactured things appeared, these home
made quilts, woven coverlets, braided, rag, and hooked rugs were often shoved

off into the hired man's room or were used to blanket the horses. One cannot
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help wondering what the old lady in the Boston rocker must have thought

while she stubbornly kept right on with "Sunrise on the Walls of Troy,"
"Governor's Garden," or

(perhaps) "Lonely Heart."- "Ma, it ain't a mite of

.use your going on with that old quilt. Sabra ain't going to want it." We can

see the old hands tremble a little, but they do not stop. Maybe Sabra's daughter

will like it. Maybe Sabra's granddaughter does like it today, but our heart

aches sometimes when we find a quilt, fresh and clean and folded away without

ever having been made up.

A curly maple highboy with shell carving in the drawers stands between

the windows that are simply hung in white muslin with fringe like the bed

valance, and we hope to find a maple slant-top desk also with a shell carved in

the lid. There are a good many maple and pine desks of this type still around,

so if we do not find a shell one, we may pick up an unusual interior or a really

"curly" piece with a soft patina that ripples under the hand, a delicious thing

to touch.

A maple chest of drawers or a tall chest would be useful, and we will try

to find one with the original brasses. Drawer pulls, by the way, appeared some

what in this order: first, the simple wood knob driven tight into the drawer;

then the "tear drop"- swung from the scalloped square escutcheon similar to

those used in England on the Jacobean oak pieces;
then the bail handle with in-

turned ends fastened with bent wires through a somewhat elongated escutch

eon; then the so-called "willow"- escutcheons, the early ones simply shaped

with the ends of the bail turning outward and fastened with a screw bolt, the

later ones more elaborate; after these came the pressed brass shields stamped

with contemporary designs, wheat ears, oak leaves, and, of course, the spread-

eagle, and at the same time the round Empire ones with the ring pull.
Our high

boy, therefore, should have the willow escutcheons, and so should the chest of

drawers, unless it is a Sheraton-type swell front, in which case the oval pressed

brass ones would be correct. The brasses, if they are original,
are an excellent

guide to the character and probable date of a piece
of old furniture.

There are any number of old design simple chintzes that could slip-cover
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the low easy chairs (a small "barrel" would be good here), but plain crisp pink

with a tiny self pattern would be our choice. Glass lamps with shades of the

same soft color are on the night table and small maple stand. A Windsor makes

the best desk chair in the world, and other wood chairs may be any of the

"fancy" types of Sheraton influence that we can pick upthey are all charm

ing, especially the delicate spindle
ones that were often painted pale green.

THE GUEST ROOM is not so easy to solve because the sloping cut-up lines

of the ceiling make the really early space-saving
furniture almost necessary,

and it is hard to find. There is no paneling here, merely a molding flush with the

wall around the tiny fireplace opening, but there are small
"
hit-and-miss' -

cupboards let into the wall surface. The woodwork is white; so is the
ceiling,

and as its slope
takes up most of the flat surface there is not much space

left for a white paper with cherry-red worm tracks all over it. This is the old,

old design that used to come in brown on a mustard ground, most dismal it was

then, but in white and red it is the best paper for a small room we know. It

needs, however, those white ceiling
lines cutting across it. Nothing but white

ruffled muslin could go up at the tiny windows, and we would paint the floor

red and "spatter"-
it with white (or black) as they did in the old days.

We may have used a knitted or tufted bedspread in the other bedroom,

but here it will certainly be a Turkey-red and white piecework quilt with a

Turkey-red valance around the Cape Cod maple beds, those very low ones with

turned posts that must have been made for just such ceilings.
There is not room

for much more than a simple chest of drawers, hanging shelves, a bedside table,

a rush-seated chair or two, and possibly a "schoolmaster's" slant-top desk on

a stand, all of these in pine (except the chairs, of course). It is a tiny guest room

and tall guests will crack their pates on the ceiling slope, but with an easy chair

done in Turkey-red, books at hand on the shelves, a good light
contrived from

an old twisting candle stand, and the fire twinkling on the brass "steeple-tops,"

guests should be comfortable enough.

At any rate, we are. For persons of contemplative disposition to whom a

sense of peace and seclusion is far more appealing than the activities of a larger
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house, there is nothing so
satisfying as to live tucked away in some green valley

or barricaded behind rows of hollyhocks in a little New England cottage.

"Home, Sweet Home"- was written in just such a tiny "salt box," and hack

neyed as it sounds today, sentimental "hooey,"- "boloney," "bunk," and all

the rest of it, one wonders what song will take its place.



THE DUTCH COLONIAL HOUSE

IT is NOT POSSIBLE to close our brief sketches of traditional houses without in

cluding the Dutch .house, although, except for certain characteristic architec

tural features, there ,is not much in the way of decoration very different from

the Colonial interiors that we have just been
describing. We find the same

carved overmantels, paneling and woodwork, much the same arrangement of

rooms
right and left from a central hall, much the same fashionable furnishings

in the Colonial Dutch mansion as we do in the New England one.

It is not
surprising that we should. New Netherland passed into the hands

of the British as early as 1664, and the Dutch became fused into the predomi
nant Colonial life, and what little difference there was in the habits and customs

of the two peoples gradually disappeared in the making of a new race. More

over, while the English and the Dutch were
fighting bitterly for supremacy

in trade (and England was winning) the two nations had much in common

temperamentally. We saw in our historical background how England welcomed

William of Orange to the throne in 1689, and how Dutch decorative motifs,

I
* I
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the cabriole leg,
Flemish scroll, sausage and trumpet turnings,

Dutch pottery

and tapestry designs were absorbed into English decoration. With all this going

on at home, it would be strange indeed to find any outstanding difference in

decoration between English and Dutch Colonial houses. No doubt the feather

beds were thicker in the Dutch house, the copper pots brighter and the silver

tankards bigger, but in general the aristocratic patroon lived in much the same

fashion as his British neighbor.

On the other hand, we had an ancient Dutch ancestor who would have

"boxed" us good for any such rash lumping together of the Dutch and the

"Englanders." For there was a difference in the decoration of these houses,

the subtle, vital difference that means character, something sensed rather than

seen, as we would sense the difference in two people wearing the same clothes.

Architecturally the difference was more marked. The typical
Dutch man

sion was rectangular Georgian in form, with the familiar dormers in the slant

roof and a central doorway, but it was built solidly of stone or stone and wood,

usually with a high stoop,
with the kitchen in the stone basement. It is curious

that the English colonist seldom built in stone; there was enough of it and to

spare in New England, and he was familiar with it at home, but as a rule he

used wood or brick. The Dutch house is almost always stone, at least in part,

with extremely thick walls, solid shutters and massive oak doors reinforced

with long heavy iron strap hinges. Perhaps the chief characteristic of these

houses is their almost fortress-like solidarity. They had not the elegance
of the

New England Georgian house, but they made up for it in honest bulk. It is

an "Oak Period'' type of house, not so picturesque
as the English Jacobean,

but to those of us who feel happiest
with stone and oak at our backs it should

be most appealing.

There were such nice things
about it: the typical

double door, for instance,

with its thick glass "bull's-eye"
and huge brass knocker, the built-in china

cupboards filled with clear blue-and-white Delft, the delightful Scripture
tiles

in gay colors that faced the fireplace openings,
and the immense kitchen where

the fireplace
and Dutch ovens filled an entire wall. There was an air of thrifty
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abundance and hearty common sense about these houses quite different from

the cold intellectual reserve of the New England house; different too from the

wide-open hospitality
in the South.

No trace remains of the curious brick dwellings with the step-back gable

ends that were first built in New Amsterdam, nor is there any sign
of the wind

mill we always see in old prints
of the little town and that must have loomed

up to the eager eyes
of hopeful immigrants just as New York skyscrapers do

today. Occasionally one sees a step-back gable in some Hudson River Valley

town; there are a few old Dutch houses and a windmill or two on Long Island

and down through New Jersey, where the Dutch settlements linked up with

the German and Quaker ones, but on the whole our Dutch tradition is pretty

much overshadowed by the English one in much the same way as the settlers

themselves were absorbed into the English colonies.

THE DUTCH COTTAGE, like most early Colonial farm dwellings, was a simple

one-and-a-half story building with the chimney at the gable end often indicated

by masonry on the outside. The family lived on the ground floor, while the loft,

open from end to end, was used for spinning
or storage. Later on this space

became the second story; long dormers were let into the roof and partitions

put up for bedrooms. Below, a hall divided the house from front to back with

two rooms on either side. One of these rooms was usually paneled on the gable

or fireplace end,
and the remaining plaster

walls were tinted the "bluish-gray"

that is so continually mentioned in contemporary descriptions of Colonial

interiors.

It is nice to think of a room like this with a clean scrubbed floor, the Scrip

ture tiles hi blue and white outlining the generous fireplace opening, the win

dows hung in home-made stuff like that advertised in a New York paper in

1761 "... stamps linen china blue or deep blue, or any other color that gentle

men or Ladies fancies," the Dutch splat-back rush-seated chairs, the heavy

oak chest, and above all the big painted cupboard, or
"
Kas," standing stolidly

on its squat bun feet against the blue-gray background.

To tell the truth, we wrote this whole piece about the Dutch cottage just
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to get to this "Kas." There is one in the American Wing at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, painted gray, with a pendant design of luscious bursting fruits

in natural color all over it, that always thrills us to our Dutch core (at least to

the segment of it that is Dutch). It seems to us, every time we see that delight

ful piece of furniture, that much more attention should be given to our early

Dutch heritage than is usually accorded to it. Why there is such scant interest

in it among those of us who eagerly make the most of every chance to accent

the Colonial tradition in our homes is hard to say, but the fact is that we sel

dom, if ever, see an early American-Dutch room or hear it mentioned in dec

orating plans. Of course, in comparison with New England antiques, Dutch

oak and painted furniture is hard to find, but if our interest in it were deep

enough we might very well find old pieces so strongly marked by Dutch in

fluence that gathered together in the proper background all their Dutchness

would be encouraged to come out (instead of being submerged), and we would

have a unique interior, bright with shining copper and brass, gay with
tulips

on the deep window ledge, and quite different in character from the usual in

terpretation of the Colonial tradition.
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CHAPTER VIII: THE HOUSE TODAY

IN
THE LAST CHAPTER we looked at what may be called our visible

traditional background; the old houses and furniture of the early Colo

nial period. This is the one clear-cut decorative tradition we have in

America. We are all familiar with it, either through inheritance or because of

the continual emphasis that is given to it in museums, books, magazine articles

and advertising, so it is natural, nowadays, for most of us to turn first to this

source in making plans for a home of our own. We find ourselves very comfort

able in the Colonial house surrounded by the furnishings that speak the lan

guage of our racial and national background. The only surprising thing about it

is that we were so long in finding it out.

Not the least curious example of the accuracy with which decoration re

flects the temperament of a nation is the story of our Early American antiques.

Only yesterday there was no such word in the language. Certainly we had never

heard of it when we used to clip-clop along a country road brilliant with gold

and scarlet leaves, munching an apple and watching the autumn haze deepen

in the valley while we craftily planned to get home after dark so that no one

seeing us stagger in with an old maple table would think us "queer.'' We knew

we were queer but we couldn't help liking these mild adventures. We remem

ber once finding an old highboy. It was all there out in the barn except the two

small drawers. We looked for them high and low, until finally
we discovered

that the old lady had used them for window boxes and had planted pansies in

them. We never look at that highboy without smelling pansies in spite
of

the fact that the piece is "worth" many hundreds of dollars today. At least,

we are invariably told so by antique lovers who see it.
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That seems to be the difference between "antiques" and the old pieces we

used to know. Nowadays they represent
dollars instead of doughnuts. No doubt

the startling vigor with which the New England tradition has been seized upon

and flaunted in our faces from every wayside Antique Shoppe, often by people

who can scarcely speak our language, is an excellent thing. We needed a tradi

tion. We knew where we had one Oust where we had left it), so we went straight

there and got it. The next morning it was the "livest commercial proposition

on the market." But sometimes, when we see an old chair standing rigid in the

blazing sun between a "Hot Dog" stand and a gasoline pump, we cannot
help

feeling that it is doing the hardest (and most important) job in its long hard

career and we touch our fingers to our cap in grave salute as we whizz by.

At any rate, the New England tradition is alive. The methods by which it

was roused from its quiet doze may have been a little ruthless, but the result is

sound. Today the Colonial .house is recognized and chosenm every corner of this

broad land as the typical American home; which, of course, it always has been.

On the other hand, while all this emphasis has succeeded in popularizing

our English heritage, due to some extent to the commercial possibilities
in its

visible remains, we must not forget that other influences have left their mark

deep in our national character, and that many of us instinctively yearn for a

home quite different from the English house or its Colonial offspring. We can

not help wondering, for instance (and it isn't treason to do so, either), what

our native tradition would have been if the French, instead of racing up and

down the Mississippi Valley poking their canoes into every stream, had settled

down and sawed wood the way the English did. After all, they were here first,

and at one tune were in possession of far more
territory. But, except for the

charming names they scattered all over the map, they left little that can be

exploited into a definite type of Colonial decoration.

Nevertheless, the French tradition still exerts a considerable influence on

many of our liyes, and our picture would be incomplete if we failed to include

the French house. It will have to be imported, of course, but it quickly makes

itself at home when it gets here.
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THE FRENCH HOUSE

THE FRENCH HOUSE prepares us for a complete change of attitude of mind
with regard to decoration. So far, with the English and Colonial houses, we
have been trying with might and main to shape them to our individual needs

and desires, because that is the fundamental character of these houses. The

stylized English house is as dead as a kipper (and about as
interesting), because,

td have any meaning at all, it must be the expression of the individual who
creates it.

The French house is temperamentally the exact
opposite. Those noble

stone chateaux were not, the expression of the individuals who lived in them,

but of the standards set for them by the rulers of France. If we recall our

historical background we will remember that, at the time when England was

dead set against political domination in private life and was building her homes

the way she wanted them, to prove it, France was a national stage setting for

the personality of the King. The result was that French Period styles were

determined by the character of successive monarchs, and each period was fixed

in a single mold.
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It is absurd, in the modern American home, to attempt to reproduce in

any exact degree the lovely splendor of the French Court
styles. The formal

French house today must of necessity be an adaptation of those
styles, a dis

creet paring away of the extravagances of the stage setting to the modest pro

portions of a home. And it is an adaptation extremely difficult to make. De

prived of the elaboration thatwas the essence of its character, the French house

is apt to deteriorate into something too sweet, too
light,

too bare in
personality.

It isn't helped by intruding our own personality into it, either, for it is like a

piece of music; we may modify it, leave out the parts that are too hard, but if

we introduce too many grace notes of our own the whole composition is
spoiled.

It is evident that we must be fully familiar with and sympathetic to

French decoration to make a success of it, for more and bigger blunders can

be made in the French house than in any other dwelling that exists. Fortu

nately, however, such a house usually appeals to sophisticated and cultured

people who are keenly aware of the finished perfection of the French tradition,
and they approach it with the intention of upholding as perfectly as possible
the standards that are already set for it.

The
early chateaux of the time of Francis I and the Renaissance (Henry

VIII and the Elizabethan period, by way of contrast) were extremely elaborate

architecturally, with square or rounded towers at the corners, steep roofs with
ornate dormers, and splendid with lace-like carving in mingled Gothic and
Renaissance

designs on cornice, pierced balustrades and around the door and
window

openings. These features are sometimes
successfully adapted in modi

fied form, but the house we have in mind is the much more simple type that

was popular from the latter part of the Louis XV Period until the Empire, when

people, weary of excess, had turned to the
cooling influence of the classic tradi

tion; the period of which the Petit Trianon was an early and perfect example.
Such a little chateau, transformed into an American home, would be rec

tangular, built of
light limestone, with a

sharply pitched mansard roof, bal
anced at either end by pavilions or by extensions at right angles, the main
entrance in the center of the main facade, and

regularly spaced and shuttered
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long windows and French doors. It is a haughty house, its formality increased

by trimmed shrubbery and the high wall that conceals the park with its

long green allies,, marble nymphs, fountains, standard roses and geometrically

arranged lozenges of parti-colored plants.

The floor plan is usually one room deep with a generous hall through the

center paved in black-and-white marble squares, and with a graceful circular

wrought-iron staircase ascending above the door at the back. Spacious drawing

and dining rooms open from it on either side. Oddly enough, the interiors of

such houses in France were in marked contrast to their chaste classic exteriors.

Inside they were the extreme of luxury and extravagance, ornamented with

gilt, carving, painting and wall papers, and filled with exquisite furniture and

delicate rich fabrics assembled together with unerring fastidious discrimination.

The result was interiors of consummate grace,
the deliberate background for

the costumes, manners and wit of a sophisticated society revolving in the light

from the throne.

But that society has gone from the world as completely as the powdered

wigs and patches that went with it, and it is difficult to adjust its background

to the present-day bridge table and cigarettes.
It is even more difficult to sug

gest such an adaptation
when the whole success of the problem depends on the

exact variety and balance of color combinations, the forms and character of

the furniture and its arrangement. We can, however, indicate the character

istics that set these periods apart from each other.

THE DRAWING ROOM, for instance, may be in the style
of Louis XVI which

would mean that the classic influence, more pronounced than it had been

in the previous period,
had straightened

out wall panelings,
window and door

openings,
and the structural lines of the furniture. Painted, gilt

or stucco orna

mentation in graceful arrangements
of classic motifs, floral wreaths and rib

bons, decorates the cornice and panel outlines, and reappear in the furniture

and fabric designs.
Concealed doors flush with the wall and treated as part

of

the paneling so as not to interfere with the symmetry of the room are typical

of the French interior. So are long casement windows; oddly enough, the
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French have never taken up the more convenient sash window that appeared

in England as early as 1700.

Casement windows are usually recessed and the rich brocades or taffetas,

in strong but soft colors, in floral designs
or stripes,

are draped from behind the

recess molding and looped back. The polished parquet floor is covered with an

Aubusson or Savonnerie carpet or a pale beige one, the color of the background of

the typical
floral Aubusson. There is no set color scheme, but the many colors

used, as well as the variety of materials and furniture, are critically chosen with

regard to their quality value in relation to each other. We may have, for in

stance, against
a chalk-blue background a pair of painted chairs covered in

yellow and peach striped damask, another pair in dull blue or beige moire em

broidered in tiny flowers, a little armchair with a natural walnut frame done in

antique velvet in canary yellow or apricot or soft green, a big bergtre in old gold

brocatelle, and a sofa in deep apricot velvet, while French needlepoint, the most

delicate and fine of any examples of this work, is always lovely on the
gilt pieces.

The furniture would no doubt include a pair of Louis XVI consoles, a rare

marquetry commode with a rich red-and-amber marble top, slender bookcases,

various small tables with slim reeded legs, some of them with delicate bronze

galleries
or glass tops for small objets d'art, and, of course, the numerous ex

quisite French porcelains, Saxe figurines, terra-cotta pastoral groups, lovely

enamels and bronzes that delight a fastidious and cultured taste. The fireplace

mantel would be colored marble, deep ivory or gray and black, with reeded

pilasters and a
straight top with a trumeau in the overmantel. A trumeau, by

the way, is a panel containing a mirror with a painting above it, the most typi

cal, perhaps, of the many lovely French mirrors. The fireplace equipment is

delicately wrought gilt bronze in foliate design, the lighting fixtures gilt bronze

and crystal.

Such a Louis Seize apartment is, of course, extremely formal, but for all

its elegance it can be very comfortable that is, if one is comfortable in high
French heels.

THE LIBRARY may be paneled in French oak or pine with the curves in
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the panel designs carried across the recessed bookcases and window trim in the

style
of Louis XV. In the time of Louis himself (as in the contemporary Geor

gian period)
this paneling would have been painted in some light

color putty

gray, fawn, rubbed-down cream but today the mellow natural wood is often

preferred
with the less ornate walnut furniture of the Rgence before the cab

riole leg became too cabriolet, the bronze mounts too massive, and ornamenta

tion too exuberant for daily use, as they did in the latter part of this period.

During the long reign of Louis XV French artistic expression, stimulated by

rivalry between the monarch's successive favorites, reached the full flower of

its exquisite and sensuous loveliness, but its extravagant caprices have little

meaning in an American home. Therefore, the
spirit

of Louis XV is merely

hinted at in the curved lines and gracefully
carved floral motifs of the panel

ing, furniture, and amber-colored marble mantel. A pair of crystal and bronze

candlesticks and a fine French clock in red tortoise shell with brass marquetry

would look well on the mantelshelf and encourage the lustrous gilt-tooled
bind

ings
on the bookshelves.

Amber-color moire or damask draperies hang straight
from beneath the

curved heading of the window frames, and a large sofa is covered in velvet of a

deeper shade; two low-backed armchairs are in green
morocco put on with

bronze nails; other chairs, with walnut frames, have fine tapestry
or damask

covering in gold,
russet or chestnut red. There are small walnut tables with

slight
curved legs,

small chairs of similar type with cane seats and backs, and,

of course, the^'to fo resistance is a superb
Louis XV flat-top

bomM desk

where we let ourselves go a little as to brass mountings and richly
carved

curved legs. . , , i L

This room is not remotely "of the period"-
in elaboration, but is a much

modified adaptation of the characteristic curved paneling
and furniture of the

time of Louis Quinze.

THE DINING ROOM is oval and has a pale gray, beige,
or off-white broad-

loom oval carpet with a thick wool fringe
around it on a black floor. We intro

duce this room into an otherwise conventional interior merely as an excuse to
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clear up the confusion between various styles
that have lately become popular,

especially for dining rooms, in houses of the classic type, such as this one

is, architecturally. These styles are curious (and charming) examples of the

skillful decorator's ability to make a great deal of a little. They are
variously

called Directoire, Consulate, Regency, Phyfe, and Early Empire; they are all

crowded together in time (from about 1795 to 1830), and they all
overlap in

decorative detail. None of them should be mistaken for the French Rgence,
which goes back to 1715 and was the transition between the Louis XIV and

Louis XV periods. To put it
briefly: Directoire is the period style in France

when an extreme classic simplicity succeeded the court extravagances immedi

ately after the Revolution; Consulate is the same style only somewhat more

Roman than Greek, five years later, when Napoleon became First Consul;

Early Empire is the period just after Napoleon became Emperor and before he

really got going; Regency is the English adaptation of the same Graeco-Roman

ideas during the regency of George IV from 1811 to 1820 and Phyfe is our own

attempt to get into the picture with Phyfe's classic-type furniture froopbout
1800 to 1830. And we must not leave Biedermeier out of the list, eitheqyjieder-

meier was a German cabinetmaker whose name has been given to German
furniture of about this same period. It is simple, light-waisted, square-cut
furniture without

carving, made of pale fruit wood highly finished and inlaid

with narrow
contrasting lines of black. It is

interesting and "different" and

has lately become very popular.^
Out of these somewhat confused sources a definite type of modern decora

tion has been evolved. Its characteristics are
toga-like drapery swags of heavy

soft materials in plain colors or white flung over poles with
gilt arrowhead fin-

ials; rather Roman-bath arrangements of black-and-white marble arches and

pillars; niches for classic busts; bronze
tripods or painted tole urns for ivy;

and the lavish use of modern colored mirror, usually black. When design is

used at all, it is usually the
simplest of Greek keys or scrolls. It is a most

interesting and novel type of decoration, a cross between standard classic

styles and the ultra modernistic.
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The oval dining room with its
light carpet in contrast to a black floor

would already be well started in this
style, but it would be jarring to intro

duce so modern an
interpretation of the French classic revival into the con

ventional interior we have been
describing. So we will leave the dining room

with its swan-neck curved furniture, its alabaster urns, its calla lilies and its

Venetian blinds out of this picture.

THE BEDROOM goes back to Louis XV. After all, this is a French house,

and Louis XV may be said to have excelled in bedrooms. No more delicately

sensuous and exquisite interior was ever devised than the bedroom of this

period. Its walls are cream white or rubbed-down gray-blue with gracefully

curving panels outlined in floral basket festoons, the panel spaces filled with

Boucher or Fragonard-type paintings (Petit Larousse defines them as "char-

mantes, mats souvent licencieuses, dans la maniere galante du XVIII stick"-},

with delicate chmoiserie wall paper or with stretched materials, especially

the printed toile de Jouy. If the panel spaces are undecorated, the moldings

around them may be painted
a deeper tone of the wall shade or one in contrast

to it or with
gilt,

and French prints hung in them.

The carpet is a delicate Aubusson. TafTetas, damasks and brocades in

stripes and floral designs in soft tones of blue, yellow, apricot pink, green,

ivory and rose and, of course, the pastoral
toiles de Jouy, stamped in a

single

shade of rose or green or mauve on a cream ground, cover the feminine, daintily

curved furniture. Most of the pieces are painted,
the larger ones, like the com

mode, armoire and bed, decorated with floral baskets and festoons in color.

The doors to the closets may be concealed, or closets fill one side of the room,

the open door panels filled in with gathered stretched silk. Probably the bed is

recessed lengthwise in the wall, the opening outlbed with the panel curves

and hung from inside with looped-back taffeta of a color in contrast to the

striped brocade on the bed. Small satinwood or
gilt tables, a chaise-longue,

and

a tiny desk, Sevres porcelains
for lamps and ornaments, and delicate gilt

mirrors

finish this picture of dainty and fastidious luxury. It is not a "sweet*' room,

however, nor is it sentimental or frivolous. These are the last characteristics to
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attribute to French decoration. Its. deliberate elegance
is the result of an intel

lectual appreciation
of how much more difficult (and cultured) it is to

get

through life with grace than without it

THE FRENCH PROVINCIAL COTTAGE is so charming that we almost wish

we had chosen it for our main description of the French house. It is much more

adaptable to modern living than the too elaborate Court styles. To our per

verse way of thinking the gatekeeper's lodge is always more appealing than the

mansion, it seems so much more free from chores. It is so with the Provincial

house in France. One cannot deny or overlook the supreme artistic ascendancy

of formal French decoration, but one loves the little house in the Provinces.

There is no one "Provincial" type, of course. The word may mean a house

in Brittany, Picardy, Gascony, Touraine, or any of the numerous provinces of

France, all of them characterized (as English county cottages are) by local

traditions and natural environment. We will suppose that we have chosen the

Normandy type, which would mean that it was built of whitewashed stone

and fitted snug to the 'ground with many breaks, angles and dormers in the

steep red-tiled or slate roof, and that it probably forms two sides of a walled

courtyard paved with cobbles or flagstones where the garden does not overrun

it. There is a rustic outside staircase along the wall somewhere, perhaps to the

round pigeon tower in the angle where the house meets the wall. Small case

ment windows in groups open outward, and the doors are low, wide, and solid,

the main one beneath a pointed arch.

Inside, the rooms are low, plastered and tinted, and heavily beamed. The

huge fireplace faced with stone or brick may be flush with the wall, with a heavy
lintel exposed, or with a long thick shelf. There is often a shirred valance of calico

or cotton print around the edge of this shelf, and the same stuff makes the plain

curtains at the deeply recessed little windows with simple flowers in copper

pots on the recess ledge. A variety of these toiles and chintzes, lined and hand

quilted, or hand-woven plaid worsted stuffs cover the backs, generous cushions

and padded arms of the walnut-frame bergeres. Other chairs with rush seats and

high curved slat-backs, or spindle backs with
straight legs, have pads of these
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materials tied on. Small tables with slim curved legs and scalloped aprons,

similar stands with a recess for books, a tall clock with an exaggerated curved

case, hanging shelves and a dresser with cupboard below and open racks for

pewter and china above, would all be at home in the big peasant-type living

room. But the making of it would be the great armoire. These superb and

characteristic pieces, tall enough to touch the
ceiling,

were made of oak, the long

doors paneled and richly carved with the curves and profuse intertwining of

flowers, sprays, leaves, and baskets typical of Louis XV decoration. With such

a piece in the room its character is fixed, and anything we introduce into it in

the way of modern comfortable chairs or electric lights
on copper or pewter

bases will not greatly change it.

THE BEDROOM has typical features that should be mentioned. The bed,

for instance, may be a four-poster
with toile de Jouy hangings and quilted

coverlet; it may be low with no wood showing at the foot and with a striped or

chintz material held tent-wise above the head from a single pole extending

from the wall; it may have a "sky" canopy of chintz or of checked cotton ma

terial upheld over the whole bed from two posts at the head; or it may have

headboards and footboards of equal height
with toile upholstered into the

panels. This latter (and later) type bed may be placed lengthwise in an alcove

or in a corner of the room with a suspended canopy above it, the space against

the wall hung with the material that also makes the front curtains and valance.

These are not all Normandy-type beds, but they are Provincial (all of them

bearing in mind the dreaded courantd'air) and far more interesting in treatment

than beds usually are.

Another interesting piece for such a room is the little powder table with a

top that opens in three sections, the middle one containing a standing mirror.

This piece,
and the bed, slim-waisted rush-seated chairs, a wood-frame chaise-

longue covered with the quilted chintz or toile used on the bed, small bookcase

bedside tables, all of them in the natural wood, are the foundation for the simple

Provincial bedroom. The walls can be stretched with toile de Jouy that may be

quilted with delightful effect, or papered
with one of those delightful

scattered
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pastoral designs, or simply paneled and tinted. This room and the whole house

may be considerably more important in size and furnishings, of course, without

losing its good bourgeoise character.

Looking back over our brief summary of French decoration we are over

come by our impudence in attempting to crowd so big a subject into so small a

space. The period from the Renaissance to the Empire in France saw the de

velopment, climax, and decline of the most subtly artistic, if not the most im

portant, decorative expression in the modern world. The multitude of symbols,

motifs and nuances employed to create this background indicates how difficult

it was to find outlet for the complex and imaginative spirit
of the times. It

is infinitely more difficult to adjust this background to machine-made modern

America and it should not be attempted except by those whose intuitive sym

pathy with French social ideals is as penetrating, flexible, and keen as a
rapier.
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THE ITALIAN HOUSE

THE ITALIAN HOUSE turns our thoughts to still another viewpoint in

making plans for a home. So far we have considered, first, the types most

apt to fulfill our individual needs because they have already fulfilled those of

our forefathers; then those whose fixed traditions are so lovely that we are in

spired to recreate them; now we are looking at houses for their ability
to make

the best of certain climatic conditions, those hot-weather houses that we reach

for as instinctively as we do for a sunshade where the sun beats down.

There are many hot spots in our country where the climate has everything

to say about what kind of a house we shall live in, and there are two types
that

were born to Be the answer: the Italian and the Spanish.
Both are the offspring

of sun and sea, and both expressed
themselves in similar symbols, so that they

are, therefore, often confused or deliberately combined in the modern house.

Fundamentally, however, they are distinctly different in appeal,
and it will be

interesting to see if this difference can be made clear in our brief sketch.

THE ITALIAN HOUSE, as we know it today in this country, is a direct de
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scendant without traditional stepping stones of that haughty and noble
family

of palaces that blossomed in such dark splendor during the Renaissance. Com

pared with earlier offspring in other countries, ours, at best, is a humble de

scendant, but an ambitious one still dressed in raiment as costly as its purse

can buy.

It is usually an indolent structure stretching its length in the sun, built

of stucco (sometimes tinted coral or deep ivory or combined with brick) in

irregular masses roofed in red tiles, with groups of high arched windows, open

passageways, and delicate stone or ironwork balconies. Very often one corner

of the building is raised considerably above the rest, and the wide arched en

trance is flanked by round or twisted columns elaborately carved. Every Italian

house parades its love of carving and color so far as it is able.

The hall, with its waxed red-tiled floor, a massive carved and painted chest

with an old brocade or gilded mirror above it, its wall fountain and delicately

flowing wrought-iron staircase, leads through a swinging ironwork
grille

to the

loggia that extends along the enclosed garden on the other side of the house.

The Joggia, a wide tiled veranda flush with the ground and with a high arched

arcade, is the most characteristic spot in the Italian house and, since everybody
lives out there, it is well furnished with the simpler type Italian pieces: long

tables with iron stretchers, square-backed or spindle-backed chairs with rush

seats, Italian wickerware, small
tile-topped tables, big terra-cotta oil jars,

colored pottery, and similar informal gear. If the view is open it is usually

terraced, with vistas through dark cypresses to where white marble nymphs

gleam in the shadows, but in our country, where the view generally ends' in

the other fellow's back yard, the garden is finished where the house does not

enclose it by a high wall topped with stone urns or floral ornaments. Vines and

flowers clamber in profusion on the walls, orange and palm trees grow between

the flagstones or lean above the fountain where romping dolphins spurt at an

ancient Pan and he indignantly spurts back.

This, briefly, is the background for the typical Italian-American house,

and it would be a lazy job to
linger in the loggia and go on with a description
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of it. But we feel that it would be more helpful to rehearse, however feebly,

the tremendous source from which all such houses spring for we are interested

in the character of the house, especially in its relation to the Spanish one, not

in its too familiar details.

The old Italian interior, of which the modern house, however pretentious,

can never be more than a pale imitation, was the most sumptuous the world

has ever seen. Its lofty polychrome beamed ceiling and plaster walls hung with

damask or tapestry, or elaborately stenciled, or stretched with stamped and

gilded leather, were the background for massive, perfectly proportioned, archi

tectural furniture, splendidly carved or brilliantly painted. Mantels were tre

mendous, rich with carving, gilt
and color. Marvelous paintings, tapestries,

and needlework pictures, enameled bas-reliefs and triptychs, gorgeous gilt-
or

glass-framed mirrors hung on the walls. Fabrics were damasks, brocades, silks,

and velvets appliqued with
gilt galloon and fringe

and stiff with exquisite

needlework; delicate laces, embroidered and drawn-work linens, soft tooled

leather and stenciled cottons. Carvings in stone, ivory and wood, jeweled

caskets and cups, huge gold salvers and vessels, and graceful wrought iron

added to the incredible extravagance of these palatial
rooms.

The appearance of this magnificence in Italy after the Dark Ages, during

which the creative impulse had been suffocated beneath the ruins of the ancient

culture, was the starting point for an entirely new type of decoration that

spread through Europe like wildfire, the mighty Renaissance of worldly splen

dor that was then and has remained to this day the unrivaled expression
of

ambitious extravagance.
It is not surprising

that it inflames us, as it did Francis

I, to go home and do likewise, but it is a magnificence not easy to reduce to the

requirements of the average home, and still more difficult to reproduce.
It

is, first and last, an expression
of luxury, but how far the luxury goes does not

affect the fundamental character of the house. The little Italian villa with its

few carvings and scraps
of old brocade, and the most pretentious

modem

palace filled with priceless tapestries
and primitives,

are both chips off the

old block; both are an attempt to express the splendor
that is the keynote of
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the Italian house, the difference between them being only the degree in which

splendor is attained. Such a house is never intimate (English), simple (Colonial),

or exquisite (French). It is a treasure chest more or less rich in contents, am

bitious in appearance, and particularly
at home in an exotic setting beside the

sea.



THE SPANISH HOUSE

THE SPANISH HOUSE, however, is a fish of another stripe. Superficially it

is very like its Italian neighbor in that it is built of plaster,
stucco and tiles

with plenty of wrought-iron grilles
and doors, the furniture rectangular, heavy,

carved and painted, the fabrics rich in texture, color and needlework. It is

not surprising
that this should be so, considering the time and place of its origin.

The Italian Renaissance imposed these characteristics in greater
or less degree

on all countries, even to far-away Elizabeth's England. They were particularly

acceptable to Spain; therefore we find the furniture and fabrics much
1

the same;

but they were used to express an entirely different attitude of mind which re

sulted in an entirely different house.

We remember the X we put against the Moorish invasion of Spain that

lasted for seven hundred years. During those centuries while Italy was working

up to the Renaissance, Spain was dominated by and struggling
with die Mo

hammedan influence that threatened to engulf her. She came out of k, about

the time that Columbus discovered America, with extraordinary vigor and,

having got rid of the Moors, started out to mop up the rest of the world.
'
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But the long and lonely struggle
had had a profound effect upon the char

acter of the Spanish people. They were on the defensive, aggressively religious,

and utterly inured to bloodshed. All this was reflected in their houses, which

were fortress-like, with thick bare walls around an inner court, small high-up

windows protected by grilles,
massive doors with huge iron locks and

straps,

and low tiled roofs with, usually, a round squat watchtower protruding from

their midst. At the same time they also retained a good many of the Moorish

hot-country ideas: the cool wall surface of brilliant tiles laid in geometrical

design, open strapwork in stone or wood, slender columns, arched arcades,

and the low water-basin in the inner court.

Curiously enough, we have directly
inherited all this on our own Pacific

coast half the world away from Spain and, since this inheritance is more inti

mate to us than the old-world Spanish house, we will look at it first.

For over three centuries, from the time that Cortez conquered Mexico in

1522 until she was finally
ceded to the United States in 1848 (only yesterday!)

California was actually a province of Spain. During all the time that we were

fussing with the Revolution on the Atlantic coast, Spanish missionaries were

plodding through that wilderness building missions to convert the savages,

Spanish rancheros were living like feudal lords in a pastoral paradise,
and

Spanish adventurers were sailing
the Pacific coast discovering and naming the

lovely harbors. In other words, the Spanish tradition was translated into simple

terms by the Spanish settlers in the West just as the English tradition was

modified by primitive conditions in New England.

Three types of simple native houses have grown out of that tradition in

precisely
the same way that the Colonial house has grown out of the English

one: the mission type, the hacienda, and the pueblo. Which one of these we

choose to build depends largely on its location. The hacienda with its white

washed walls, outside staircase, and wide double veranda around three sides

of a patio is still the most practical and picturesque of ranch houses. The squat

pueblo needs the bareness of the desert for its curious flat roof (like those in

Moorish North Africa), thick mass, and terraced surfaces, while the more
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adaptable mission type with its bell tower and cloister is best for towns where

it can be enlarged to considerable proportions without loss of character.

All of these houses have certain traditional characteristics: thick white

washed walls softly molded by hand to look as if years of the annual white

washing had produced the lovely uneven surface, an outside staircase or

fireplace, glimpses through wide arches of a lacy pepper tree shadowed against

sunlit walls, spindle grilles at the windows; and, of course, the patio.

It is impossible to have a Spanish house without a
patio. Originally it

was the house (practically) : the old Moorish inner court, outdoor
living

room

paved with tiles, with a fountain in the center, and surrounded by an arched

arcade. Transplanted to America by the early Spaniards, it developed into a

courtyard with brick or tiled walks, a low, lazy fountain curbed with tiles and

shaded by exotic trees, vines and flowers against white walls decorated with

brilliant tiles, and with an exquisite wrought-iron gate in the low arched en

trance. But, simple or elaborate, the patio always retained a touch of Oriental

artificiality,
a romantic seclusion quite different from a garden or a terrace.

It is a
pity

that this fascinating Spanish-Colonial tradition of ours has

little in the way of "antiques" to back it up, but, except for a few rare chairs,

benches and spindle-grille cupboards and the traces of fcesco decoration on the

walls of the missions, there is not much to build on. However, a little goes a

long way when it comes to "antiques,"- and lately reproductions of these pieces

have begun to appear, not the unlovely travesty of twenty-five years ago called

"mission" furniture, but convincing and attractive pieces hand carved and

painted in the old mission way. If we had the hacienda or pueblo type house

we would use this furniture helped
out by Spanish peasant pieces

of simikr

character and by that excellent Mexican peon stuff made of
split

bark and

rough-cured hides; it would look well against the rough cream plaster walls,

heavy hewn beams, and coarse, primitive materials, striped
or stenciled. Rugs

and accessories would depend upon whether we feel more inclined to the Span

ish peasant type or to the American Indian; if the peasant prevails,
we have

bright-patterned woven rugs, needlework samplers,
brilliant-colored glazed
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pottery, copper and brass; but we may be more interested in the beautiful

Indian rugs, baskets, terra-cotta earthenware, woven strips
and blankets and

other primitive
art objects that are only lately being appreciated for the vital

part they play in our native tradition. These things could be mingled, of course,

because they are sympathetic to one another and astonishingly alike in work

manship and design.
In any case, the effect should be one of frugal simplicity,

not as an affectation, but because that is the necessary background for an

active, frugal,
and simple life.

Now we come back to the more pretentious imported Spanish house to

see if we can make clear the difference between it and the Italian house. In

the first place it will not be nearly as sumptuous (unless we put a good deal of

Italian furniture into it, which can be done without any loud cries from any

body) because the Spaniards did not have, and do not have to this day, any

great variety of pieces.
Those they did have were influenced by Italy next

door or by the nomadic Moor whose chief contributions were the ironbound

treasure chest and his gorgeous and brilliant tiles. The chief influence in Span

ish decoration, however, was the church. Spain was completely dominated

by religious
fanaticism (epitomized in St. Ignatius of Loyola, who founded the

Jesuit Society in 1534), and every bit of her carving, painting and needlework

was saturated with that influence. It was a
religion

of martyrs and torture

carried forward with passionate bigotry at the point of the sword. This hard,

austere, severely rigid
character is the keynote of the Spanish house, expressed

in bare walls, arched cloisters and cathedral-like carvings; and this is the char

acter that is lost when we confuse it too much with the similarly religious but

far more worldly and sumptuous Italian house.

Vigorous and interesting as the Spanish house was in its original expression,

however, something had to be done to soften it up to present-day use. There

is not much comfort in those stiff square chairs with twisted legs and thin

pads of red velvet or leather, or in those high-backed ones carved to a peak

like an altar. The long big tables with trestle ends or with wrought-iron stretch

ers are splendid; so are the carved and painted chests, and the elaborate little
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ones on frames called varguenos. The Spanish bed is magnificent, a huge thing

raised on a dais with an ecclesiastical carved, gilded and painted headboard

backed up by an embroidered velvet or damask rich in religious symbols on

the wall behind it. Similar material heavy with gold fringe covers the bed, the

prie-dieu
and benches. But to take any comfort in the room we should have to

get rid of the painting of a writhing martyr in flames that certainly hung in

plain sight from the bed in the old Spanish house; nor is there any place in this

day and age for the picturesque cat-o'-nine-tails.

In other words, while
self-abnegation, torture and inquisition were not

peculiar to Spain, the symbols of these preoccupations were particularly evi

dent in Spanish decoration. Our problem in adapting the Spanish house to

present-day use is, therefore, one of retaining just enough of this characteristic

flavor to set the house apart as definitely Spanish while making use of the lovely

and charming things it has to offer: the gorgeous tiles, especially the vigorous

bullfight ones; the superb embroideries; the brilliant and beautiful glazed

pottery; the marvelous wrought iron; the lace-like Moorish
grilles

and slender

twisted columns; and the patio.

But these things are very like similar ones in Italy, and we are apt to

confuse them or to add too many Italian pieces
to them for the sake of comfort

and so sacrifice entirely the curious chill of moonlight and black shadows, that

peculiar impression of pallor
and passion that is the character of the Spanish

house. The difference between it and the Italian house is perhaps no more or

less than the difference between a Spanish fiesta
which is a bullfight and the

Italian//, which is a big parade.
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THE MODERN HOUSE

LAST NIGHT, after we had finished the sketch of the Spanish house, we tidied

up the study, put back the
piles

of books that for weeks and months had been

within easy reach, filed our notes, and put away our photographs. We did not

need them any more. We had come to the Modern House.

All at once it struck us, with a thrill half dread, half anticipation, that this

putting away of the familiar accumulation was curiously significant. No more

cross reference to make absolutely sure of our facts, no more clutching the hand

of faithful old Tradition, no more jokes about Mr. Chippendale; for there is no

Chippendale, no tradition, and no
recognized authority in the modern move

ment. We are
setting sail with the desk swept clean for a newly discovered

country in the decorative world where the explorers themselves are still quar

reling on the beach.

The analogy between travel and modern decoration is not entirely inapt,

especially if the travel happens to be to the Far East, where other people of

incomprehensible language and ideas have been
expressing themselves for many
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long centuries in the abstractions, the pruning away of all but the essentials

to life that is the fundamental impulse behind the modern house. The Japanese
house, for instance, with its plain flat surfaces, its

light-letting sliding panels,
the eggshell perfection of the spotless interior of hand-molded plaster, the elim

ination of art objects except the
single thing chosen for the day's contempla

tion, and the reduction of
furnishings down to a cushion and a lacquer tray,

would seem to be a rather perfect example of the ultimate ambition of Western

modernism. Oddly enough, in the East they are
bringing the cushion and tray

up from the floor inch by inch, while in the West tables and chairs are sinking

floorward, so that, for the first time in history, the East and the West are
sitting

at about the same level. If there is anything in the theory that decoration is

the unconscious reflection of the times, this is a curious example of it.

From the cultural point of view it is probable that the East is far more

prepared for the modern house than we are. It is an intellectual, philosophic

house, not an emotional or sentimental one, and so far Western culture is still

largely emotional. We remember once discussing this point with a prophet of

modernism and backing up our side by saying that we could not be happy in a

modern interior without the symbols of our traditions around us, that we should

not be able to knit in the face of such efficiency.

"But why should you knit?" he asked with unanswerable logic (because

we knit very badly). "Surely it is a stupid occupation in this age. As for tradi

tion, that is a part of one's self, like one's breeding. It should not be necessary

to have symbols to remind one of it.'

We had no reply, but we felt the mantle of Victoria (that little India

shawl with the black-silk fringe)
fall about our shoulders as we decided, then

and there, that we can never be philosophic
about our surroundings. On the

contrary, we glory in stubborn sentimentality that clings
like cement (our only

use for the stuff) to perfectly useless and valueless objects because we like them.

On the other hand, while we know that the modern house is for the de

tached in spirit,
the "air minded" swift and free, and that such unhampered

flight is not for us, we are not unaware of its beauty and significance
or reluctant
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in admiration for it. Furthermore, we are grateful to it, for it is the perfect

(concrete) example of our oft-repeated theory that a house, to have any mean

ing at all, must be the expression
of an attitude of mind and must fit the

spirit

ual and physical needs of the people who live in it.

The modern house starts from that premise. It has no set style or hamper

ing traditions, but each house is started (as every house should be) by first

considering the needs, habits, and pocketbook of the individuals who are build

ing it; when these things are definitely understood, a house is planned to fit

around them as snug as a glove fits the hand. The result is extreme mechanical

efficiency that starts with the rapid construction of the house in steel, concrete,

and glass and ends in an array of time, labor, and space-saving devices that

enchant a generation born to push buttons and get exciting results; heat the

house, clean the house, freeze the ice, cook the food and then tune in and

listen for a couple of hours to a ukulele in Honolulu.

Mechanically, the modern house is perfect. Whether this perfection re

sults in greater physical satisfaction is a question. It should, of course, leave

us free for higher and nobler pursuits, and perhaps it does. At any rate, it is

remarkably capable of holding down its job with a minimum of effort. Its bare

clean wall spaces, its beautiful windows without casements arranged in long

narrow strips where the prospect is chill or unpleasant, or swept in a bold curve

around a corner of the building to let in the Out-of-doors, its opaque glass tiles,

its streamline outlined in bright silver metal, all combine into an effect of sim

plicity and power under control like that of a beautiful machine ready to move

swiftly and smoothly into action at a touch, perform its task, and relapse into

repose again.

This machine-like
efficiency, to be beautiful, however, must be handled

with extreme sensitiveness and imagination by the builder. Every house is the

solution of an entirely new set of conditions that will never be exactly repeated,
which means that every modern house is a fresh work of genius or at least of

ingenuity. There are no set standards to fall back upon with deadly superiority
when any question of procedure comes up, no old plans or buildings to look at
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where results can be seen; the house must stand or fall as a
single experiment.

Therefore it is of primary importance in planning the modern house to pick
out a genius to do it. They are not as scarce as one might think in modern

architecture.

The decoration of such a house is as new and full of
possibilities (and pit

falls) as the building of it. Nothing we have ever had before, not even so much
as an idea, can go into it. Oddly enough, this is what we like most about it:

this complete repudiation of the past which shows a courage, self-confidence,

and alert imagination that has not been seen in decoration for many genera
tions. Of course, there are many of us who try to hang on with both hands by

combining the things of the past with the modern background and color

schemes. This very often results in charming and refreshing arrangements that

are not so difficult for the more conservative of us to adjust ourselves to, but

these do not attain to the dignity of a "style" in decoration: they are merely

amusing or ingenious.

The outstanding characteristics of the modern house are its daring and

original use of color (which, to our delight, breaks every rule in the book), its

indirect lighting, its rounded corners and glass partitions
to give the effect

of space, its doors and windows flush with the wall surface, and its complete

elimination of fussy and unnecessary details. The new fabrics woven in combi

nations of unusual materials, chenille, metal thread, horsehair, cellophane,

and the like, in bold geometrical designs, or stenciled in stylized modernistic

figures and foliage,
are often very lovely,

but so far the furniture is apt to

be a bit too self-conscious in its effort to be
original.

It is rapidly improving,

however; the earlier far-fetched designs giving way to simple clean-cut forms

worked out in new and exotic woods in contrast to each other. The names of

these woods are enough in themselves to make one want the furniture:
ambtJ^I'

burl (luminous honey color with a swirling grain),
Macassar ebony (starting

black and white stripe),
coca bola (chocolate brown with wavy grain),

zebra

(definite tan and black stripe)
Avidera mahogany (lovely light yellow), white

holly (that finishes to look like ivory), Australian maple crotch (pronounced
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wavy grain).
These beautiful woods, highly finished, are sufficient reason in

themselves for the unadorned machine-cut lines of modern design.

It takes courage to attempt the new color combinations. They must be

gone at boldly in a kind of lion-taming frame of mind, for the least hesitation

is fatal. We saw a room recently, for example, in which one wall was midnight

blue; the opposite wall, a curved one, and the ceiling, white; the third wall

horizon gray-blue;
and the fourth plate glass through which the dining room

in midnight blue, lemon yellow, and white could be seen. Accents in both rooms,

sparingly used, were lacquer red and black. This room was so new that the

paint was scarcely dry, but the effect was good because the depth of color and

its proportionate use had been keenly sensed; one felt, somehow, that one pail

of deep blue and two of white had produced the paler blue. The hand-molded

white plaster
mantel and the bookshelves on a streamline with it were sur

mounted by alternate squares of silver and gunmetal mirror with three pure

white modernistic ceramics as the only ornaments. The furniture was silver

metal covered in white corduroy, lacquer-red leather and woven materials in

the shades of blue. The carpet dark blue with a large white inset in one corner.

It is not possible, however, to really describe or suggest these color schemes,

because their success is so largely a matter of their values and spacing in rela

tion to each other, but it may be interesting to rehearse a few that we have seen

worked out with good results: purple, delphinium blue, gray, and coral; dark

green, henna, peach, and turquoise; black, gold, and tomato; robin's-egg,

copper, and yellow; mulberry, apple green, and silver; gray, crimson, silver,

and black; lemon, silver, gray, and magenta; chartreuse, gold, and wine;

emerald, lemon, and black; orange-red, brick-red, and blue-green. Exceedingly

well designed wall papers and fabrics come to back up such color ideas, as well

as metal, glass, and ceramic accessories to say nothing of modern paintings.

These interiors, however, are not always successful. Without tradition to

soften the blow the vulgar soul is revealed with awful certainty in modern

decoration, with a kind of shocking nakedness that has been responsible, in a

large degree, for the prejudice against it among conservative people. It is not
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fair or even intelligent, however, to judge the movement by the misuse of it.

After all, there was considerable misuse of Chippendale's and Adam's ideas

before they settled down to business. Fortunately, there is a strong tendency

in the best modern decoration today toward simple, less affected design, sub

dued and harmonious color, and fastidious detail. Suppose we look at a modern

istic house of this newer more conservative type and see how we like it.

THE LIVING ROOM, entered through an exquisite door of etched frosted

glass framed in silver metal, is one ofmarked individuality, suave, sophisticated,

cold and flawless. One feels at once that this is not a home but a background

for transient amusements and interests and that when these change the back

ground will change; while it lasts, however, it is a lovely background. The

floor is laid in geometrical design
in black rubber tiles, and on it is a large rug

of beige sheepskins clipped
close as plush and sewed in alternate squares so

that the light
catches it in shadow and in relief. The walls are of beige wood

veneer of ripply satin luster laid on in squares, and the mantel is built like the

entrance to an Egyptian tomb in blocks of sullen black glass.
The steel fender

of conventionalized leaping flames is also oddly reminiscent of Egypt in its

pointed zigzag design,
and on either side of it are standards of silver metal with

cactus in cone-shaped silver pots.
The huge low chairs are covered in thick

beige plush,
while the wood chairs and built-in divan are done in rich foliage

green and silver indefinite stripe
material. There are numbers of small wood and

metal tables, but no large one, and of course the lights
are lovely, especially

a huge frosted glass jar of antique shape that glows
with iridescence when its

interior lights
are lit. The draperies

on either side of the window that fills one

wall are hung straight
on big silver rings

from a black pole
and are of a kind

of black-and-silver loose-woven tissue material that looks like link armor.

Except for two long framed strips
of Coptic embroidery, black on a time-stained

linen ground,
and some weird lotus-like white-glass

flowers in a tall cylinder,

there are no ornaments in the room. The essentials for comfort are there, and

the effect is tranquil, uncluttered, and impersonal,
at the same time curiously

individualistic.
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THE DINING ROOM has a white marbleized floor, walls of purple glass in

panels
with a pointed

frieze of silver mirror, and a silver ceiling.
There is little

furniture, only a long table of close-grained
wood (it may be white holly) with

gracefully designed
trestle ends of silver metal, a similar serving table, and

chairs with silver metal frames, somewhat Directoire in design, covered in

white pig-skin.
The lights

are concealed around the cornice behind the mirror

frieze, and there is a large
inset of frosted etched glass

in the center of the table

with lights
beneath it. A large

thick purple-glass
bowl of indefinable shape

stands in this pool
of light

to catch the silver drops of a little fountain.

THE LIBRARY is not one of those dear old stuffy
ones piled

to the
ceiling

with books (and germs:
we confess we like a few germs if we don't know we

have them) but a practical apartment
where new books come and go on what

appears
to be a sliding

shelf system.
The walls are lustrous gray wood with a

decided wavy grain,
the ceiling painted

with copper
metallic paint, and the

carpet a thick rich henna. Bookcases crawl about on the walls at varying

heights
with spaces

left open for ornaments: slick bronzes and curious, shape

less but suggestive carvings in stone or wood; and there is an excellent modern

painting
of factory stacks against

a gray sky on the wall. A straight-cut big

desk of the beautiful wavy gray wood has open shelves at either end; and the

draperies
and furniture coverings are made of fascinating woven materials

in henna and gray.
Furniture frames are bright russet wood with a curly

metallic grain.

THE MASTER'S BEDROOM. As a matter of fact, the room we are about to

describe is not the master's room at all. His room is off down the hall some

where, for it seems that master stuck rather grimly to the kind of decoration

that Mother used to make, with the result that his is a sort of Bluebeard's

chamber into which no one is ever allowed to enter. One gets
the impression,

somehow, that the modern bedroom rarely sees him, although it is a lovely

room, painted in soft fawn-gold color with a thick silky carpet of the same color.

The bed, on a dais, with the headboard in a shallow curved recess, has an

odd dish-shaped base of lustrous gold-color wood which rests on the floor and
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into which the very low mattress is fitted. The low headboard which follows the

curve of the recess has wide projections on either side with shelves for tele

phone, books, bottles, night light and so on; and behind it on the recess wall

is a lovely and exotic painted panel of bold foliage design in subdued elusive

metal coloring impossible to describe. The bedspread and draperies are soft

white kid heavily embroidered in brown and gold across one corner. The dress

ing table is practical and new: a kind of
glorified suitcase on

legs
that can be

closed down and locked but when open reveals a large mirror and an array of

modern glass bottles each in its own compartment. The room is reposeful
in

tones of brown, beige and dull gold, with a hint of romance and moonlight in

an enchanted garden in the lovely panel behind the bed; not a romance that

one would be apt to tire of, either.

Of course, there is not another bedroom or another house like this. It was

chosen only because it shows rather more variety in material than the usual

modern house with its plain plaster walls, large glass
windows and flush doors,

and a minimum of square-cut or metal-tubing furniture. It should not be seen,

however, as a
typical example of modern decoration, because there is no such

thing.

Modern decoration has come to stay, at least as long as the conditions that

produced it remain, for it is the perfect expression
of them. How long it will

survive and what it will look like when those conditions change and another

modern movement comes along, we cannot judge. We can only hope that when

it has run its course and taken its place beside the other "traditions," as it

inevitably must, some residue of beauty and of sincerity will remain to hold

our generation in respect.
So far it is vigorous and courageous. Whether it is

worthy depends entirely upon the quality of the spirit
behind it

And there we are! So far as we are able, this is the history and description

of those curious and recurring manifestations
of himself that man calls "home."

We hope that these various houses with their character, habits and dress are
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somewhat more familiar to us now than they were when we first climbed the

hill for the long view. Ifwe have come to recognize them and to know whether

or not we like them and why, perhaps we will approach this baffling business

of self-expression in what we call Decoration with renewed interest in the Past,

assurance in the Present, and confidence in the Future.

At any rate, we leave our little story with reluctance, for it has been a

pleasant task.

I'**}
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Acknowledgments, 189.

Adam, James, 63.

Adam, Robert. 57; period, 62-5; compared with

Chippendale, 62; association with Chippendale,

62; characteristic of work, 64; work compared with

that of Hepplewhite and Sheraton, 67; execution

of designs, 71; use of satinwood inlaid with paint

ing, 71; influence in America, 76, 126, 134;
his

painted panels, loo; materials for stylized room

of, 109; furnishing the Georgian house, 1 18; Phyfe's

adaptations of, 131; chronological chart, 190.

Adams, Abigail, 130.

Adams, John, 130.

Adams, John Quincy, 130.

A. Hepplewhite & Co., 66.

Alhambra, 17,

Amboyna burl (wood), 183.

American antiques, early, 131, 133, 140-51* *$9-fo>

ipo.
American decoration, 74 ff,; Pilgrim Period, 74-5;

New England, 76-7, 129-51, 159-60; Southern

Colonial Period, 78-9, 125-8; Dutch Colonial

Period. 80-1. 152-5; Quaker influence, 8273;

Spanish and French influence, 84-5, 86; Victorian

Period, 86-9; post-Revolutionary, 87; "Period"

Room period, 89; modern, 180-8.

American Indian, furnishings, 177-8.

Angelico, Fra Giovanni, 26,

Animal figures, use in design forbidden by the Mo
hammedan religion, 17,

Anne, Queen, 53-5, 106; death, 56, 58; Pennsylvania

province surrendered to, 82-

Antiques, early American. 131, 133* 140-51, 159-60;

Dutch, 154-5; Spanish-Colonial, 177. Ste also

CHART, 190.

Architecture, Spanish, 17, 176; Gothic, 20-2; JUiza-

bethan, 45; influence of Robert Adam, 63; Dutch,

_. , T _,.,. w . - , *3Oj[ *3. *" ~T" * '
,

chlteaux type, 162-70; Italian, 171-4; modern,

183-8.
Armchair, Puritan turned, 142,

Armoire, Louis XV, 169.

Art, Byzantine, 16; set also DECORATION.

Attila, 17-8,
Australian maple crotch (wood), 183.

Avidera mahogany, 183.

Balance, in a room, no.

Baroque, 28*

Beauty, meaning of, 7-8, 13; Greek and Italian ideals

contrasted, 26.

Bedroom, Jacobean, 103-4; Georgian, 116-8; New
England manor, 136-7; New England cottage, 148;

French, 167-8; French Provincial, 169; modernis

tic, 186-7.
Beds, day, 50; Chippendale, 60; Hepplewhite, 67;

turn-up," 142; Colonial, 148; Cape Cod maple,

150; French Provincial, 169; Spanish, 179; modern

istic, 186-7.

Bedspreads, for the New England cottage, 148, 150*

Bergeres, 168.

Betty lamps. 146.

Bjedmeier, German cabinetmaker, 166.

Bibliography, 191.

Black, Adam, 70.
Blanket chest, 146.
Bombe desk, Louis XV flat-top, 165.

Bonaparte, see NAPOLEON i.

Bookcases, Chippendale, 60.

Botticelli, 27.

Boucher type paintings, 167.

Boxes, knife, with slant tops, 71; Colonial, 146.

Brasses, of early American furniture, 149.

Butterfly table, 142, 143-4.

Byzantine Art, 16.

Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's Guide (Hepplewhite),

66,

Cabinets, French Renaissance, 30; Robert Adam, 64;

Hepplewhite, 67.

Cabriole leg, 33, 34, 153.

Calico, 52.

California, Spanish influence in, 17, 176.

Caning, in Jacobean chairs. 49.

Casement windows, in the French type house, 163-4.

Canterbury Cathedral, 21.

Cape Cod beds, 150.
"
Cape Codders/' 143*

Cathedrals, of the Goth*c era,

to; Fre

yueen /nine, 54., ^mupcuuojv, 3W , *->- *- j

59; Robert Adam, 65; Hepplewhite, 67; bheraton,

70; Hitchcock, 133; typical Colonial, 145, 150;

Windsor. 145, 150; Dutch, 154; French Provincial,

168; Italian, 172; Spanish, 178.

Charles I, 48, 190.

Charles II, 47, 49-50, 82, 106, 190.

Charles V, 22,

Chaucer, 22.
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Cherry, its use in early American furniture, 140.
Chests, French Renaissance, 30; Jacobean, 50; William

and Mary, 52; tallboys, 54; Colonial. 142, 145-6;
Hadley, 145; blanket, 146; the evolution of drawer
pulls, 149; Spanish, 178-9.

China, for a Jacobean house, 103.
Chinese Chippendale, 60, 100.

Chintz, characteristic of English period, 52, 55. See
also UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPERY MATERIALS and

^ CHART, ISO.

Chippendale, Thomas, 57, 58-61; main characteristic
of his furniture, 59; compared with Robert Adam,
62; association with Adam, 62; Gentleman and
Cabinet-Maker's

Director^ by, 69; influence in

America, 76, 83; furnishing the Georgian house,
109, i lo, in, 112, 114, 115, 116, 126, 131; chrono-

Jogical chart, 189*
Christian religion, its influence on art and decoration,

10, 2C>-I.

Chronological Chart of Decorative Periods, 189.
Classic era, 13; motifs, 13, 27, 36, 39, 6c, m, 130;

influence, 27, 36-7, 38-9, 63, 166. See also
GREECE and 'GREEK TRADITION.

Coca bola (wood), 183.
Colonial decoration, 77, 159-60; Southern, 78-9, 125-8;

Dutch 80-1, 152-5; Georgian, 123-31; New
England, 129-51. See also CHART, 190.

u>lor
?
Robert Adam's use of, 64; in Georgian decora-

tion, 109; in modern decoration, 183-4.
Columbus, 22, 190.
Commonweath, m England, 47-8, 190.
Connecticut sunflower design, 145.
Constantine, 16.

Consulate (French), period, 38-9; style distinguished,
166.

Corneille, 32.

Coronado, 84.

Cortez, 176.

Cotswold type of cottage, 104-5.
Cottage types, Jacobean, 104-5; New England, 140-51;

salt boxes,
M

143; "Cape Codde< 143; 5utch,
154-55 Drench provincial, 168-70.

Crewel work, Jacobean, 49-50; characteristic of
English period, 55.

Cromwell, OHver, 48, 49, 74.

Crusades, 22.

Cupboard, corner, 142; Colonial, 146; Dutch "Kas"
IS4-5-

Dante, 26.

Dark Ages, 19, 173.

Daybeds, Jacobean, 50.

Decoration, meaning of, 3-5; value of professional
advice, 4; historical beginnings, 5; beauty in, 7-8
n; Eg3rptian, 10-1; Greek, 12-4; Greek symbol
the basis of

Western^ 13; Roman, K~6j Spanish,

3; Italian, 26-8,

the basis of Western, n; \

17-8, 84-5,. 175^9; Gothic, 45,-*,,, JUWMUI, *o~
,

171-4; Italian Renaissance, 26-8; French. 29-41,
?4-S> 161-70; French Renaissance, 29-30; tenunme
mfluence, 30, 31, 33-4 36^7 66; Louis XIV,
Regence, 33-4; Louis XV, 33-5; Rococc

,31-2;

Rococo, 35;

Louis XVI, 36-7; quality of French, 37; Direc-
toire, 38-9; Empire, 30-41; English, 44-71; English
Renaissance, 44-6; Elizabethan, 45; Jacobean
47-50, 9?-io5; William and Mary, 51-2; QueenAnne, 53-5; divisions of English, 55; Georgian
56-7, 106-19; Thomas Chippendale, 58-6rMcrLAdam'^; color in, 64; Hepplewhite
6-8; Ihomas bheraton, 69-71; American, 74-92-
Pilgrim 74-5? New England and New England
Colonial, 76-7, 99, 123, 120-51. 150-60; Southern
Colonial, 78-9, 125-8; Dutch Colonial, 80-1
152-5; Quaker 82-3; Victorian, 86-9; Modern,'

9p-s, 159788; balance in, no, 113; unity in, 113-4:
chronological chart, 190.

Delft pottery, 103.

Designs, see MOTIFS and DESIGNS.

Desks, William and Mary, 52: slant-top, 52, 149-
Queen Anne, 54; Louis XV flat-top bombl 165.

Dining room, Jacobean, 103; Georgian, 115; the New
England manor, 135-6; the New England cottage
147-8; French type house, 165-7; modernistic
house, 186.

Directoire (French) period, 38-9, 166; or Phyfe period
134. See also CHART, 190.

Drapery and upholstery materials, see UPHOLSTERY AND
DRAPERV MATERIALS.

Drawer pulls, the evolution of, 149.
Drawing room, of a Georgian house, 111-4; New

England manor, 134-5; modem French house,
163-4.

Dressing table, modern, 187.
Dutch, decorative motift, 152-3; pottery, 153; Colonial

rx i

S
r

e I^' Sfff dfO CHART, lO/X
Dutch West India Company, 80.

Early Jacobean period, 47-8,
Early Empire period, 160,

Early Renaissance, 26.

Ebony; Macassar
; 183.

Ecclesiastical designs, 21.

Egypt, in the history of decoration, io-i. 12; influence

w / styles, 39, 185,

izabeth, Queen, 45-6, 47, 190.
Elizabethan decoration, 45, 162, 190*
Empire

period, 39-41, J&. 190; furnishing the New
England manor,, 137; Early, 166.

Enghsh cottage^and faraahouse, 104-5.
English decoration, 43-71; divisions of, 55; influence in

America 7^9, 05^9,
English porcelains, 01.

English Renaissance, 44-6.

Farmhouse, English, 104-5,
Flaxman, John, 64,
Flemish scroll, 48, 49, S3*
Fontaine. La, 32, 35,

^ontamebleau, 39.

Fragonard tjnpe painting!, 167, 190.

Franceaca, Piero della, 37,

Franc^ I, aa, 29, 42, 173, 190; chateaux of the time of,
102.

('94}
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French decoration, 29-41, 88, 161-70; Renaissance,

29-30, 162; Periods, 30-41, 161; Regence, 33-4,

166; influence in America, 84-5, 86.

French house, 161-70; provincial cottage, 168-70.

Furniture, see TABLES, CHAIRS, HIGHBOYS, etc.

Gainsborough, 61.

Gate-leg table, 142, 146.

Gentleman am CabinetrMaker's Director (Chippendale),

69*

George I 56.

George Iv, 166.

Georgian, period, 56-7; influence of styles in Colonial

America, 76-7, 123-31, i$3J typical house, 106-19.

See also CHART, 189,

Golden Age of decoration in England, 56, 71.

Giotto di Bondone, 26.

Gita, 7.

Glass, German enameled of "Baron" Stiegel, 82.

Gobelin tapestry, 190.

Goddard, 131, 190.

Gothic era, 16-23, *9> 3 435 influence, 59, 100, 142.

Great hall, of the Jacobean house, 101-2.

Greece, in the history of decoration, 12-4; conquest by

Rome, 15. See also CLASSIC ERA.

Greek (classic) tradition, of art, 13, 26; translated to

modern use, 28; decline of, 88. See also CLASSIC

ERA*

Guest room, in the Georgian house, n8j New England

manor, 137-8; New England cottage,

Hacienda, 176-7*

Hadley cheat, 145* , . ,

HalL Jacobean, 100-2; the Georgian house, 109-11;

rfew England manor house, 133-4? modern Italian

house, 172.

Hangings, see UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPERY MATERIALS.

Hanging shelves, 54, 60.

Hanover, House of. 50.

Hardware, Colonial, 133.

Harewood House, 62^.

Henry VIII, aa* 44~S, *&> *90*

Hepplewhite, Alice, 66.

Hepplewhite, George, 66.
'

Hepplewhite, type of furniture, $7, 66-8; charactens-

tics, 67, 70; execution of designs, 71; influence m
America, 76, 86; furnishing the Georgian house,

08-9; tne Colonial house, 126, 131, *34J chrono-

lojical chart, r8a

Renaissance, aW, 32. _
,High Renaissance, aW, 32. XT _

, ,

Highboy, curly maple for the New England cottage,

149.

Hitchcock chairs, 133-

Holbein, 102, 103.

Holly wood, white, i8j,

"Home, Sweet Home/ i u.

Horsehair, used by BcDpfewhke and Sheraton, 68.

House, planning it, OJ-o? Jacobean, 99~io$
i udor

Georgian, IQ&WJ ColoiriaJ Gep

Southern C&lonial, m^iNew En

mansion, 1*9-1*; New England maraor, 132-9;

Dutch Colonial, 152-5; modern, 159^8, *8o-8;

French, 161-70; Provincial, 168; Italian, 171-4;

Spanish, W, *75-9; mission, 176; hacienda, 176;

pueblo, 176; Japanese, 181.

"Hutch" table, 142, 146.

Independence,
American War of, 48, 86.

Indian, Amencan, furnishings, 177-8.

Interior Decoration, see DECORATION.

Italian house, 171-4; distinguished from the Spamsh

house, I7H-
Italian Renaissance, 26-8, 29; influence, 29-30, 45, 175,

Jacobean, period, 47-50, 74, 190; influence of styles in

America, 7$J h use, 99-iS-

ames 1, 47, 74> 90-

ames 11,50, 5 r
> 53, 190-

apanese house, 181.

apanning^ 67.

esuit Society, 178.

ones, Inigo, 49

ouy, toile de, see TOILE DE JOUY*

"Kas," Dutch cupboard, 154-5.

Kaufmann, Angelica, 64. t

Keats, John, 7J
"W* a Grec1

??% .^
Kitchen, Jacobean cottage, 105; New England cottage,

144-

Lacquer, S*l
colored> W characteristic of English

period, jS-
Set also CHART, 189.

Ladder-back chairs, ro.

Lafayette, Marquis de, 86.

Late Jacobean period, 47, 49^50-

Late Renaissance, 26, 28.

Legs, cabriole, 33, 34, 54, 153 5 trumpet-turned, 52;

square (Hepplewhite), 67; Elizabethan, 100.
.

Library, in the Jacobean manner, 102; of
theGeor^an

house, H4-5J the modern French ^^ house>

164-5. i

Ensland cottage' lw modernl8ti<:

house* 185* - .,

characteristic of the Italian house, 172.

land, manor house, 132; Battle of, 132.

LoS XIV! 33, A 49, W
Louisiana named for, 84.

Louis XV, period,l3-S, 375

of,

dec -

ou

Louisiana Purchase, 84-5.

to taUboys, 54.
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Maple, its use in early American furniture, 140-50;

crotch, Australian, 183-4.
Marie Antoinette, 36-7, 64, 190; preparing refuge in

America, 87.

Marquetry, 52, IQO.

Mary, Queen of scots, 47.

Mary, Queen, wife of William of Orange, 47, 53, 103;

William and Mary period, 51-2.
Master's bedroom, in the Georgian house, 116-8; New

England manor, 136-7; New England cottage, 148;
modernistic house, 186-7.

Mayflower, 74, 78, 84, 105.

Mclntyre, 190.

Memoirs of Adam Black, 70.

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 155.

Mexico, ceded to the United States, 176.

Mi helangelo, 27.

Mirrors, Sheraton, 71; French trumeau, 164.

Mission furniture, 177.

Mission type house, 176-7.
Modern decoration, the Greek (classic) tradition in,

28; the Directoire influence, 38; Jacobean idea in,

48; period, 90-2, 159-88; French influence, 161-70;
Italian influence, 171-4; Spanish influence, 171,

175-9.
Modern house, 180-8; characteristics, 183.

Mohammedan religion, its influence on artistic design,

17-

Molierej 32.

Moors, influence on Spanish decoration, 17-8, 175, 178.
Motifs and designs, Greek (classic), 13, 27, 36,^39, in,

yo; geometrical, of the Moors, 17; Gothic (eccle

siastical 21
al^

21 ; Louis XIV (shell, Sun God). 32;
AV (ribbon, cupids, flowers), 34, 169; Louis

XVI (ribbon, etc.), 37^;
Directoire (crossed arrow,

swan, lyres), 3$ Empire (laurel wreaths, symbols

Louis

of warX 40; Elizabethan, 45; Jacobean (Flemish

scroll, Tree ofLik\ 48-50; Queen Anne (shell). 54;
Robert Adam (classic urn), 65; Hepplewhite (wneat

ears^Prince of Wales feathers), 67: American (de

rivatives, eagle, Connecticut sunflower), 73, 145;
Dutch (Flemish scroll, sausage and trumpet turn

ings), 152-3; modern (geometrical, stylized flowers,

etc.), i8>3. Set also CHRONOLOGICAL CHAKT, 189.
Mount Vernon, Washington's estate, 86, 125, 126.

Napoleon I, 10; the Directoire, 38-9, 166; the Empire,
40-1, 166; death, 41; blasting effect on decoration,

87, 88. .

Needlepoint, Jacobean, 49; William and Mary, 52;

Queen Anne, 54; characteristic of English period,

55; worked on satin (Hepplewhite and Sheraton),
68. See also CHART, 189.

New England, 48; Colonial mansion, 129-31; manor,
132-9; cottage, 140-51. See also CHART, 189.

New Orleans, founded, 85.

Normandy type, provincial house, 168.

Notre Dame (Paris), 21*

Oak, its use in Elizabethan England, 45; for Jacobean
furniture, 48, 100-5, 106; characteristic of English

period, 5$;
Oak Period, 100-1, 190; for early Amer

ican furniture, 140.

"Ode on a Grecian Urn," 14.

Onate, 84.

Oriental porcelains, 54, 61, 103; keynote of Georgian
room, 109.

Orleans, Philippe d', 33.

Palladio, 63.

Patchwork quilts, 148.

Patio, characteristic of the Spanish house, 177, 179.
Patroon system, 80, 190.

Pembroke tables, 71, 190.

Penn, William, 82^
Pennsylvania province, 82.

Pepys, 49.

Periods, French, 30, 161; Louis XIV, 31-2: Regence,

33-4; Louisi XV, 33-5; Louis XVI, 36-7; Directoire,

j8-9; Empire, 40-1.
Period rooms, the era of, 89.

Petit Larousse, 167.

Petit Trianon, 162.

Philadelphia, founding, 82.

Phyfe, Duncan, 131, 166; furnishing the New England
Colonial house, 133, 134, 137; periods, 134, See

also CHART, icp.

Pie-crust tables, tiptop, 60.

Piecework
quilts, 148.

Pilgrim Period, 74-5, 190.

Pine, its use in early American furniture, 140-50.
Pompadour, Madame de, 34, 88..

Porcelains, Oriental, 54, 61, 103, 109; English, 61;

French, 164; Sfevres, 167.
Portable paintings, 27.

Portraits, the age of, 56; keynote of the Georgian room,

109, 113.

Post-Revolutionary period, American decoration, 87,

190.

Pottery, Wedgwood, 64: Delft, 103; Rockingham, 147;

Dutch, 153; Spanish, 179.
Powder table, 169.

Pretender, Old, 54*
Provincial house, m France, 168.

Pueblo, 176-7,

Puritanism, in England, 47-8, 74; in America, 48, 74-5,

76.

Quaker in0uence in American decoration, 82-3,
Queen Anne period, 53-5, 58, 190; furnishing the

Georgian house, 109, in, 112,

Quilts, "patchwork" and "piecework" differentiated,

148.

Regence, French, 33-4, 166, 190; influence in modern

decoration, 165.

Regency (English), style distinguished, 166, chrono

logical chart, 189.

Religion, influence on art and decoration, 16, 17, 20-1,

178.

Rembrandt, 102, 103.
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Renaissance, 25; in Italy, 26-8, 29, 43, 173, 175; in

France, 29-30, 43, 162; in England, 43-6, 102;
modem, 90. See also CHART, 189.

Reproductions, of Jacobean furniture in Colonial

America, 75; the era of" Period" rooms in America,
89; characteristic of the Northern Colonial house,
131; Spanish-Colonial styles, 177.

Reynolds, 61,

Rizzio, 47.

Robbia, della, family, 26.

Robin Hood, 22.

Rockingham pottery, 147.

Rococo, 35.

Romanesque period, 20.

Rome, in the history of decoration, i-6; conquest of

Greece, 15; sacked by Attila, 18; influence, 39,

Romney, 61.

Royal Worcester service, 115.

St. Augustine, founded, 84.

St. Ignatius of Loyola, 178.

"Salt boxes," 143.
Sash window, appearance in England, 164.

Satinwoodj Sheraton's use of, 71.

Saveiy, William, master cabinetmaker, 82-3, 131, 190.

Saxe^ figurines, 164.
Scenic wallpaper, 133.

Scripture tiles, 153, i$4-

Scroll Greek, 13; interweaving of Christian symbols in

Roman, 16; strutted, 32; Flemish, 48, 49. See also

CHART, 189.

Secretaries, Queen Anne, 54.

Separationists, 48.

Service, in the Jacobean household, 103; Royal Worces

ter (Georgian), 115-

Sfcvres porcelains, 167.

Shell motif, see MOTIFS AND DESIGNS and CHART, 189.

Shelves, hanging, 54, 60.

Sheraton, Thomas, 57; work compared with that of

Hepplewhite, 67; materials for covering his furni

ture, 68; in the history of decoration^ 69-71;
de

scribed by Adam Black, 70; characteristics of his

furniture, 70-1; influence in America, 76, 86;

furnishing the Georgian house, 109, 119; the

Colonial house, 126, 151, 133, I34> *3^ *48, 150;

Phyfe's adaptations of, 131; chronological chart,

*9'
Sideboards, Hepplewhite* 67; originated, 70.

"Snowbound" (Whittier), 147.

Sofaa, Sheraton, 71.

Sofa tables, 71.

Southern Colonial, mansion, 25-8; chronological chart,

189.

Spanish decoration, influence of Moorish invasion.

17-8, 178; influence on American decoration and

architecture, 84; influence of the church on, 178.

Spanish house. 171, 175-9; types, 176; distinguished

from the Italian house, 178-9.

Spool furniture, 138.

Staircase, in the Jacobean house, 101; Georgian house,

109, in.

Sriegel, "Baron," 82.

Stretcher table, 142, 146.

Stuart dynasty 47, co, 99.

Study, New England cottage, 146-7.
Sun God (Louis XIV), 32, 34.

Symbols, Greek, the basis of Western decorative ex

pression. See also MOTIFS AND DESIGNS.

Tables, French Renaissance, 30; French Regence, 33;

William and Maiy (lowboys), 52; Queen Anne, 54;

tiptop, 54, 60, 146; Chippendale, 60; Robert

Adam, 64; Hepplewhite, 67; extension, (Sheraton),

71; Pembroke, (Sheraton), 71; sofa (Sheraton), 71;

"butterfly," 142, 143-4; gate-leg, 142; "table

board," 142; hutch," 142, 146; stretcher, 142,

146; ^
tavern type, 146; powder,

^ 169; French

Provincial, 169; Spanish, 178; dressing (modern),

187.

Tallboys, Queen Anne, 54.

Tapestiy, see UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPERY MATERIALS

and CHRONOLOGICAL CHART, 189.

"Tear drop" drawer pull, 149.

Tiles, Scripture, 153, 154; Spanish, 179. Ste also

CHART, 189.

Tiptop tables, 54, 60.

Titian, 27.

Toile de Jouy, 35, 36, 39, 147, 167, 169.

"Tree of Life" design, 50, 104.

Trianon, Petit, 162.

TfumeaU) 164.

Tudor, dynasty, 47, 100.

Turkey work, 101.

Turn-up beds, 142.

Tut-ankh-amen, 10.

Unity, in decoration, 113-4.

Upholstery and drapery materials, Italian Renaissance

(tapestries, brocades, velvets), 27; French Renais*

sance (Italian influence), 50; Regence (dainty,

toile de Jouy), 34-5; Directoire (plain), 39;

Elizabethan (tapestry, brocades), 4?; Jacobean
(tapestry, crewel work), 48-9, 101-5; William and

Mary period (printed linen, chintz), 52; with

Chippendale's furniture (damasks^ Brocades,

needlepoint), 60; Robert Adam's furniture
(tajjes-

tries, taffetas), 65, 109; Hepplewhite (moire,

chintz), 67-8; Sheraton (moire, chintz), 68; the

Georgian house (chintz, brocade), 109-19; South

ern Colonial mansion (damask, chintz), 128; New

England manor (damask, chintz),^ 134-8; New

England cottage (printed cotton, chintz), HW5
Modern French type house (brocades, taffetas),

164, 165, 167-7;
the^an kouse (dainas^ lt

velvet), 173; the Spanish house (velvet, leather,

damask), 178-9;
the modern house (chenille, metal

thread, cellophane), 183-8. See also CHRONO

LOGICAL CHART, 189.

Fargutnos, Spanish chests, 179.

Versailles, 29, 190; Salle des Glaces, 31.

Victoria, Queen, 87.
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Victorian Period, 86-9, 189-

Vilkj Italian, 173.

Vina, Leonardo da, 27.

scenic, 109, 133, See also CHART, 189.

Walls, Colonial, 135, 147.

Walnut, its use for Jacobean furniture, 49; William

and Mary, 52; Queen Anne, 54; characteristic of

English period, 55; Victorian, 87; the fashionable

wood of the Georgian period, 106-19. See also

CHART, i8c?.

Washington, George, 79, 86; shopping list, 126-7,

Wedgwood, Josiah, 64.

Wedgwood pottery, 64.^

William and Mary, period decoration, 51-2, 103, 189.
William of Orange (the Conqueror), 44, 47, 51-2, 53,

103, 152.

"Willow" escutcheons, 149*

Windows, casement, 163-4; sash, ^fy*
Windsor chairs, 145. 150.

Woods, in modern furniture, 183-4. Set also CHERRY,
MAPLE, MAHOGANY, OAK, PINE, SATINWOOD, WAL
NUT, and CHRONOLOGICAL CHART, 189.

Works in Architecture (Robert Adam), 63.

Wren, Sir Christopher, 49, 63.

Zebra (wood), 183.
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